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~ PREFACE 

Harry Todd Costello used two secretarial notebooks in recording 
Josiah Royce's seminar, at Harvard, in 1913-14. They are now in 
the Library of Trinity College, Hartford. The two are alike, meas
uring about eight and three-eighths by five and three-eighths 
inches, with marbled-paper board covers hinged at the top and 
labeled "Harvard Cooperative Society." On the label of the first he 
wrote: "H. T. Costello, 26 Irving Street. Royce: Seminary in Com
parative Methodology, 1913-1914." On the label of the second he 
modified this legend, substituting the title "Seminary on Scientific 
Methods." He entered his notes in longhand on the rectos of the 
leaves from front to back and on the versos from back to front, in 
this way completing the first notebook but, in the second, breaking 
off shortly after changing direction. Two leaves are missing from 
the first without interruption of continuity. The pencilled notes on 
each meeting except the opening meeting of the year are immedi
ately followed by a summary, in ink, designed to be read aloud in 
the seminar. The summaries are easily legible; the notes, however, 
besides being in a more rapid hand, present difficulties in the form 
of interlinings, unsystematic punctuation, vague abbreviations 
(e.g., "mech." for "mechanism," "mechanistic," or "mechanical"; 
"psych." for "psychology," "psychologist," or "psychological"), 
and the like. ht transcribing the contents of the notebooks, the edi
tor has worked mainly from positive photostats, but has scrutinized 
the originals in an attempt, fortunately with good results, to fix on 
true readings in several dozen doubtful passages. He has also had 
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the advantage to his eyesight of consulting at various stages a rough 
typescript copy thoughtfully provided by the publisher. 

The editor has expanded abbreviations and, for the most part in 
the notes, has modified the capitalization, punctuation, and para
graphing wherever the sense was unambiguous yet would not be 
readily grasped. He has tried to keep such changes to a minimum. 
He has silently normalized the spelling, as of proper names, has 
corrected minor redundancies and syntactical slips, and has re
paired inaccuracies in the citation of page numbers from books and 
articles. Titles that are abridged in the manuscript he has restored; 
the titles here printed in brackets he has supplied, the reference in 
each case of this sort being definite, unless otherwise indicated, and 
useful in clarifying the context. Other bracketed matter he has in
serted either after collating the notes with the summaries or after 
comparing the digests of papers with ascertainable sources of the 
subject-matter or, when available, with printed versions. He is 
solely responsible for the footnotes and of course for the index of 
names. He has omitted nothing of substance found in the manu
script except certain illustrative diagrams, a few marginal nota
tions, and, regretfully, a gallery of abstract designs and of grotesque 
faces bearing a tribal likeness to Palmer Cox's troops of brownies. 

Hitherto unpublished material from the Peirce papers in the 
Houghton Library, relating to the correspondence between Charles 
S. Peirce and Frederick A. Woods, is cited or quoted here by per
mission of the Department of Philosophy of Harvard University. 
Costello's "Recollections of Royce's Seminar on Comparative Meth
odology" is reprinted, as Appendix A, by permission of the direc
tors of the Journal of Philosophy. The check list of Costello's pub
lished writings, Appendix B, has been compiled by the editor with 
the f!Ssistance of Bryan Gillespie. 

The editor wishes to acknowledge the rich and generous help of 
those former students of Josiah Royce who have furnished informa
tion, given leave to quote from their letters, or shown the means of 
solving textual problems. For blunders and misunderstandings he 
takes full blame, but for whatever insight into the nature-the 
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~., PROCESS AND ANALYSIS IN 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ROYCE 

I . "New Processes of Social Aggregation" 

Portraits of Royce show a person with a serene brow more than 
usually broad, and with a level, steady gaze. The notebooks of Pro
fessor Costello give us the same person in the community of his 
"Seminary in Logic," acting as the sustainer of dialogue, probing 
with questions, maintaining perspective. 

The composition of the seminar was unusual, for it included in 
addition to the regularly enrolled graduate students a number of 
professional colleagues, representing a variety of sciences, in more 
or less regular attendance. Their partnership with Royce made the 
year's consideration of scientific methods pre-eminently cogenL 
After Royce's death a grateful university recorded, "His most nota
ble contribution to the teaching of the university was made through 
his seminary in logic, which became a veritable clearinghouse of 
science. Men of widely different training and technique-chem
ists, physiologists, statisticians, pathologists, mathematicians-who 
could not understand one another, were here interpreted to one 
another by Royce, who understood them all." • 'Where else in the 
world at that time was such a community of scholars to be found? 

• "Josiah Royce," Science, N.S. XLIV (December ,, 1916), 773. See J. H. Cotton, 
Royea on the Human. Self (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1954), p. 12. 
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Not only was the seminar remarkable over the years in its mem
bership, but the particular year 1913-1914, for which we have the 
notebooks, was an iniportant one in the history of the seminar in 
that it records so clearly Royce's loyalty to his gifted friend, Charles 
Peirce. At the session of April 28 the death of Peirce called forth a 
tribute from Royce which was the unplanned climax of an appreci
ation running through the year's work. Letters from Peirce had 
been read and discussed in earlier sessions of the seminar. And 
Royce's lecture on "The Mechanical, the Historical, and the Statis
tical," shared with the seminar on March 3, was focused on Peirce's 
ingenious statistical theory of cosmic evolution. 

This lecture on "The Mechanical, the Historical, and the Statis
tical'' gives us an iniportant clue to understanding both the signifi
cance of the participation of scientific colleagues and the expressed 
indebtedness of the group and its leader to Peirce. The lecture had 
been prepared in the first instance for a group of colleagues invited 
to meet in Royce's house. It is in effect an invitation, indeed an 
appeal, to these colleagues to form a community of interpretation 
for the discussion of "questions of common scientific interest." 
Royce was convinced that such a community was the best labora
tory for achieving new insights. It would illustrate socially the prin
ciple of "the fecundity of aggregation" which can be demonstrated 
in the statistical operations of Nature itself. "Do you wish to ex
perinient upon some new processes of social aggregation?" says 
Royce to his friends, putting the question deliberately into the con
text of Peirce's evolutionary doctrine as he had come to subscribe 
to it. 

Two years later Royce died. But his community of scientists 
and philosophers persisted. In the course of events certain mem
bers of it were decisive agents in bringing Whitehead to this coun
try to continue what Peirce and Royce had begun as cosmological 
thinkers with mathematical leanings.• Royce, through his seminar 
and its associated group of scientific colleagues, appears as the mid-

• W. E. Hocking, "Whitehead As I Knew Him," Journal of Philosophy, LVIII 
(September 14, 1961), 507-08. 
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dle term between Peirce and Whiteh d . . 
cosmology m· thi ea m the nse of philosophical s counny. 

As we read the notebooks of 191 1 1 £ . 
Professor Costello, it is well to bear : !u.:'d: a~thlully ~ept by 
of Royce's major books had alre d b . at y 1?at time all 
lication was a booklet, the p . a y ~en_ published. His first pub-
Royce as a young instructo;:Enr of Ii hgzcalBAnalysis, prepared by 
P • g s at erkeley in 1 88 Th nmer, as a work in "an l . ,, 1. e 
in direct 1in f . . a ys1~, even though it is elementary is 

. ' e o continwty with the seminar of 1 1 ' 
Pnmer s three successors, all a e . . ' . 9 ~-1914. The 
spectively a work in meta h . PP ~g ':° the eighties, were re
Fortun t 1 f hil p !sics, a histoncal treatise, and a novel. 

a e y or p osophy m this country th I . 
physical works anti · d th ' e ogical and meta-
Th h

. . . c1pate e persistent lines of his mental growth 
e 1stonan m Roye did • . • 

t . "th . e perstSt m the form of intellectual L!-
onan WI special h · =-

H d 
. . emp as1s on modern philosophy. (Indeed his 

arvar ntle dunng most of his t bin ' 
the History of Philosophy") But :c g year~ wa~ "Professor of 

. e systematic thinker won out. 

I I • Three Characteristic Themes 

P
h Ro~c;/ thought was strongly influenced by the critical philoso-

y o ant as well as by the post-Kantian hi1 h . 
development by Fichte and Sch enh P osop Y of will in its 
of the new mathematic d opth au~r. He ~as also well aware 
the . s an ma ematical logic of his time Fur 

nnore, like most of his contem ora . . hi1 . • 
~reoccupied with issues raised by Je D~~ p ~sophy he was 
tion, .especially those concerning human destinan In e~ry of evolu
working out his own resolution of . . y. e course of 
to refer to hi · • philosophical problems he came 

s position as Absolute Pra ti" . 
pragmatism with . gma sm, meanmg by this a 
meets d so~e rational and moral constants in it. "Truth 

nee s: truth is also tru " H 
that hlllllan . . e. e expressed thus his conviction 

existence is at once thorou hl . . 
sequence of practical actions and . . g . y time-lllllnersed as a 

, m its rational power, capable of 
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grasping forms of order and lawfulness which are true throughout 
the relativities of the temporal flux. Royce is a kind of process 

philosopher. . . 
a. The Postulational Logic of the Will: The Kantian and post-

Kantian bent of Royce's thought is evident in the central role that 
he assigns to the rational activity of "postulation." His emphasis 
on necessary postulates of reason has about it ~e qu~lity of Ka~t:s 
necessary postulates of morality. In the Kantian philosophy, if it 
were not for the three great postulates concerning human persons 
and the Divine Judge, any constructive metaphysics would be 
largely forfeit and we would be left with a theory of kn~wledge 
for the most part negative in its critical char~cter. The Kan~an type 
of approach to metaphysics throu~h the p1:113acy of ~ractical rea-
son is reflected in Royce's postulational logic of the ~· . . 

A central illustration will support this point. Havmg m mmd 
that Royce's metaphysics is person-centered, w~ a~e not ~rised 
that he finds the clue to cosmic order in those pnnc1ples which gen
erate a community of moral individuals. It follows that Royce must 
give particular attention to the nature of individuality and t~ "the 
principle of individuation." He does so in terms of the theSlS that 
personal individuality is a matter of "po5:'11ati~n." A perso~'s indi
viduality is not a "given" item of expenence m each passmg mo
ment of his life. His uniqueness has to be affirmed by a decision of 
will carried through the sequence of actions which is his life. Indi
viduality is a resolve. Likewise the individuality of others whom 
one encounters is decisional. Each person affirms rather than ob
serves the uniqueness of another person as the hidden clue to the 
coherences of his seen courses of action. 

A second illustration, closely linked with the first, is Royce's 
account of the structure of time. Since a life is a series of deeds in 
the flow of time, and since only the passing moment is at hand in 
experience as a decidedly cramped space of actuality, the pa~ ~d 
the future of each person's life are constantly postulated by him m 
rationally deliberate remembering and anticipating. There is some
thing here of the Augustinian insight into the connection between 
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time's tripartite form and a triad of conscious human acts. Past, 
present, and future are functions of remembering, perceiving, and 
anticipating. 

Postulations are not free and whimsical acts but free and neces
sary ones. The test of their necessity lies in the attempt to affirm 
the negative, and the logical discovery that in trying to do so the 
positive is inescapably reaffirmed. For example, to reject the postu
late of one's individuality is to reinstate it in the very act which 
generates the denial, for one's individuality resides in the act itself. 

These illustrations are in the spirit of Royce's view that the logic 
of the will is the ground of all logic. From his pragmatic conviction 
that all ideas are "plans of action,'' it plainly follows that thinking 
itself is a clarified aspect of willing. 

b. The New Mathematics and the Logic of Yes and No: Royce 
liked to trace this will-centered logic to its root in "the logic of yes 
and no,U the logic of decision and of the rational consequences of 
decision. The distinction between intentional affirmation and de
nial he called "the earliest exact relation defined by the human 
mind." He was confident that the new algebra of logic, and most 
or all of the new mathematical analyses of serial order, could be 
shown to be implicit in this familiar and inescapably human 
beginning. 

The intentional acts expressed by "Yes" and "No" are personal 
and free, but mathematical-logical order is objective in its neces
sity; and yet the freedom and the objectivity go together. Royce in
sists that in this exact domain creating is discovering. By intellec
tual construction of numbers, or propositions, a finite thinker both 
launches and explores forms of serial order. The world which con
fronts the finite thinker is the intellectual prolongation of these 
series ad infinitum. It picks up where the finite thinker leaves off 

'th ' Wl the same rationale; its rational constitution extrapolates from 
these beginnings. Thus the human intellectual creator discovers 
progressively the full import of what was latent in his freedom. 
Man "serializes" in a world which is through and through intelli
gi'bly serial. Royce's pragmatic activism of ideas, both mathematical 
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and logical, is inseparable from a realism of these same intelligible 
structures. They are disclosed in ventures of intellectual freedom 
as necessarily the way they are. 

Royce's reliance on the free rational activity of "constructing" 
or "creating" in mathematics and logic is quite evidently in keep
ing with Kant's view that mathematical thought is based on rule
guided construction of the ordered entities thought about. Royce is, 
in this respect, akin to mathematicians known today as "intuition
ists," for example H. Poincare, pf whom he wrote with apprecia
tion. But a major departure from Kantian doctrine comes to light 
here. In his judgment, neither mathematical nor logical creation is 
grounded in any such principle of sensory necessity as Kant pro
poses in his "transcendental aesthetic." The receptive "sensings,, of 
space and time upon which Kant is insistent have nothing in com
mon with Royce's rational activism, where the genesis of types of 
rational order is concerned. For Royce, the necessary milieu of such 
order is activity (willing), not passivity (sensing). Rational and 
creative will is the principle for mathematics and logic alike; 
wherefore the distinction between the two disciplines is canceled, 
and the two are regarded as branches of a single system. 

Royce thus subscribes unreservedly to the impressive extension 
of the "algebraic,, treatment of mathematical and logical problems 
which was taking place during his lifetime. This is apparent in his 
earliest book, the Primer of Logical Analysis, with its tribute to 
Boole. It is still evident in one of his latest essays, "An Extension 
of the Algebra of Logic,,, in which he explores a difficulty in Boolean 
algebra. The difficulty is one he found pointed out by Whitehead. 
It has to do with the inability of Boolean algebra to avail itself of 
the full power of "group operations,, such as give "progressive" 
character to other algebras. 

This adherence to the algebraic merging of mathematics and 
logic on the pragmatic basis of "the logic of yes and no" permits 
Royce to claim that a new form of "deduction of the categories" is 
in the making. The common principles disclosed in the new theory 
of order, in terms of classes, relations, and series, are in effect a 
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"d d d,, th · · ~ uce , at 1s, necessary, categonal scheme meeting the re-
qmrements of the Kantian deduction of the categories. He regards 
these common principles as final replacements of the Kantian 
scheme since they possess the clarity, exactitude, and economy of 
modern analysis. 

c. "The World Is a Progressively Realized Community of Inter
pretation": These words may be read above an entrance to Royce 
Hall on the Los Angeles campus of the University of California. 
They give the thesis of Royce's cosmology in its mature expression. 
In fact this assertion is the outcome of the argument in Volume II 
of The Problem of Christianity, which appeared in print earlier in 
the very year in which Professor Costello began his notebooks. Here 
is essentially Royce's counter to Darwinian theory. He is affirming a 
teleology of evolution in which the world's progress has meaning 
through fostering the life of persons in community under an ethics 
of loyalty. 

The term "interpretation" refers to an activity which is at once 
social and logical, an activity which tends to be normative in the 
rel~tions of human comm~ity. Its nature is to generate a temporal 
senes of deeds. A person m the present moment mediates between 
?ne who is ~arlier and one who is to come, so that past signs of mean
mg are clanfied and conserved into the future. The social molecule 
is a three-membered group composed of a person who gives a sign of 
meaning which calls for interpretation, a person who interprets, 
and a person who receives the interpretation. The serial nature of 

. such triadic relations evidently harmonizes with Royce's concep
tion of a serial and progressive logic of the will. The mathematical 
analysis of types of serial order permits the analysis in exact terms 
of the rational anatomy of this social process. 

But Royce does not stop here. When he speaks of the "world" as 
~ comm~ty of interpretation, he is taking the daring step of judg
mg the social categories of human existence to be the clue to natural 
order as well. This is more than a reafflrillation of one of his earliest 
co1:'victions (from 1880 and before) that this is "a world of life." 
With encouragement from the researches of his friend Charles 
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Peirce, he is holding the view that Nature is_ constituti~nally fitted 
to enter into the most rational type of human mterpretation, namely 
that of the community of scientists. In "sciem;e," the nonhum~ 
things of Nature spontaneously give signs ~f meaning !o man:,th~ 
interpreter, whose interpretations are received and weighed ~ ven
fied") by future things of Nature. Nature see~s to be ~redisposed 
to scientific interpretation and to have evolved its proper mterpret~r 
in the shape of scientific mankind. The success of mod~m p~agmati~ 
natural science is weighty evidence for this hypothesis. Thi~ refl~c
tion invites the inference that the natural world and mankin~ dif
fer in degree only, and belong together in a larger commumty of 
conscious entities as extensive as the universe. . 

Royce tentatively explores the implicati~ns of ~s "Umv~rs~ 
Sociology" with the help of his theory of tmle. His hypothes~s is 
"that we have no right whatever to speak of really unconscious 
Nature but only of uncommunicative Nature, or of Nature whose 
mental' processes go on at such different tim:~ates from .o~s that 
we cannot adjust ourselves to a live appreciation of then- mw~d 

fl " • In a world process in which many threads of life, uency. . • • . .. 
human and nonhuman, are interweaving, the interpretive acti~ty 
goes on throughout many grades of less and more comprehensive 
time relations and less and more coherent logical relations: Just as 
infrapersonal life sustains its ordered p~ogr.ess by w~y of its more 
and more comprehensive interpreter, scientific mankin~, so, Roy~e 
proposes in a great analogy, infrapersonal and personal lives sustam 
their joint ordered progress by way of their nonfmite and ~lt~gether 
comprehensive interpreter, The lnte~reter, whos~ co:;itmumg ac
tion is "the Spirit of the World's lnfimte Commumty. The neces
sities inherent in the world's serial order are at once the character 
of the Infinite Will which sustains and conserves the pro~ess of 
all fmite conscious beings. Here we have in new formulation an 
itinerarium mentis in deum for all that lives, namely for all be
ings. Royce's social metaphysics is a theology. 

• The World and the Individual (New York, 1901), Il, 2:15-26. 
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Having in mind three such general themes characteristic of 
Royce's thought, the reader of the notebooks should be in a position 
to recognize, in the wide range of topics which were discussed in 
the seminar of 1913-1914, suggestions of a coherent guiding inter
est. The mathematical side of Royce's interest, for instance, is evi
dent in the several discussions of statistics and probability. The 
concern with a philosophy of evolution can be seen in such topics 
as the fitness of the environment and the contrast of mechanics and 
history. The voluntaristic view of science itself invites the discus
sions of value and interpretation. 

II I. Why the Neglect, and Why the Renewal of Interest? 

During the years between the two world wars the more active 
philosophical interests in North America led away from a teleo
logical type of metaphysics such as that of Royce. His thought un
derwent eclipse for a generation. Since the Second World War, 
partly with a stimulus from France, a careful study of Royce's phi
losophy has been resumed. A glance at some of the reasons for this 
change of fortune will help to a clearer understanding of Royce's 
thought. 

When we recall the complex alignments in philosophy during 
the 'twenties and 'thirties, particularly in this country, we are hard 
put to it to discern a general issue beneath the surface of the many 
special issues. One possibility is the metaphysical issue of teleology. 
Note, for example, that various forms of pragmatism were con
genial to teleology in evolutionary form. And Royce's type of prag
matic idealism was more explicitly teleological than most. 

a. Teleology Analyzed Away: The schools of realism of the 
American and English varieties tended to discourage teleological 
doctrines. Generally speaking, "realism" represented a focus of 
attention on the theory of knowledge in detachment from meta
physical problems, or at least with neutrality toward a wide range 
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of metaphysical issues. To the extent that such realistic movements 
made their influence felt in American philosophy in the last gen
eration, they drew attention away from such teleological thought 
as that of Royce. 

Ironically, the teleological trait in Royce's philosophy which 
brought it into conflict with the Anglo-American realisms consti
tuted its bond with Continental forms of realism, in particular, 
Scholastic philosophy, which was being renewed in his generation, 
and Existentialism which has become prominent in more recent 
years. The reader of Royce's work can hardly fail to see evidence 
of a wide understanding of Scholasticism on his part, and may con
clude that it was the teleological character of Scholastic philosophy 
which made this type of realism congenial to his mind in ways in 
which the nonteleological realisms were not. 

As the logical positivism of the Vienna Circle was transplanted 
to this country in the 'thirties, there grew up a movement of more 
sweeping repudiation of metaphysics. Not only the teleological 
tendency of some schools of thought, but metaphysics as such was 
subjected to analysis in a way which tended toward the suppression 
of the whole discipline. Although this movement, in some contrast 
to the more recent English school of language analysis, was indebted 
to a considerable extent to the Kantian critical tradition, it empha
sized the philosophy of science contained in this tradition rather 
than the ethics with its metaphysical weight. Positivism, more force
fully than realism, contributed to the temporary neglect of Royce's 
thought. 

b. American Philosophers Begin to Write Their Own History: 
American philosophy has been typically more concerned with sys
tematic and speculative work than with the interpretation of in
tellectual history. Nevertheless, recent years have sew a vigorous 
increase in historical studies of American thought. These histories 
have, of course, identified a "classical" stage of American philoso
phy around the turn of the century, with William James as the 
central enlivener of mental combat Inevitably, Royce and San
tayana have been included in the account; and Peirce has received 
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: del~yed recognition. The renewal of attention to Royce has thus 
_ee~ m part a result of the historian's obligation to preserve con

tinUI1)'.' and proportion in his work of interpretation. 
£ Cunousl)_' enough, the representatives of the more positivistic 
o~s ,of philosophy have been inhibited from undertaking this his

tonan s ta_s~. It is likely that the hermeneutic sympathy required 
fo~~e wnting_o_f ?d~quate intellectual history cannot be generated 
WI m the positivists categorial scheme. 

c. ~e Re~e~al ?f Cosmology: Metaphysics has grown decidedly 
:r~ inductive m Its procedure during the past half century con

~g ~e tendency ~egun by the nineteenth-century diale~tical 
philosophies. The radical empiricism of Willi J 

h am ames and the 
p en?menolo~ of Edmund Husserl have given programmatic ex-
pression to this development of a "wider e • • • " 0 
f th· · • mpmcism. ne outcome 

o . is m~ucti~e :m~hasis_ has been the renewal of cosmology as a 
philosophical discipline, witness the achievements of H . B 
and Nicolai Hartmann. enn ergson 

!he w?rk of Peirce as .a cosmologist has supported the tendency 
!o mductive pr~cedures m metaphysics. In addition, Whitehead's 
influence, especially through the writings of hi A- • 
h . s =encan years, 

as strengthened this tendency. In contrast to the European philoso-
ph~rs Bergs~n and Hartmann, both Peirce and Whitehead brou ht 
therr ma~teries of m~thematics to bear directly and constructiv:l 
upon ~eir co:mological thinking, thereby giving to this branch :i 
Amencan_ philosophy a characteristically exact expression. This 
!en;ency,m the newer cosmology has resulted in a renewed interest 
~d o~ce s cosmology because of its mathematical as well as its 
m ucnve character. 
do···Exi ·· . ptimisnc stentialism: When Marcel writes th t R ' hil h " a oyce s 

~ o~op_ y marks a transition between absolute idealism and ex-
1sten~alist ~~ugh!," what has he in mind? The preva iling notion 
~ Exi;tentialism is that it is a gloomy philosophy appropriate to 
.:~se ~ oodmy tunes. Royce's philosophy, on the other hand is some-
1.U.U.es JU ged t timi' • • ' oo op stic for a mid-twentieth-century taste In 
the face of this discrepancy the Catholic existentialist thinker ~el-
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comes, in Royce, an approach to a "metaphysics of joy" which is 
nonetheless pertinent to Existentialism. Marcel thus disturbs our 
preconception of the existential as a synonym for the morbid. In 
Royce's version of homo viator, as a serial order of deeds (not a 
substantial monad), as concretely individual in the flux of time and 
yet transcending the passing moments in the "Beloved Commu
nity," Marcel fmds the American counterpart of theistic forms of 
Existentialism such as have come to expression in Europe. Royce's 
sense of the immanence of human in Divine creativity, especially as 
clarified and completed in the "concrete a priori" of W. E. Hocking, 
is virtually that presence which Marcel's own inductive metaphys
ics has so richly disclosed. The stimulus from overseas of this opti
mistic form of existentialist philosophy has contributed its share to 
the awakened interest in Royce's thought. 

IV. Pertinence to the Present Situation: 

There are mutations occurring in the philosophical situation to
day to which one or another aspect of Royce's thought will contrib
ute. Consider three tendencies selected from the complex of current 
discussion which have a growing momentum. 

a. The "Analytic Philosophy" is becoming noticeably more hos
pitable to metaphysics, especially to metaphyics of an inductive 
sort (despite Professor Feigl's fear of "disreputable" alliances be
tween science and philosophy on such a basis). The temper of the 
Aristotelian kind of "analytics" which pervades the British analysis 
of language is a helping factor in bringing about this change. It is 
to be expected that Royce's contributions to analysis, with their 
pragmatic character, will gradually fmd their place. This is espe
cially likely to happen as attention continues to be given to the 
time-honored task of disclosing the categorial structure of things. 

b. It is nearly axiomatic that the Western philosophic commu
nity will continue to widen its borders, becoming more open to the 
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~fluence o~,the ~ther ~eat intellectual traditions in the world. The 
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~ EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

In September, 1913, when Costello became for the year the "re
cording secretary" of Philosophy 20c and began taking notes on its 
weekly meetings, precisely a quarter of a century had passed since 
Royce first conducted his famous seminar. Over that period it had 
undergone various metamorphoses. Initially, in 1888-89, Royce 
dealt with Kant. Throughout most of the 'nineties he concentrated 
on the system of Hegel, returning to it from 1906 to 1908. During 
1896-g7, in a temporary exchange of places with William James, 
he explored the methods of psychology. His regular Metaphysical 
Seminary, as it was called, acquired officially a new name in 1903, 
the Logical Seminary, afterwards the Seminary in Logic; and as 
early as 1898 its topic was announced as the problems of logic. But 
it was never narrowly circumscribed by any subject. First and 
last it was a seminar in the contents of Royce's own versatile and 
capacious mind, which commanded a scale of subject matter rang
ing from mathematics to epistemology and from biology to ethics. 
Such later catalogue descriptions as "The Logical Analysis of Fun
damental Concepts and their General Relations to Philosophical 
Problems" ( 1904-1906), "A Comparative Study of those Concepts 
of Human Thought which have to do with the Relations of Whole 
and Part" (1908-09), and, in the final years of Royce's life, "A 
Comparative Study of Various Types of Scientific Method" (1910-
1912, 1913-1916) show the typical catholicity of bis interests. 

To Royce, human knowledge composed a unity, even if the pre
cise form of that unity could not be crystallized. All the arts per-
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taining to humanity had a common bond. That was the _concern of 
hil O by. 1·t must also be the ultimate concern of science, as a p osp, . . • dhim. 

branch of philosophy. And science mcreasmgl! fasc~t~ 
This evolution was owing in great part to his admiration for 
Charles S. Peirce, who had been rejected by Harv8:d only t~ be
come a chief cornerstone. Royce enlisted for his seminar the aid ~f 
colleagues from many disciplines, especially the _sciences. As his 
guests they could come to its meetings to read their ne"".est pa~ers 
and to debate with one another and with him the ~hilosophical 
principles of their work. Like him, th~y were seeking ~erms of 
unity. Thus, one year, according to Marion Coats Graves, We had 
formulated a definite problem: 'Do all pieces of research ~mp~oy 
the same methods, so that we may properly speak of the scientific 
method as applicable to all fields of research; or do th_e_ methods 
vary with the fields?' Mr. Royce invited several authon~es to. de
scribe to the class the method each guest used; and after discussio~~ 
we noted whether any different methods had been emplo~ed. 
G. A. Reisner reported on Egyptian archaeology, F. W. Tau~51g on 
the economics of the steel industry, W. B. Cannon on physiolo~, 
R. C. Cabot on ethics, and Ella Lyman Cabot on the fme a~. Vic
tor F. Lenzen, the secretary during the fmal year ~f the se~r, as 
Costello had been two years earlier, has preserved m one of his o~ 
notebooks a full account of the guest papers of 1915-16. These m
cluded one by R. F. A. Hoemle on implication and one b~ E. E. 
Southard on the logic of pathology. Royce would emphasize ~e 
unity of theme inherent in a common attention to method or logic; 
but, recalling 1913-14, Florence Webster testifies that this often 
yielded in interest to the subjects of the papers themselves. Perh~ps 
one may conclude that the most evident unity was a psychological 
one, an intellectual excitement generated among the students by 
the almost fierce vitality of Royce. . 

No one long subjected to Royce's influence could und~ate his 
thoroughness and alertness. With Costello's "Recollections of 
Royce's Seminar on Comparative Methodology" (19~5?, here re
produced as Appendix A, may be compared the reID.llllscences of 
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Jacob Loewenberg published in the Harvard Alumni Bulletin of 
January 29, 1949, where Loewenberg said: 

I can still see Royce, sitting at the head of the ta hie in Emer
son Hall (Room C), a large notebook in front of him, in which 
he would record minutely the visitor's discourse and his replies 
to questions. It was a thrilling experience to watch the encoun
ter of critical minds and to participate in a free trade of ideas. 
The trade was indeed a flourishing one, for Royce appropriated 
from the many scholars valuable material for interpretation 
and synthesis, and the scholars in their turn learned to appre
ciate the importance and relevance of philosophy. Some of 
them would return to the seminar year after year. And as for 
the students, the vistas gained into unsuspected worlds of 
knowledge loosened their dogmatism and deepened their un
derstanding. 

Loewenberg, who attended the seminar at intervals from 1907-08 
to 1911-12, hints further at the personal dynamism of Royce: a dis
cussion, he observes, would consist in "an amicable altercation be
tween Royce and his guests." The key word is "amicable"; the 
helpfulness of a discussion may depend on a certain intensity. 
Royce's searching honesty, allied to his pepperiness, animated his 
treatment of students. Frances Rousmaniere Dewing, with a per
spective stretching now more than six decades (she was present al
most every year from 1900-01 to 1905-06), sights what must have 
been the functional virtue of Royce's pedagogy: "He was .•. a 
master at perceiving and developing, sometimes by questions, 
germs of real interest in a paper that sounded, as it was read, con
fused and almost meaningless. In the conduct of the seminar, how
ever, he made every effort to have a live discussion among the 
members of the group." She adds: "I want to emphasize that I 
found the Royce seminars really different from others I attended 
• • , in being discussions. Royce gave us the definite feeling he had 
respect for each speaker, and would weigh remarks thoughtfully." 
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Small wonder that his best students, if still in Cambridge after 
finishing dissertations at Harvard or Radcliffe, should have wel
comed an invitation to come back as visitors. 

0£ course the students were expected to do more than listen and 
discuss. As the Costello notebooks abundantly show, nearly every
body had to join in by reading papers. Although student papers 
might often bear on the unifying subject of the year, in practice 
many of them went afield in method as well as content. They 
might stem from research not done expressly for the seminar, as, 
for instance, into materials for dissertations in progress. Royce 
seems to have been accustomed to speak of the papers as "notes," 
but Costello's terminology in his account shows that a distinction 
was felt between the short "note" and the long "paper," even when 
the latter was not written out in full. As Loewenberg has indicated, 
Royce would ordinarily draft, on the spot, a memorandum about 
each contribution. The Harvard Archives possess four battered 
manuscript notebooks containing such records, which cover 1901-
02, 1904-05, 1909-10 (with one page on a 1907 session), and 
1911-12. Some of the note-taking in 1911-12 was done by others; 
Royce suffered an apoplectic seizure in the middle of the year. In 
1909-10 the unifying subject was "causation," which was assigned 
as the topic of an exercise. Both then and in 1911-12 Royce would 
ask one or another of the members each week to draw up a sum
mary of the meeting and to read it the week following. He was 
keenly interested in the results, which he would evaluate in the 
privacy of his notebook. 

It appears likely that 1913-14 was the first year in which Royce 
delegated to only one person the regular job of note-taking and 
summarizing; and he was to do so but once again, in 1915-16. His 
nomination of Costello, then an Instructor in Philosophy, must have 
been influenced by the quality of similar work Costello had now 
and then done as a student. In his notebook for 1909-10 he had 
twice used the characteristic phrase "very pretty," in commenting 
on Costello's reports. 

Costello was in his twenty-eighth year, having been born on No-
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1918 to 1920, a Lectureship at Columbia. During his final year in 
New York he did part-time teaching at the City College. In 1920 he 
was appointed to the chair of Brownell Professor of Philosophy at 
Trinity College, Hartford. Except for visiting lectureships at the 
University of California (1922) and Harvard (1930) and his 
Woodbridge Lectureship at Columbia (1952), he remained at 
Trinity for the rest of his career. His Woodbridge Lectures were 
published in 1954 as A Philosophy of the Real and the Possible; 
they are miscellaneous rather than systematic, but, like most of his 
writings, display wit and intellectual virtuosity. His other book was 
the annotated list of Books for a College Student's Reading, which 
went into five editions. Its dogmatic, pithy criticisms reveal a 
marked acuteness. For some years he was attached to the reviewing 
staff of the Journal of Philosophy. He submitted notices which, 
while often mischievous in tone, were deliberate and penetrating. 
At Trinity he became Professor Emeritus in 1956 but never retired 
as a teacher. He died suddenly on January 25, 1960. For over 
thirty-nine years he had made his home in a cluttered suite of two 
rooms at the college. No close relatives survived him. A brief 
memoir by R K. Morris, with a portrait, appeared in the Trinity 
College Alumni Magazine of March, 1960. 

Costello's associates agree that he was a voracious reader, for 
whom a book a day was standard fare; that, from his youth, he se
cluded himsell to the point of eccentricity; that he sported an "al
most puckish" sense of humor, capable of wit but tending towards 
broadness; and that, above all, he showed himsell to be a complex 
and orderly thinker. At Harvard he seemed indifferent to social 
life and spent his off-hours in the philosophy library at Emerson 
Hall. But a bookish man must husband his independence. Costello 
was aloof rather than misanthropic; at Trinity, when he encoun
tered an old colleague on the path, he might stare ahead and merely 
crook a finger in passing, but the gesture was good-humored, even 
amiable. When he wished, he could be convivial, and he delighted 
in watching football games and in listening to academic gossip. His 
habit of detachment could appear tactless, it was so matter-of-fact: 
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s a guest in the house of friends, he might survey the dinner table, 
oint to one dish after another with the remark, "I will not eat 
at," or "I will eat this," and at the last have dined simply on meat 
d potatoes. To behave thus bluntly seems, at best, like a way of 

saying, "I know that you know that I know better, and you know 
that I know that you know it's all one." 

If, at a faculty meeting, he sat rocked with silent laughter, it was 
not from arrogance, though he himsell could rise to sort out the 
issues with incisive clarity and with command of the practical ap
plication of ideas. His usual want of zeal did not result from leth
argy; if stirred to anger, as by some threat of academic high-hand
edness, he could give battle. His laughter, often "dead-pan," lacke_d 
warmth; it was sly, without rancor. He made slang a style. His 
praise was rare and uneffusive. He was prone to caricature even 
those whom he esteemed, such as his old teachers Royce and San
tayana. In his own classes he held his distance, not using Royce's 
maieutic method, but he freely helped his students and took pride 
in counting up how many of them rose to departmental chairman
ships. 

His failure to write a synthesis of his philosophy was intentional, 
for he often said that one had to learn philosophy from a teacher, 
not from a book; it was also constitutional, owing to a mind which 
spent itsell in meticulous inquiries. It was very like him that, as 
Leal A. Headley has recalled, he should once have computed pro 
rata how much Royce was paid for each hour in the classroom. Cos~ 
tello was a man of details rather than of large simplifications, and 
he was not inspired to the act of faith which encourages system
builders. 

His powers of close attention and close reasoning ensured that in 
his notebooks he would record much more than the gist of the pro
ceedings. Though Royces' own notes from earlier years have the 
unique interest of their authorship, they are drier than Costello's. 
Being critical minutes, they seek terseness and directness, eliminat
ing detail. They are in fact digests, less elaborate than the sum
Inari.es prepared away from the seminar by Costello, hut otherwise 
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comparable to them except in being impromptu. At that, they are 
full enough to justify Loewenberg's impression of Royce's careful 
reporting. It is only when compared with Costello's notes that they 
seem meager. Royce would seldom try to set down statistical or 
technical evidence cited in the papers; Costello tried to acknowl
edge almost every p0int, so that in his haste be resorted to elliptical 
phrasing. If this bas often teased the curiosity of the editor, it de
tracts nothing from Costello's accomplishment, namely to have 
captured, even though in tantalizing snatches, the tones of discus
sion. The talk bad at times an almost Socratic texture, though he 
was heedless of its form-slipping from the first person into the 

third and back again. 
Now and again he would suffer an off-day, not because of matter, 

biochemistry or psychiatry being as tractable as logic, but because 
of some puzzling element in the exposition of the subject, or per
haps because he was tired. What he got revealed him. So far as his 
task of summarizing was concerned, he need not have taken down 
a single word of discussion or opinion, but he was avid of what he 
could learn. One man with intelligence is worth ten with tape
recorders. He never missed a flash of the comic, and he treasured 
every saying that verged on the unconventional. He moderated the 
formality of his summaries with scattered witticisms. His supple
mentary comlllents underscore the remark of his Trinity colleague 
Odell Shepard, that to observe Costello was to be made forcibly 

aware of "a mind working." 
During the academic year 1913-14, Royce's seminar would as-

semble every Tuesday evening, from 7: 30 to g: 30, in Room C of 
Emerson Hall. The official class roll for the spring semester carries 
the notation that the sessions were to be held on Irving Street
that is, evidently, at Royce's house-but his state of health does not 
appear to have made this necessary. As in the years just before ( ex
cept 1912-13, when he was at Oxford on leave) the subject of the 
seminar was comparative methodology in the field of science. Cos
tello jotted down, inside the front cover of his first notebook, a ten
tative list of topics: Internal Relations, Causality, Implication and 
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Deduction, Classification of Sciences Fe . . . 
these were dealt with at 

1 
t ' rtility, Induction. All of 

. . eas once during th ms1st on uniformity amo th d e year. Royce did not 
ng e stu ent ' l 

a point of asking for short s ong papers, hut he made 
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paper on catalysis. In 1913 h . r er, m 1909, he had read a 
book The Fitness of the E . e summed up the conclusions of his 

nvzronment th l . 
sequel, The Order of Nature ( ) 'h en new y published. In its I 

logical implications of his fitne:;17 ' e w~s to confront the teleo
cluded Blood ( 

192
a) Par t , G theory. His later publications in

Stwl:y of Man (1941). e os eneral Sociology (1935), and The 

Southard, the Bullard Prof vard Medical School and :;.sor of Neuropathology at the Har-
Hospital, as it was to be :am rrdector of th~ B~ston Psychopathic 
started , . . e , was continU1Dg hi ch 

m clinical practice at th D s resear es, e anvers State Hospital, into the 
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. . and brain disease. As Costello observes 
relation between msamty th d masterly amateur chess 

• " 11 ti s" Sou ar was a 
in bis Reco ec on , . that thinking was motor, not sensory ( op-
player, whose hypothesis ~ h l 'sts as Titchener) was sup-

\ 
Posed to the belief of such psyc ol ogith ht" m· blindfold chess. 

• f "image ess oug 
ported by his expenence? D' . ·ons of Mental Hygiene (1916) 

T he Maior wisz d 
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and Shell-Shock and Other Neur;~~y~ 1;17) and The Kingdom of 
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Evils (1922) . His shoi:t, . The Open Mind: Elmer Ernest 
Frederick P. Gay's lucid memm.r 

Southard, 1876-1920 {t938)· History at the Harvard 
Woods was the Curator of Portuguese ctor in Comparative His-

College Library. He hatbec~me an~:~ after taking the M .D. in 
tology at the Harvard . et~ary . 1 o1 and he continued as an 
1898. That school was discontinued mH9 , d Medical School. In 

. d hist l gist at the arvar 
embryologist an oMo h tts Institute of Technology as a 

d t the assac use . 
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traits. His Mental and Mora ere l r6 was written in rebuttal 
Study in History _and Psycho!!r ~rcJ he called historiometry, 
to environmentalism. Its me ~ Ch 1 S Peirce. A fur-

l f praise from ar es · 
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er s y, th . ar that year. 

the context of his reports to . : :~e . stered for the seminar of 
Of the eleven students ongut Yd gi t R dcliff e. One, ROBERT 

· t Harvard an two a 8 

1913-14-, rune were a b of the previous year's seminar con-
HILL a mem er . •ty 

L, M , UNDEI\ ' b C M Bakewell of Yale Umvers1 , 
ducted in Royce's absence y An. th. r MA!UON coATS (later Mrs. 

. 1 in the term. o e , h 
withdrew ear y u to mid-November, when s e 
Clifford L. Graves) was there only p tt dance until May, 1914. 
went abroad, and she did not re~;:rt ~le for Radcliffe in 1911 

She was a Vassar graduate who a hi . vi"tation had visited the 
d R nd who at s m 

to study un er oyce a h erved as Royce's graduate 
seminar in 1911-12. In 1914-15 s e s 
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assistant. She afterwards became in succession the principal of 
Ferry Hall Academy and of Bradford Academy, and was the first 
President of Sarah Lavvrence College (1927-1929) . The nine who 
remained throughout the year ( the name of one newcomer in the 
spring semester, J'. s. PmLLIPS, was crossed off on the class roll) are 
listed in Costello's "Recollections." They were as follows: 

RALPH MASON BLAKE (1889-1950), A.B. (Williams), 1911; A.M. 
(Harvard), 1912; Ph.D., 1915. Like his fellow students A. P. Bro
gan and T. S. Eliot, he had attended Bakewell's seminar. He was 
inactive in 1913-14. His dissertation was entitled "Hedonism in 
the Light of Modern Discussions in the Theory of Value." He 
taught philosophy at Princeton, Wells, and the University of Wash
ington, and, from 1930 until his death, at Brown University. 

ALBERT PERLEY BROGAN (1889- ), A.B. (Harvard), 1911; 
A.M., 1912; Ph.D., 1914. He vvrote his dissertation under Royce on 
"The Problem of Intrinsic Value." In 1914 he was appointed In
structor in Philosophy at the University of Texas, remaining there 
to become at length Professor, and, in 1936, the Dean of the Grad
uate School (now Dean Emeritus). He has published numerous 
technical and critical papers in the field of values. 

THOMAS STEARNS ELIOT, o . M. (1888- ), A.B. (Harvard), 
1910; A.M., 1911. After undergraduate courses in philosophy un
der Palmer and Santayana, he bad studied under Bergson in 
1910-11. For the next three years be was in graduate residence at 
Harvard. He spent 1914-15 at Merton College, Oxford, preparing 
a monograph on F. H. Bradley. He edited The Criterion, 1922-
1939, and held the Charles Eliot Norton Professorship of Poetry at 
Harvard, 1932-33, returning in 1950 to give the Theodore Spencer 
Memorial Lecture. His works in verse, notably "Prufrock," "The 
Waste Land," "Ash Wednesday," "Burnt Norton," and the great 
drama "Murder in the Cathedral," have been collected as The 
Complete Poems and Plays (1952) . Additional verse plays have 
been produced and published. He is the author of many critical 
essays. He has received various honorary cita tions and degrees, and 
in 1948 he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. 
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LEAL AUBREY HEADLEY (1884- ), S.B. (Carleton), 1907; 
A.M. (Harvard), 1910; Ph.D., 1916. He had taught school in Min
nesota before coming to Harvard, where he did research on teleol
ogy and wrote his dissertation on "The Concept of Purpose." After• 
wards for many years until his retirement he was a member of the 
Philosophy Department at Carleton. His writings include How To 
Study in College (1926) and Making the Most of Books (1932). \ 

SAMUEL GRING BEFELBOWER (1871-1950), A.B. (Gettysburg), 
1891; A.M., 1894; graduate, the Lutheran Theological Seminary, 
Gettysburg, 1894; Ph.D. (Harvard), 1914. He had taught German 
and history at Gettysburg and from 1904 to 1910 had been the 
President of the college. He was a member of Royce's seminar in 
1911-12. He later taught philosophy at Washburn and at Carthage, 
and religion and philosophy at Wagner (1936-1947). He was 
given honorary degrees by Dickinson and by Gettysburg. His dis
sertation, The Relation of John Locke to English Deism, was pub
lished in 1918, and his History of Gettysburg College in 1932. 

NARENDRA NATH SEN GUPTA (1889-1944), A.B. (Harvard), 
1913; A.M., 1914; Ph.D., 1915. His dissertation was entitled "Anti• 
intellectualism: A Study in Contemporary Epistemology." He con
tinued in the seminar through 1914-15. He joined the faculty of 
the University of Calcutta and there organized the first psychology 
laboratory in India. His offices included the presidency of the In
dian Psychological Association and the editorship of the Indian 
Journal of Psychology. From 1929 until his death he was Professor 
of Philosophy at Lucknow University. He published psychological 
and philosophical articles and was the coauthor of Introduction to 
Social Psychology ( 1928). 

LEONARD THOMPSON TROLAND (1889-1932), S.B. (M.I.T.), 1912; 
A.M. (Harvard), 1914; Ph.D., 1915. At Harvard he won the Bow
doin Prize for Chemistry ( 1914). After submitting his dissertation, 
"Studies of Visual Equilibria," he spent a year in optical research 
for the General Electric Company. He then went back to Harvard 
and taught psychology there until almost the end of his life, con
currently holding engineering posts-for the United States Navy 
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during the first World War · th d 
tening devices· for Kalm 'cm e evelopment of submarine lis-

' us, omstock, and West tt, In 
1925) ; and for the Technicolor M ti . co c. ( 1918-
1932), latterly as director of resea:cin ~cture Corporation ( 1918-
co-inventor of the Techni 1 an process control. He was a 

co or process W'th D F C 
wrote The Nature of Matter and Elect . . ./ . . omstock he 
autborofThePresentState Iv· al& nc, Y ( 191 7), and was the 
of Mind (1926), The Funda"me::;s /;nee (1922~, TJ:e Mystery 
and The Principles of Psychophysio;o u7:1a; Motzvatzon ( 1928), 
1932). 1:Y, m our volumes (1929-

BENJAMIN WHITMAN VAN RIPER (188 
gheny), 1905; Ph.D. (Boston Universi ) 5-1955), A.B. (Alle-
1912. While attendin th . ty • 19°8; Ph.D. (Chicago), 

g e seminar, he belonged to th f ul 
Boston University to which h h d e ac ty of 
in 1912. He had ~ed to phile a hcomfte from Nebraska Wesleyan 

osop y a er takin th d 
gree in psychology, and he studied at Jen g _e a vanced de-
Harvard. He afterwards taught at Pe a an~ Pans after leaving 
ford, later withdrawing from th rsy~varua State and at Rock
to 1948 he worked as the public :.e~c~ enuc profession. From 1934 
office of Carleton CoUege. His Chicaa o o:s secre~ary in the Chicago 
the Time Problem, appeared in 1916~ ssertation, Some Views of 

197"°5. ;EhNDCE (WEBC 1 STEbn' ()1889- ) ' A.B. (Wellesley)' t 912. A M 
' . . oum ia 1922 MissWb ' .. , 

1912 to 1914 and in 19;6-17 . Sh h eh sltder was at Radcliffe from 
H · e as e no academic · 

ments. er doctoral dissertation at Columb· The N appomt-
A Study in Metaphysical Analysis publi ~ad . ature of Life: 
oped out of researches for her W i1 I ~ e . m 1922, was devel
Life," for which she had prepared ~=s ey es1s, "A ~on~eption of 
seminar. groundwork while m Royce's 

The notebooks filled up b C ll . . 
all th . . . y oste o, sitting on Royce's rig) t 'th 

e participants m view aro d th . 1 WI 
busy with thell'· kinun e senunar ta hie, most of them 

own note-ta g r · d. hi 
he left Harvard The h d 'd emame m s possession when 

· Y a serve the· b 
them. Later he forgot about th R J.r purpose, ut Costello kept 
echo (and to exaggerate) in re~. or yelars he was accustomed to 

eviews or ectures the more striking 
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sallies of Royce, but for these he drew on memory. The notebooks 
lay in obscurity until, after almost four decades, be found them 
again. In the final weeks of bis life Costello recounted to Max H. 
Fisch bow the discovery was made: "When a shed on the back of 
my property in Richmond, Indiana, was tom down to build a 
garage, I was brought a dust-covered box. It contained my Harvard 
notes and papers which I had forgotten, including two stout note
books on (Royce's] seminar. I opened at random and found Royce 
and Eliot in debate." Delighted with this trove, which caused him 
to think of "Malahide Castle and the croquet box," Costello took the 
notebooks with him to Trinity College. In December, 1952, while 
on a stroll near Washington Square in New York, he mentioned 1 
them to Houston Peterson of Rutgers, who had once been a student I 
of bis at Columbia. Three years later, during a visit by Peterson to 
Trinity, he remembered Peterson's interest and turned them over 
to him. This was shortly before the Royce centenary, for which 
Costello bad readied the paper "Recollections of Royce's Seminar 
on Comparative Methodology." Peterson is mainly responsible for 
the attention paid to them since that time. 

These notebooks, so far as is known, present the only surviving 
contemporary account of the seminar as it was in 1913-14. Costello 
never tampered with their form and spent no time substantiating 
references or correcting factual errors. After their rediscovery, he 
could not have done much to expand his notes on the discussions, 
though he might have further annotated the papers. His record of 
the discussions, however sketchy, is at least a unique feature, not 
paralleled in the unpublished Lenzen notebooks for a later period, 
which are now in the Archives of the University of Calif omia at 
Berkeley. The material in the papers remains of course largely 
available either in articles or in dissertations, though this is not 
true, for instance, of the papers read by T. S. Eliot. (In a letter to 
the present editor, in 1949, Eliot said that his paper on the meth
odology of anthropology bad not been preserved. A courteous at
tempt to gain more information has proved to be wasted, but it is 
likely that Eliot's other papers no longer exist if that one does not.) 
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t;1 any case the papers are not equivalent to the semin h 
uman transactions at the time come to light onl . C allr,' w ?se 

utes C t 11 Y m oste o s mm-
. os_e o agreed that the notebooks should be published b th 

was unwilling t dit th h. , u e 
with th . ode em :unself. What he would have had to do 

too big ::s~::0e:::~a;:~s~~:::;:~!::S::~~ l~ked like f~r 
that they contained too much of his own . . mmh ar. He S8ld 
wanted to change th . t thin oprmons; e would have 

em mo some g more b' . Wh 
would have felt obliged to d h . 0 Jective. at he 

o, owever differed radi 11 fr 
what anyone else could feel licensed to d~· and it c~ y om ;;::~ !:\::r~ll, he ~ave Peterson and the Ru;:r;~n::::;; 

should be published.~:s:t:;~ an~ unbder w~ose editorship they 
his own h ' avmg een given a free hand in 

turn, as abandoned any thought of transfo . th 
books as Costello might have liked t d d h rnung e note
k 'th . . o o an as been content to 

eep, WI no s1gmficant exceptions the rough innn di th Co 
tello might have sacrificed. ' e acy at s-
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~EDITOR'S FOREWORD 
TO THE TEXT 

The intelligibility of Costello's rapid notes improves as one be
comes / amiliar with the matters sifted in them. It might be found 
helpful if, after examining the notes of the orientation meeting, the 
reader went on at once to the various formal summaries. At quite 
an early stage, however, it should be rewarding to study the notes 
and summaries comparatively. The summaries, though alone in 
developing Costello's views on the topics and on the participants, all 
but lack the moment-to-moment dramatic vividness of his extem
pore jottings: the pulse of the seminar beats most strongly there. In 
the notes, too, occur many factual details which are missing from 
the summaries. By making frequent cross-references the reader can 
gain multiplied evidence of the sharpness and subtlety of Costello's 
mind while witnessing with him, at as close quarters as now mar, 
be, the active genius of Josiah Royce . 

. For obvious reasons the notes have called for a larger apparatus 
of editorial commentary than the summaries; in order to keep this 
from proliferating unduly in one respect, the editor has left to the 
Index of Proper Names at the end of the volume the function of 
removing any possible ambiguities among the many citations of 
phiwsophers and scientists. 



September 30, 1913 

e.~ NOTES 

Nineteen present. 
Royce: On purpose of seminary. Methods in general. Much 

value in comparing methods of diverse sciences. Former seminaries 
on concepts, e.g., aggregates. Recently methods have been more 
profitable. Example of Professor Reisner.1 Use of hypotheses. Sta
tistics. Certain directing concepts. Dr. Woods, The Influence of 
Monarchs. Cf. Preface, statistical methods. Professor Henderson, 
The Fitness of the Environment. Concept of "fitness." 

2 

Professor Henderson explains his notion of fitness, an unsym
metrical reciprocal relation. Fitness of matter for any sort of mecha
nism or phenomenon in general. Define mechanism (physical-

chemical terms). 
Royce: Danger of over-generalization. 
Professor Henderson: Concept of system (a material group in 

space). 
Activity of system. 
Duration of system. 
All characters of system. 

1 According to one of Royce's notebooks, G. A. Reisner, Assistant Professor of 
Egyptology, spoke in the seminar on December !>, 1911, concerning ercheeo-

logicel methods. 
2 Woods' The Influence of Monarchs: Steps in a New Science of History (New 
York, 1913) end Henderson's The Fitness of the Environment: An Inquiry into 
the Biological Significance of the Properties of Matter (New York, 1913) pro

vided major topics of discussion £or the rest of the year. 
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Fitness for any mechanism. 
F~tness means favorable to great variety of mechanisms 
Gibbs: components, phases, concentration temperature. 
Energy needed. ' · 
Duration depends on constancy of conditions. 

19 

Dr. Woods· Heredity d · N · an enVll'onment, problem of separating 
ext, Octo~er 7: Royce, concept of "fitness." Octobe . D. 

Woods heredity and · r 14. r. ' . enVll'onment. October 21: Professor Hender-
son, For w~at is physical world fit? October 28: Professor Southard 

Roy~e ~hes later to discuss a new formal operation Mr T . 
land will discuss relativity without mathematics. . . ro-

cl Ro~e: Ch::les said future mathematics would make things so 

M
ear ey co d be explained to a friend on the street Clifford and 
axwell. · 

October 7, 1913 

~ NOTES 

[Royce]: 
Ordinal functions: a 

g = abc + abc' + abd +'abd 

h=abd +abd +alic +ahc 

a ;:; cdg + cdg + cdh +cdh 

b=cdh +cdii +cdg +cdg 

ab+ab=c 

bc+hc=a 

ac+ac=b 

~ :=~= con;tt is familia~ but abstract. Laws of commutation 
number ?n. y are c~am operations commutative, etc.? ht 

plus asso~:ti::e;
1
:;p:::~:n~re alw;rs possible. Commutation 

1 

. Y equ s group character. Sym-
The .followmg summarizes Royce's "An Ext . 

Journal of Philosophy X (N b 
6 

enslon of the Algebra of Logic," 
, ovem er '1913), 617-33. 
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metry of structure results. Space has such symmetry, hence num
ber, etc., can be applied to it. Symmetries of a crystal illustrate a 

group. . 
Analogies of classes or propositions, and numbers. Logical classi-

fication is dual (a and a). Nothing corresponds in number. Sums 
and products in logic are associative and commutative but not in
vertible. Boolean and ordinary algebra: theory of equations (in 
Boolean you can solve all). Boolean analysis, by Peano, etc., of com
plex reasoning but not fertile in novelty. "Boolean entities" are 
various, not classes only. Other algebras, e.g., quaternions. Combi
nations of algebras, e.g., theory of complex variables. Whitehead 
says Boolean algebra is like argon. Fractions are "directed pairs of 
whole numbers." Complex numbers are pairs also. Pairs have far 
different properties from their constituents. Same is true of triads. 
ls there an algebra where two pairs determine the third in a group? 

Hereupon: 
Consider ordinal functions defined. Then if g and h are de-

fined a and b can be found in terms of cdgh; invertible. [Given] 
' 

~o:=!; then o is commutative and invertible. Same property 
b d h 

gd a gb c .. 
as in rational fractions.-o-=-orho-=-d· There is a umty 

h c b a 

here. ~ o.: =~b where 1 = universe. Order the central mathemati
b 1 

cal concept. Logical entities have a certain order (Kempe). 

: 
0

: =(iY-:!!!!· 
(:Y-!· 
(:r=;· 
(:Y=:· 
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. Fi~ess: Concr~te problem; _question is to "get the right abstrac
ti~n. Henderson s book. Physical world we have is best possible en
vironment !or organisms. ls this the old design argument? No. Can 
we generalize the concept of fitness without metaphysical precon
c~ptions~ Fitness is likely to suggest purpose (als ob). What is the 
~e~~tia of purpose here? Organic unity suggests purpose, but 
this 1s itself obs~. Kant's Urteilskraft is too rigid, one uniform 
faculty of the mmd. What is the law and order of this system and 
( 1) where does the exception come into the system? (If nominalism 
~ere true, all ~gs would be exceptions.) When are exceptions 
important? ~Cf. smgular points of a curve, piston's velocity at end 
of a _stroke, tire of a wheel touches the ground, explosions, etc.) Ex
ceptions often suggest purpose. (2) Events have values. To deter
mine objective value is very difficult. Value would cease often were 
it merely subjective. Suppose exceptional fact coincident with an 
objective value: this is a fitness. Concept of fitness does not apply to 
a total system. No question of mind here involved. (Much depends 
for our astronomy on fact that moon in eclipse just about covers the 
sun: ~ase of_ fitnes~s ob. Star-Algol variable type. Any group 
of living bemgs.) Fitness does not imply purpose. What brought 
about. ~at ~tness is s~ ~ question. ( 1) Purpose is only one way of 
~launng 1t. ( 2 ~ Ob1ective chance is another explanation. ( Chance 
JS not non-causation, chance is a statistical concept. Law determines 
twen1! ~er thousand die, chance determines what individual.) (3) 
Darwnuan hypotheses. Concept of a "trap" interested Professor 
James. N~tural selection produces an apparent fitness. (4) Quasi
p~ychological or animistic, vitalistic explanation. Blind strivings, 
trial and error, e.g., in comparative psychology. Bergson's elan vital. 

Professor Henderson has discovered a fitness. Not due to 
"ch " N " " :ince. ot a trap, no natural selection. Not vitalistic, Berg-
soman, because value and fitness appear much later. Design argu
ment _(Paley) n~t adequate. Chronosynoptic: e.g., coincidence ap
pe8:1's m case of inventor of hypotheses, mind is "attuned." Case of 
logical entities which fmally seem to show fitness. 
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October 7, 1913 

~ SUMMARY 

.JOSIAH ROYCE'S SEMINAR 

Professor Royce presented a discussion (monologue!) of two top· 
· th distinct from one another: the one a new development of 
1cs ra er "fi " 
the algebraoflogic, the other a definitionof theconcep~ of 1tness. 

In the first, he remarked that the operations of ordinary_ algebra 
have the group character: they are associative, co~utative, and 
invertible, and have a symmetry of structure which finds a con• 
crete analogue in the symmetries, for example, of a ~stal. . . 

In the Boolean algebra of logic, operations are not mvertible m 
any general way, and this is, in part at least, the reason w~y 
Boolean algebra lacks the richness of novel ~evelopments which 
characterizes ordinary algebra and mathematical algebras gener• 
ally. Professor Royce believes he has found, within the field _of 
Boolean algebra, a possible development of an algebra of pairs 
of logical entities which possess that fertility which th: algebr~. of 
single logical entities does not. Given two pa_irs of _logical ~ntities 
(which entities may be, for example, classes ma given ~verse~, 
certain combinations of these pairs determine a third pair. This 
combination of two pairs constitutes the chief operation o! the sys
tem, and it is found to be invertible, with striking analogies to the 

· b th "f ti" " M operations on ordinary rational num ers, e . rac . ons. 0:e-
over, if we duplicate the same pair instead of taking different p~irs 
in applying our operation; that is, if we perform an operation 
similar to raising to a power, the third power turns out to be the 

1 

reciprocal of the pair thus "cubed," and the fourth power is the 1 
pair, the modulus. These curious properties are not duplicated in 

any other algebra. 

l 
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The question about a new algebra is highly abstract. The ques• 
ti.on of the nature of fitness goes rather to the other extreme of 
concreteness; the problem is, indeed, to get from it the right abstrac
tion. In Professor Henderson's hook on The Fitness of the Environ
ment, the thesis advanced is that the material world is the best 
possible environment for organisms. This is not necessarily a mere 
revival of the old design argument, but to show that it is not, it be
comes necessary to define what is meant by "fitness" in such a way 
as to free it from teleological, and indeed all metaphysical, precon
ceptions. Yet it is always as if there were purpose involved in any 
case of fitness. Kant's appeal to a rigid mental faculty (Urteils
kraft) scarcely furnishes an explanation of this appearance of pur
pose which is flexible enough for the diversity of cases of apparent 
fitness. 

Two factors are, however, found in all such cases, and these suf
fice to give us a definition. The first is the existence of exceptions. 
Even where a strict law prevails, often certain cases under that law 
will have an exceptional character ( e.g., singular points on a curve, 
points of halting or sudden change in a physical process). Secondly, 
we may note, that we suppose our judgments of value frequently 
to report something more than a mere subjective preference; that 
there are, in some sense, objective values. Suppose an exception 
coincident with some such imputed objective value, then we have 
what we call a "fitness," something which seems to us as if it were 
designed. Examples are the astronomical value of solar eclipses or 
Algol variables, cases as if prepared for the instruction of the 
astronomer. 

Fitness, then, is a coincidence of the exceptional case with an ob
jective value. But where such fitnesses are numerous, the question 
forces itself to the front, What brought them about? (1) We may 
say it was purpose. (2) We may say it was objective chance. (3) 
We may say it was Darwinian survival, or perhaps selection by 
what Professor James called a "trap," which, like the pile of drift
wood, once started, grows by selecting automatically other floating 
particles. {4) We may give a quasi-psychological explanation in 
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terms of blind strivings and trial and error, Bergson's elan vital.. 
Professor Henderson has discovered a sort of fitness holding 

between the environment and all life. But to it none of the explana
tions apply. Paley's design argument does not really explain sci
entifically. And the fitness in question is too general to be due to 
chance coincidence. Nor, apparently, is it attributable to natural 
selection. The Bergsonian blind strivings channeling out matter do 
not explain it, for here was a preparation for life long before life 
came. It is this last point, the "chronosynoptic" character of the 
fitness, the vast range of time involved, which makes Professor 
Henderson's problem so puzzling. 

Professor Royce closed with a mention of certain other examples 
of fitness: the way in which, at times, the mind of the scientific 
discoverer seems "attuned" with the natural world, and again, the 
strange agreements between diverse entities which surprise one in 
the realms of logical and mathematical form. 

I have only one comment to add: The criticism of Bergson 
seemed to emphasize a side of Bergson's doctrine which is not the 
one here most relevant. Doubtless there are those present who 
know Bergson much better than I, and indeed I speak less from a 
close study of his writings than from contact with the man. I heard 
him, however, in a lecture on the "Concept of Evolution," lay 
down, first of all, two theses as the fundamental ones, ones whose 
neglect brought about the failure, e.g., of Spencer's interpretation 
of evolution. First, rest is to be interpreted in terms of motion, 
structure by function, and so on. And secondly, the past must not 
be interpreted in terms of the present, particularly as regards the 
so-called lower forms of existence. The second point is the one 
relevant to our topic. A sharp dualism exists at the present time, 
says Bergson, between life and the dead matter to which it gives 
form. And we say dead matter has always been here, and life must 
have sprung from dead matter, somehow, by some miracle. That is 
wrong. Evolution is always fanlike, always diverging both ways 
from a common origin. Where there is a dualism now, both sides 
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have sp.run~ from a somewhat which had in it the potentialities of 
;o~. Li~e did not come late and fmd an alien matter somehow fit 
o~~t fe and matter were once of the same stock, which was 

ne1 er the one 1:or the other but something somewhere between 

:;m ::· ~uch .1s the ~ergsonian interpretation. I do not myself 
e _en 1s ~~e, I srmply say that this is the side of Ber son's 

philosophy which 1s relevant to the issue presented. g 

October 14, 1913 

~ NOTES 

[?Royce] : There are many Boolean examples. 
Henderson: Bergson uses certain postulates of energy which 

are true but not the only truths. Matter is equally important with 
energy. 

Woods: Separating heredity and environment. Many people 
confu~ed about In early days environment was the thing. Recent! 
h~dity comes to the front, and in a more defmite way. Does e:. 
VU'O~ent prod~ce a change in the individual, leaving aside the 
question of acqwred characteristics? Heredity is a law term M 
confused hr · any . p ases: e.g., nature and nurture, natal, inborn blood 
wzll .tell, etc. Resemblance between ancestor and offspring is often 
considered, but there are cases of no resemblance Sm' c di 

f M d l' · e re scov-
ery o en e s laws: what is in the germ cell? There are cases 
cle~rly contrasted, fishes and frogs, black and white rabb'ts M 
delian Jan · w 1 • en-

~. . ation. as there, in the primary cells. Differences be-
~een m~VId~als which are foreshadowed in the germ cell. Prac:1 ques~ 1S ~e one here. In applying fertilizers, etc., one does 

. uence oug environment. Examples of human heredity 
Differ~ce of eye color is due to heredity, not the color itself Lan~ 
guage is due to environment. Jukes family are no proof of he;edity. 
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Gallon's study of twins and of men of genius [in Inquiries into 
Human Faculty and Its Development]. Case of royalty eliminates 
difference of environment, as of social classes. Cases of maternal 
grandfather. Dr. Laporte [i.e., C. B. Davenport?] (Cold Spring 
Harbor) has data of half brothers with different fathers, compared 
with brothers with same fathers. Thorndike's studies of twins [in 
Measurements of Twins] (correlation .go or so) . Just as many 
younger sons rose to distinction as did elder brothers, so here en
vironment did not affect. Thorndike on question of addition. Equal 
training of clever and less clever men. Education makes men more 
unlike. Women today more often achieve fame--environment. If 
Germany has increased in scientific power more than in numbers, 
that is environment. Old World and New, do lower classes produce 
more famous men? No. Pearson bas given one good case: tubercu
losis, brothers vs. husband and wife [in E. G. Pope's A Second 
Study of the Statistics of Pulmonary Tuberculosis]. Constitutional 
factor more important than had been thought.-Amen. 

Royce: Statistical application of [Mill's] agreement and dif-
ference. 

Southard: How about insanity in Massachusetts?• 
Woods: Mountains and sea, etc. 
Southard found valley towns good, hilltops bad. Berkshires and 

islands good, but some towns show same environment and different 
heredity. 

Woods: You don't in such cases know enough about heredity. 
Southard: Towns (0-20) vary more than cities (3.5-10) . 
Royce: More famous men in Massachusetts. But there are oppor-

tunities as well as heredity. 
Woods: This had no bearing on the question. In question of 

• CI. Southard, "Note on the Geographical Distribution of Insanity in Massa• 
chusetts, 1901-1910,'' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, CLXVI (March 
28, 1912), 479-83; "Second Note on the Gcogrophical Distribution of Mental 
Disense in Massachusetts, 1901-1910: The Insanity-Rates of the Smaller Cities,'' 
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, CLXIX (August ::18, 1913), 302-06. 
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~~ca and Europe, we find the environment does not influence 
m this case, as regards notable relatives. On Nation. f ll•?m 11 

Roy~e: Problems of The Influence of Monarchs and germ plasm 
vs. environment. On reviewers (omniscience, condescension). Diffi
culties of special problems. Case of cancer? Negative results. 

Woods: Ra~e diseases seem hereditary. Probably cancer also. 
Pearson. says 1f one explanation will do, parsimony will demand 
you use1t. 

October 14, 1913 

~ SUMMARY 

Dr. ~oods read a paper _o~ the possibility of separating heredity 
a~d envu-on_ment. He explicitly confined his attention to the indi
vidu~I, ~e~vmg _to_ one side the question of "acquired characters." 
The mdividual 1s mfluenced by environment and also by heredity· 
and the question is, how to find cases where the amount of influ~ 
~ce ~ue_ to each can be separately estimated. Any particular trait 
will, m its _ab~l.ute amount, be due to both causes, but where a 
~umber of mdividuals differ relatively as regards a given trait if 
~ su.ch cases heredity is approximately the same, the relative varia
tion 1s probably due to environment, and vice versa. 

The inquiry suffers from various disadvantages: e.g. the vague
ness of our conceptions of just what heredity and environment 
should be defmed to be; or again, the difficulty of finding cases 
where one factor is clearly constant. Our fll'st results may, never
theless, be of some practical value, even though they may in some 
respects need later revision. 

Examples of such investigations are: ( 1) Galton's study of twins 
:, :aoods w~s fulmina_ting against the unsympathetic review of The lnfluenc

6 
ruuchs m the Nation, XCVII (October 9, 1913), 341-42. 
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and (2) of men of genius; (3) Dr. Woods' own study of roy~l~; 
(4) Dr. Laporte's [sic] study of half brothers; . (5) Th?x:11dik~ s 
studies of twins and (6) of powers of arithmetical addition (m 
which latter case the same training made men less alike) ; ( 7) Pear
son's work on tuberculosis. Then there are the cases of (8) the rela
tion of women to fame; (g) causes of scientific progress in Ger
many; (10) comparison of the Old and New World~all of th~m 
cases where environmental influences might be studied, etc. With 
this enumeration, Dr. Woods ended his presentation. 

Professor Southard asked how far the same method could be ap
plied to the determination of causes of insanity in Massachuse~, 
and various suggestions were advanced as to how to attack ~s 
problem. Dr. Woods said each special problem ?em~nds a special 
method, but probably in this case he sho~d be~ Wl~ a study of 
the heredity of the insane, rather than with their environment. 

Professor Royce pointed out that Dr. Woods' book on The Influ
ence of Monarchs was less a study of monarchy than it was of 
heredity. Professor Royce also asked about the heredity of c~ncer. 
Dr. Woods replied that since rare diseases seem largely hereditary, 
it is probable that the more frequent ones are hereditary also, or at 
least to a larger degree than is ordinarily supposed. 

This discussion, along with some remarks by Profess?r Royce on 
the "omniscience and condescension" of reviewers ( which remarks 
doubtless also fit the reviewer of the present seminary), brought 

the meeting to a close. 
I should like now to "condescend" to a few remarks on the place 

of Dr. Woods' method among scientific methods generally. Agree
ment and difference, the methods of Mill's Canons, seem to be used 
today less as a method of proof for inductio1;1 ~rop:r t~a_n as a 
method of discovery in certain more or less statistical mqmnes. Dr. 
Woods' method seems to be a special case of what I shall call, for 
want of a better term, "statistical inductions." A "statistical ind~c
tion" may perhaps be best described as involving not an "inducl:lve 
leap" from known to unknown cases, but an analysis of certain 
cases, all of them known in their general features, but so complex 
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as to baffle complete direct analysis. It is an analysis which pro
ceeds by classifying a great number of such cases according to some 
principle p, and then according to some other principle q. If the 
resultant classifications are similar, that is fall, into parallel groups 
or parallel series, we infer p is significantly related to q. Of course, 
the more analytically we know our cases to begin with, the fewer 
cases we need. 

A clear and typical example of the method in question is Camp
bell's investigations at the Lick Observatory. He classified stars by 
velocity. He then classified them by spectroscopic age. He found the 
classifications fell into a sort of one-one correspondence, with the 
same star at approximately the same place in each classification. 
He then inferred a relation to exist between velocity and age; older 
stars move faster, a result which was entirely unanticipated. 

It seems to me Dr. Woods' method is best grouped as a variant of 
the method just described. In Dr. Woods' method we have three 
principles of possible classification: the trait to be examined, hered
ity, and environment, which we may call p, q, and q' respectively. 
We choose, then, a group of cases where, say, q' gives no character
istic classification; e.g., the environment is uniform or else varied 
at random. By a "characteristic" classification I mean one which 
gives to the objects classified a marked and definite order. If, in the 
hypothetical example, q' gives no characteristic but instead a ran
dom classification, while p and q give characteristic classifications 
which correspond, or if the trait differs as heredity differs, we infer 
that p and q are connected, that the variations of the trait in ques
tion have their basis in hereditary differences. 

This characterization of all such "statistical inductions" as a 
comparison of classifications in order to infer what relations if any , ' 
hold between the selected principles of classification, may seem un-
necessarily abstract, but I think that only so can we show clearly 
what such methods have in common, and the formulation will in
clude Mill's Canons almost as a special case. But we must notice 
that a "statistical induction" is an analysis, and not an inference 
from observed to unobserved cases of the same kind. One value of 
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"statistical induction" is that, though dealing with a somewhat 
complex subject-matter, it makes no prior hypothesis about the p~
ticular question it wishes to solve. It simply classifies c~:es by the1;1" 
known qualities, and is then able to infer with probability a previ
ously unknown relation between those qualities. 

October 21, 1913 

~., NOTES 

[Royce]: Egyptian archaeology and also philology. Wiener. S:
ries-type discovery of laws and causal connection. No hypothestS. 
Close up your series.6 Minot says the same in embryology ("Best 

proof known to me"). . . 11 

Woods: [That] one can do more with lower orgamsms by en-
vironmental persuasion,'' is a prediction which might follow~ but 
need not. Hypotheses often come in, but statistics must come m. 

Royce: Important thing is that a certain combination could not 

have come by chance. 
Troland: Holt's function-conception of causality. 
Henderson: Summary of book [The Fitness of the Environment]• 

Fitness of environment is as important as of organism. This is the 
fittest environment. Since Darwin, problem has been evaded. Com· 
plexity and durability of organism presupposed regulation of ~n
vironment. A living being must exchange matter and energy with 

environment. 
In what degree are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen present in the 

proper amount and combination everywhere? Rich and exact inf or-

e Leo Wiener Assistant Professor or Slavic Languages and Literatures, ad
dressed the seminar on October 17, ,911, concerning the philological ~portance 
of each separate stage in the development of a word. A closed-up senes would 

&how all stages. 
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mation. Specific heat, solubility, coefficient of expansion, etc. Con
stant temperature of ocean, richness of carbon compounds, etc. 
Would not a~onia and silicon do as well? Proof that they 
[would] not will be offered. Constant temperature of ocean is due 
to high specific heat of water. Water holds many things in solution 
hence ocean give~ food. ~f. solvent power of water in blood, lymph: 
etc. Ener~ required to liberate hydrogen and oxygen is great, heat 
of combustion of hydrogen is maximal. Hence energy furnished to 
organism is very great. Other bodies do not possess such properties 
as H::O, etc. Reciprocal relations, not symmetrical of organism 
(special adaptation) and environment (general fitn;ss). No other 
environment of known elements could be so fit. 

Objections (J. A. Thomson, [review] in The Hibbert Journal, 
[ 1913]): Evidence insufficient. Tendency to complexify. "The earth 
is friendly to living creatures because ..• they are bone of her 
bone." ~1) Peculiar fi~esses but not a maximum of fitness. High
est specific heat does give maximum regulation, etc. The only ques
tion is, What i~ it fittest for? Thomson argues we can't imagine 
other forms of life and hence there is no real question. (The physi
cal scientists have not objected as regards organisms.) (2) Adapted 
to what they are adapted to. 

It is not organic evolution that has made organisms durable com
plex with metabolism, for even the simplest organism has [thi:]. 

Does a world of matter-energy-space-time impose any limitations 
on mechanisms arising therein? Gibbs' "phase-rule" is the only an
swer. Concept of a "material system," an aggregate of matter, iso
lated, occupying a portion of space. Every physical thing is a sys
tem or a part of one. Matter-space. There remains energy-time? 
Every system has activity, hence energy. It has also duration. 
Form, size, physical and chemical constituents, energy transforma
tions, and duration are the things to look for. These are the funda
mental characteristics of system plus energy plus duration. ( 1) The 
•:phases," ( 2) components ( chemical individuals), ( 3) concentra
tion, (4) temperature, (5) pressure. A phase is any homogeneous 
part. Maxima of possible phases and components, and varieties of 
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concentrations increase possible variety of phenomena. So also 
maximum of mobility increases number of systems. So, since many 
are unstable, regulation will increase number possible. A mecha
nism is an active system. So also variety increased by energy 
changes and chemical varieties. Mobility of water greatest,. e.g., 
vapor tension rapidly changeable. Solvent power of water maxunal, 
hence greater variety of possible componen_ts brought t~~ether. 
Temperature, pressure, concentration, acidi~ o~ alkalinity of 
water. Close to maximal. So also heat of combmatJ.on, etc. Hence 
more energy available. Carbon, hydrogen, o'?'gen give _greater pos
sibility of energy transformations. The enVll'Onme~t 1s fittest for 
any mechanism, i.e., the greatest number of mechanisms. 

Troland's criticism: Coincidences of properties must have fewer 

antecedent causes. 
[Henderson]: This is not a destructive criticism. All the maxima 

are favorable and this is not to be explained; it is a fitness. 
Royce: A fitness is the coincidence of an exceptional case ~th a 

value. An enduring and rich life has more value because of its d~
ration and richness. Professor Henderson's account fits the defim
tion. If elements evolved, this is an exceptional production of max
ima. No answer to say: "Of course world is fit for whatever it pro-

duced." 
Henderson: Real question: Do the special characteristi~ ~f en-

vironment fit the environment for those general charactenstJ.cs of 
organisms imposed by general characteristics of enviro~ent? . 

Troland: Values not involved. Environment not what 1s outside 
but what preceded and caused. Henderson a posteriori. But _why not 
a priori? Causally determined system, hence any preceding state 
must be a maximum of such as to produce the following. In any 
causal system the earlier state is [the] maximum fit to produce a 

later state. 
Royce: Wundt said once teleology is cause read the o~er ~ay. 

Teleology generally is taken to mean design. Our questJ.on 1s, Is 
there a third possibility, an objective concept of fitness? Yes, where 
coincidences do not necessarily follow from the general laws, so far 
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as we know. World might be causal without being as it actually is. 
Henderson: Value comes in notion of any , i.e. variety and 

number. 
Brogan: You need a theory of objective values. 
Henderson: Food values! 
Royce: Say "interesting fact." Objective values do not need a 

theory, they are facts. 
Henderson: This is a universe of mechanisms, active systems. Re

duce the maxima, you diminish the variety and amount of mecha
nism. 

Woods objects to "durability," "complexity," and "metabolism." 
Henderson: Natural selection does not explain. Let us fmd in

variants not gained by selection. 
Royce: Coincidence needs explanation in a sense in which gen

eral laws of nature do not. Familiar comments: ( 1) Might be other 
kinds of life. (2) World produces what it produces. Both miss the 
point. Fitness still remains with us in biology. 

[Next]: Southard's subject: Delusions concerning the self, about 
environment, about soma. Classification of delusions. Beliefs, atti
tudes: pragmatic, not phantastic or intellectual. Motor and sensory 
brain. 

October 21, 1913 

~., SUMMARY 

In some remarks on the nature of induction at the beginning of 
the meeting, Professor Royce said that the important thing deter~ 
mined by induction is that a certain combination could not have 
come about by chance. Some inductions employ hypotheses, but 
others do not. Examples of the latter class are: the comparison of 
two classifications to determine if the principles of classification 
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used are significantly related, or again, the process of finding all 
the members of a series. This latter process of closing up a series by 
discovering intermediate stages has been insisted upon at previous 
meetings of the seminary by Professor Wiener, in describing his 
investigations into the history of words, and by Professor Minot, 
who said, "It is the best proof known to me in embryology." 

After these remarks on induction, Professor Henderson took up 
the main topic of the evening, the problem raised in his book on 
The Fitness of the Environment. In order that there should exist 
many organisms which are complex and durable and possessed of 
powers of metabolism, it is essential that the environment should 
provide regularity of conditions and a rich supply of energy-yield
ing foods. Such conditions could be furnished only by an abundance 
of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and their compounds. It may be 
shown with a high degree of scientific rigor that these three ele
ments are in more respects close to the maximum of favorableness 
to the existence of organisms than are any others among the known 
elements. But it so happens that just these three favorable elements 
are also the most frequently found. Hence we may conclude that 
adaptation of organism and environment is a reciprocal, though un
symmetrical, relation, and the present physical world is the fittest 
possible, of any constituted of the known elements, for the existence 
of organisms. 

Professor Henderson thinks it possible to generalize still further, 
and say this is true not only as regards organisms but also as re
gards any sort of mechanisms whatsoever. A mechanism is any ac
tive "system," and system may be defmed as Gibbs defined it, "an 
isolated aggregate of matter occupying a portion of space." What 
we have to consider about systems are: ( 1) the "phases" (i.e. the 
number of homogeneous parts), (2) the chemical components, (3) 
the concentration, (4) the temperature, (5) the pressure, and to 
these we may add for systems existing in time, (6) the duration, 
and (7) the energy transformations. The number, variety, and 
durability of mechanisms increase in direct ratio to the following 
factors: ( 1) the number of phases, (2) the number of components, 
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(3~ the varieties_ of concentr_ations, (4) the mobility, (5) the regu
la?ty of the envu-onment ( since many mechanisms are stable only 
Wl~ narro~v !imits), (6) the number of energy changes, (7) the 
chenucal var_zeties prese~t, etc. Here again, carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen furmsh the maxunal favorableness in almost all these re
s~ects; an~ we may conclude that the environment we have is the 
fittest envrronment, not only for organisms but for mechanisms in 
general. 

. Professor Henderson later stated the specific question here at 
issue th~s: "Do the special characteristics of the environment fit 
the envu-onment for those general characteristics which are de
manded of organisms ( and mechanisms in general) by the general 
~alter-energy-space-time characters of the environment, and if so, 
is _th~:e any further explanation for this three-cornered relation
ship? At least natural selection does not here explain. 

.~o~ Professor Henderson and Professor Royce went over the 
~~c~sms advanced against Professor Henderson's position. These 
cntic1sm~ take three forms: ( 1) This is a revival of the argument 
from design. (2) The world is fittest to produce what it has pro
duced, and that is the end of the matter. (3) There might be other 
f~rms o_f life than those we know, and for these others, other condi
tions nught be fittest. The first two criticisms miss the real point, and 
the third is not true in the world we know. 

Professor Royce recalled his def mi ti on of fitness as the coinci
dence of an exceptional case with some sort of objective value. Such 
a fitness we _me~t with here, and it is not teleology, especially not 
~at sort ~h1ch 1s only causality read backwards. Professor Royce's 
mtroduction of the concept of value was criticized by some mem
bers of the seminary. Mr. Troland said value was irrelevant in 
physical science, and Mr. Brogan said we needed a general theory 
?f _va_lues. Professor Royce replied to the charge of irrelevance that 
it 1s Just the value in question which first attracts our attention to 
the problem. The present coincidence is not attributable to chance 
and is not explained by simply calling it a case of cause and effect' 
for the fact that the world is subject to general causal uniformitie; 
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does not predetermine that it shall have the specific peculiarity here 
exhibited. It is convenient to define such a fitness in terms of value, 
but in so doing, no general theory of value is presupposed. With 
this reply the discussion closed. 

Professor Southard promised to present at the next time a sketch 
of his work in classifying delusions-delusions about the self, etc., 
also delusions about the environment-with some comment on 
Professor Henderson's work. 

Criticism: I fear any comment I may be able to make on the dis
cussion just summarized will be rather superficial. I will, however, 
mention two questions which have come to me. Professor Hender
son presented us with what is, in part, a proof of a certain thesis, 
a proof which consists largely in rearranging material already in 
the possession of science under a new aspect; and secondly, he pre
sented us with a problem for further investigation. The question 
whether the investigation of a certain problem will yield valuable 
results is of course one that can never be finally decided except by 
trial. But the scientist is, nevertheless, guided in his work by a 
feeling that certain lines of investigation are likely to prove fertile. 
Scientific answers are judged by their truth or falsity, and concern
ing the determination of these, much is said in the logical treatises. 
But scientific questions, of which hypothesis is a special case, are 
determined by fertility, and concerning the criteria of fertility, or 
the very mention of such a concept, most logical works are silent. 
My query is: Is there any criterion as to whether a question will 
prove fruitful or not, other than the intuition of the individual 
scientist? 

Secondly, I should like to raise the question again, as to in how 
far a value is needed in def ming a "fitness." Could we say we had a 
fitness or unfitness, when certain exceptional cases, in the sense de
fined, occurring in a class of objects A led to ahnost any sort of 
consequences in another class of objects B? I suppose we might have 
to measure the consequences in question in terms of some knowl
edge of the nature of the objects B apart from such influence, or in 
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terms of the resultant number, variety, and durability of the objects 
B. It may be said this is an evaluation. But I doubt if number and 
variety are themselves to be called values, though they may be as 
closely bound up with certain kinds of value as is a particular 
w~ve len~ of light _with th: color blue. So my second query is 
this; What 1s the precise relation of value to fitness; is it only a con
venient external sign, or is it more objectively a constituent of the 
relation of fitness? Both my queries, let it be understood ask for 
information rather than urge a criticism. ' 

October 28, 1913 

~ NOTES 

[Royce]: C. S. Peirce (Harvard 1859) is in seventies. Dr. Woods' 
letter from Peirce (1906)-Heredity in Royalty.1 "You use logical 
7 

The reference was to Woods' Mental and Moral Heredity in Royalty: A 
Statistical Study in History and Psychology (New York, sgo6). Woods had 
never heard of Peirce before receiving the letter. It has not been preserved. In 
1923 Woods. wrote ~n ecc?unt of it (now among the Peirce papers in the 
Houghton Library) m which he explained: "I Jent it to a friend to have it 
cop~ed. He lost_ it. As near as I can recall the letter was substantially the fol
!owmg. I reed Jt mony times and so remember it pretty well. Peirce was stay
mg et the St. Botolph Club at the time, attending 8 meeting of the National 
Academy of Sciences. He happened to come across a copy of my Heredity in 
Ror alty.-'I have been reading a copy of your new book Heredity in Royalty 
and have been much struck by its correct logic. But on page 2s7 you appeal to 
a well-known principle of logic known as the law of parsimony. I deny that a 
law or principle of logic can be appealed to for support. If you have reasoned 
correctly you have reasoned logically ond need no appeal to authority. All you 
~eed to say is: This one cause, heredity, is adequate or nearly adequate. Why 
introduce more or other causes?' (Etc.) Here follows some fine discussion of 
'Occam's Razor.' .•. Peirce then goes on to say that the work would be im
proved if I had graded the characters according to my own estimates but checked 
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principle as a premise. I deny that this is valid. Logic cannot supply 
premises." "Law of parsimony." You should simply reason as logic 
counsels, appeal to the reason on which logic rests. Royce added 
[that] to appeal lo a logical principle is unnecessary. "Limit of for~ 
malism" as mentioned by Russell. Lewis Carroll (Dodgson) in a 
note in Mind [1895], "What the Tortoise said to Achilles": prove 
by argument that truth of antecedent implies truth of consequent. 
Common sense says-(Gilbert, Bab Ballads-clergyman who 
preaches before the bishop: "Dictum de omni").8 Logic stands for 
becoming conscious of the procedure and not of premises. 

Peirce's letter lo Royce (1913]: 11 Schelling gets to the bottom of 

by the estimates of others. He soys, however, he can well understand why this 
was not done-referring, I suppose, to the greatly increased labor. He soys at 
the close that if he could get a copy of this book, he would like to review it; 
and hopes that some time he may meet me personally." Woods and Peirce 
continued their correspondence, but they never mel 
8 The lines occur in "Sir Macklin": 

" 'Then I shall demonstrate to you, 
According to the rules of Whately, 

That what is true of all, is true 
Of eoch, considered separately.'" 

Cf. Costello, A Philosophy of the Real and the Possible (New York, 1954), 
p. 148. 
II So for, it has proved impossible to find the manuscript of this letter, which 
Max H. Fisch suggests moy have been the one written by Peirce commenting 
on a presentation copy of Royce's The Problem of Christianity, and recalled 
by Royce in the first of his Berkeley Conference lectures ( 1914): 

"He wrote me a very kind letter of acknowledgment which I deeply prize, 
and which showed that my so belated effort to understand and to expound the 
side of his opinions which was in question in this book, had received, despite 
his feebleness and his age, n reasonable and an unexpectedly careful, although 
necessarily a very summary attention and that my interpretation of him gained 
on the whole, his approvnl. I am grateful to the fortune which enabled me to 
exchange n last greeting with this so sadly solitary scholar, just before he passed 
nway in the lonely dwelling place where his last years were spent"; quoted by 
J. H. Cotton, Royce an the Human Self (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1954), p. 
218. It would appear that Royce never got an answer to the letter ho wrote to 
Peirce on March 4, 1914- See below, footnote 38, p. 124-
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all science. Intuitions are expressions of instinct. If certain u1..:- t 
· · l ~ae 

pnncip es (instinctive) were not true, reasoning would fall. I have 
been surprised by sudden verifications. If we adopted hypotheses at lj 
random, we should probably never arrive anywhere. 

Suggestion of hypotheses, Deduction-
retraduction- absolute need of thought, 
volitional, creative. applying signs: 

(,) Likenesses, non
analytic diagrams, icons. 

(2) Associations, names. 
(3) Symbols (general 

characters implied), 
tally marks, number. 

Induction- Hypothesis 
similarity. 

Symbols involve thought proper. Symbols free. Nominalists miss 
symbo~ (gen~a~ character). Parrots use symbols for they delight 
to deceive. Logicians have sought absolute certainty too much and 
too much applications. Deductions relatively sterile. The ;mall 
number of good hypotheses has given all sciences. Induction lies 
between the two. 

Southard: On delusions.10 Two things: (1) technique, (2 ) ideas 
about delusions. First neglected. False beliefs are interesting to 

10 Southard's remarks approximate his paper "What Parts of the Brain Does 
Introspection Reach?" read at the December, 1913, meeting of the American 
Psychological Association and abstrncted in the Psychological Bulletin, XI (Feb• 
ruary 15, 1914), 66-67. Cf. Southard, "On the Somatic Sources of Somatic De,. 

lusions," Journal of Abnormal Psycholosr, VII (December, 1912.Janunry, 
1
913), 326-39; Southard and A. W. Steams, "How Far Is the Environment 

Responsible for Delusions?" Journal of Abnormal Psycholosr, VIII (June-July, 
1
9

1
3)'. 117-30; Southard and A. S. Tepper, "The Possible Correlation Between 

Delusions and Cortex Lesions in General Paresis," Journal of Abnormal Psy
chology,. VIII (October-November, 1913), 259-75; Southard, "The Mind Twist 
an~ Bram Sp?t Hypotheses in Psychopathology and Neuropathology," Psycho
logi~al Bulletin, XI (April 15, 1914), 117-30. See F. P. Gay, The Open Mind 
(Chicago, 1938), pp. 233_37• 
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logicians. Wrote on delusions without noticing the problem di
rectly. Avoid prejudice. Random collection of cases. [Delusions 
bear upon the] environment, self, and body-Wemicke [Grundriss 
der Psychiatrie, Vol. ill] . 

Kraepelin: intellect, judgment; no localization in cortex. First 
like dream. General morbid change of whole cortex; affects whole 
personality. (Wundt.) False interpretation (process account), 
Stark remarks.11 

Ziehen: [delusions are] not founded on sense but may modify 
it; six ways of development. 

[Wemicke's] three-part division is workable: (1) somato
psychic, (2) allopsychic, and (3) autopsychic. Many errors in sec
ond. First is clear. Second probably not genetic. First caused by 
viscera or lesions en route to the brain. Second rare in paresis. 
'!bird was the most common. Autopsychic had frontal-lobe lesions. 
Lesions of frontal lobe with delusions of personality in paresis. Is 
then the self motor? And delusions, so intellectual, prove to be 
motor too? Examples of delusions. Some [patients] have good rea
soning but inadequate data. Some, good memory but mal-ordering 
(metathesis). Cf. disorder of time in paresis, while space order is 
good. 

Two groups of delusions: (a) phantastic (posterior association 
area), (b) pragmatic (anterior association area). Areas ripen later, 
different in tissue, more extensive in man.12 (a) Paraphantastic be
liefs, (b) parapragmatic beliefs. Not a contrast of content and 
process: (b) on expressive or motor side, (a) sensory; (b) cannot 
be cured by experience, (a) more absurd, less likely to lead to ac
tion. Introspection reaches (a) part, not (b) . 

11 Costello wrote "Stark. .. Southard may have been referring to M. Allen 
Starr, the author of Organic and Functional Nervous Diseases. 
12 Costello sketched at this point a cross-section of the human brain, locating 
the centers of motor and sensory functions, the anterior association area of 
Flechsig, etc. 
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(a ) 

Sensations. --- (b) Kinaesthesia (movement). Kinemata (non•PllI]IOSive). 

j 
Kinetoscheme (impulsive acts, 

l 
Perceptions. l e.g. speech). Catatonic. 

Conceptions (abstract). ------- i Pragmatoscheme (plans of ac-
tion, possibly non-conscious). 
Bad habits arise. 

R?yce: Meth~ .. New _psychological analyses, many cases, au
topsies, etc. Sta_tistics, social in method. Fair samples. Machine-like 
':ay of tabulating. (Reisner tabulated tombs automatically as pos
sible.) ~ot "total impression," as with Wernicke. Incurability of 
motors discussed. Case before James seminary· way of reacbn· · p . , , g was 
rmpo1:18nt. eu:ce s account of retroduction as instinctive acts, not 
conscious of therr methods. 

[Southard]: Blindfold chess. Some said "Could not tell" 
[ whether they had imagery (?) J. Best account.' 

Next: Troland or Woods or[? Southard on] fits. 

October 28, 1913 

~ SUMMARY 

Professor Royce brought before the seminary two letters written 
Zes~harles S. P~irce (Harvard 1859, now in seventies). The first of 
. letters, wntten to Dr. Woods in 1906, was of interest as insist
: on the ~ather difficult logical doctrine that a principle of logic 

never itself be made a premise of any reasoning. The other 
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letter had just been received by Professor Royce, and reiterated 
11 Peirce's belief that there is a mysterious harmony between the 

mind of the scientist and the order of nature; for otherwise, sup
posing it were a mere matter of chance as to what hypotheses he 
should devise, he would rarely hit upon any true and adequate ex
planations. The formation of hypotheses Peirce has called retro
duction and he contrasts this with deduction and induction. Deduc
tion th~ugh certain is relatively sterile, and perhaps logicians have 

' , d . 
attached too much importance to it. In connection with de uctlon 
Peirce mentions his theory about the three kinds of signs, of which 
one kind, symbols, involve an appeal to general characters or con
cepts, and hence if, as is probable, they are used by animals, they 
indicate the presence of reasoning. But that to which we ~"':e the 
existence of science is not so much deductive thought, as it is the 
discovery of a relatively small number of good hypothese~, and ~s 
discovery seems due to a sort of instinct of the human mmd which 
brings it into harmony with the world about us. 

After the reading of these letters, Professor Southard presented 
some conclusions to which he had been led concerning delusions. 
The method of the research into delusions consisted of an adequate 
unbiased collection of cases, which collection was then reduced to 
manageable proportions by as mechanical a tabulation a~ possible 
and a selection therefrom of random examples. These typical cases 
were then examined in greater detail, but with emphasis on sta
tistics rather than intuitive "general impression." 

Professor Southard explained and criticized certain opinions 
about delusions held by various authors, Kraepelin, Ziehen, and 
others and also Wernicke's threefold classification of delusions 
into those bearing upon the self, the body, and the environment. 
Delusions directly explainable in terms of the environment are 
found to be rare, while on the contrary those delusions about the 
body, directly attributable to bodily conditions, are clearl! marked 
and frequent. Professor Southard gave examples of typical delu
sions, pointing out how some represent~d good reasoning from 
inadequate data, others good data obtamed from memory and 
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otherwise, but badly ordered (metathesis), etc. He himself found a 
twofold classification into phantastic or sensory delusions and prag
matic or motor delusions to be more adequate. This classification 
corresponds, furthermore, with data from autopsies, etc., if you 
suppose the after part of the brain to be chiefly sensory and the 
forward part predominantly motor. The motor side seems more or 
less unconscious in the sense of being beyond the range of ordinary 
introspection, but Professor Southard suggested a hypothetical 
scheme in which these motor processes should be shown to be 
equally as elaborate as the sensory differentiation into sensations, 
perceptions, and conceptions, the classes on the motor side being 
mere movements, definite impulsive acts, and thirdly, plans of ac
tion. But in any case, the importance of pragmatic delusions sug
gests that the intellect and judgment are motor rather than sensory. 

I should like to add to this review of the last meeting, a couple of 
comments on Professor Southard's discussion. First, I do not know 
how much confidence Professor Southard reposes in his three 
sensory and three motor types of mental process, but such diagrams 
almost always seem to me rather deceiving than helpful, particu
larly if you try to draw further inferences from them; and in no 
subject is this more the case than in psychology. Take, for example, 
the division of introspective sensory content into sensations, per
cepts, and concepts. I have never been able to satisfy myself that I 
~ould obt~in even a tolerably clear notion of what a concept was, 
mtrospectively, and I believe the term ordinarily stands for a di
verse multitude of things. 

This brings me to a second and perhaps more important point. 
Professor Southard expresses surprise that delusions, being such in
tellectual things, should turn out so frequently to be connected with 
the motor and not the sensory side. It may be a bias of mine, but I 
confess I should have been surprised had intellectual things turned 
out otherwise. Consider what is ordinarily called intellectual. The 
active side, for example, of judgment is evident enough. There is 
~~d reason to believe the great instrument of thought, language, is 
m its origin closely bound up with action and not with any arbi-
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trary mental association of sensory content. The recent logician 
who has most thoroughly considered and analyzed the nature of 
meaning, namely Husserl (for example in the closing chapters of 
Volume II of the Logische Untersuchungen) finds, by arguments 
that seem to me at present to be quite overwhelming, that the iden
tification of meaning with sensory context which is so frequently 
made, is in direct violation of the empirical facts, and does no honor 
to the psychology that carelessly admits it. Meaning, he says, must 
fmd its mental correlate in something of the nature of action, and 
this holds of the psychic character of concepts as much as it does 
of words. I might multiply examples. But perhaps I have said 
enough to show why I should have been surprised had intellectual 
things turned out otherwise than what Professor Southard fmds 
them to be, namely predominantly motor rather than sensory. 

November 4, 1913 

~ NOTES 

Southard continues: Vision has determined linguistic habits. 
Southard found in blindfold chess .• . the accuracy of one's 
knowledge was much greater than the accuracy of one's imagery.18 

Titchener's book reattracted Southard's attention to German work 
on imageless thought; where Titchener insists on sensation [Lec
tures on the Experimental Psychology of the Thought-Processes]. 
Older views of delusions laid stress on "fixed ideas." 

Royce is of motor-speech type. Felt Hamlet was before him in 
delightful vividness, but found nothing but scraps on introspection. 

Southard restated his view. Motor side elaborates before it acts. 
Consciousness may have no connection with cortex, or it may be 
18 Sec Appendix A, below, p. 191. Cf. A Philosophy of the Real and the Pos
sible, pp. 141-42. See also Gay, The Open Mind, pp. 297~9. 
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"smeared over" all cortex, or it may be localized ( e.g., in areas
visual, etc.). Fore part of brain may have no consciousness; do not 
assign any until proved. If thought is wider than consciousness, 
there may be such. Conceptions are the chief problem for imageless 
thought. The "formula of thinking" may be found by the imagery, 
and may show where the source of the process was, but not how it 
is now. 

Henderson: J. S. Haldane, Mechanism, Life, and Personality 
(experimental physiology); Hobhouse, Development and Purpose. 
An opinion in common: an escape for the vitalist. A non-antimecha
nistic vitalism. In no mechanistic account is there told the connec
tion of stimulus and response. A "spontaneity," a "life principle" in 
every cell. 

Southard: We ordinarily speak of the unconscious. Nobody wants 
to use the term. The subconscious has taken its place and [has 
been] discredited. The co-conscious. Non-conscious is better. James 
-scious only. Southard wishes to provide levels of non-conscious, 
"some levels of the non-conscious or so-called subconscious," as 
mentioned last time. The breaking up into levels Southard thinks 
an advance. 

Henderson: Nobody has said anything on relation of stimulus 
and response which is both true and clear. Loeb is clear but obvi
ously false. 

Troland criticizes "spontaneity." 
Henderson: Hobhouse twenty-five years ago thoroughgoing 

mechanist but other side has won. Evolution of mind. 
Royce: Bergson's account of spontaneity. Same as James: consid

erations of consciousness involved. That you can't reduce to rule 
does not prove freedom. This act of choice never happened before 
-free in sense of unique. So Bergson; you need the whole enduring 
life. But ignorance is no proof in physical world. Southard spread 
James' view over all nature, and not consciousness only. 

Henderson: Haldane on acidity of blood, etc. Variations in char
acter of blood cause variation in respiration. How? 

Troland: Trial and error best example of vitalism. But there is an 
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analogy in trial-and-error way of giving off particles in radio
activity. 

Henderson: Haldane criticizes severely vitalism (Driesch, etc.), 
and Hobhouse about Bergson the same. The concept of life is not 
mechanical. 

Royce: Bergson's reference to memory as incapable of mechani
cal explanation-Peirce's hypothesis of tychism [in "The Doctrine 
of Necessity"]. 

Henderson: The more one knows of protoplasm the more com
plex the problem becomes. Dislikes theories of spontaneous mech
anistic origin of life. In same way, a feeling bas led men like Hob
house, etc., to their new theory. 

Woods: Wait a hundred thousand years. 
Royce: Three things to consider: ( 1) Bergson, James, and Royce, 

study of consciousness-something hopeless to reduce to mecha
nism. (2) If the thing is too complex, this is ignorance. (3) You 
may find objects such that new uniformities are more and more 
mechanical in their type. Science can handle chance. 

Henderson: Mechanism is only activity in a material system and 
hence obeys the fundamental laws of matter and energy-catalysis 
vs. freedom of will. 

[Southard]: Seven hundred of a thousand insane show cortex 
lesions; two-thirds of the thousand frontal, with or without other 
[lesions]. Delusions very common in insanity. Second region of 
brain parietal (posterior association area). Normal brains (fifteen 
or twenty percent) showed often microscopic lesions. 

Relativity, Troland, next meeting. Troland: relativity bibliog
raphy: 14 

1. Comstock. D. F., "The Principle of Relativity," Science Conspectus, II (De
cember, 1911), 13-15; ibid. (Januaey, 1912), 40-44 

:z. Wetzel, R. A., "The New Relativity in Physics," Science, N.S. XXXVlll 
(October 3, 1913}, 466-74-

u In the manuscript this bibliography comes at the beginning of the Novem

ber 4 notl!S. 
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3. Comstock, D. F., "The Principle of Relativity," Science, N. S. XXXI (May 
20, 1910), 767-72. 

4- Carmichael, R. D., "On the Theoey of Relativity: Mass, Force and Energy," 
Physical Review, :ind Series, I (February, 1913), 161-78; "On the Thcoey of 
Relativity: Philosophical Aspects," ibid. (March, 1913}, pp. 179-97. 

5. Campbell, Norman, "The Common Sense of Relativity," Philosophical Maga• 
.tine, 6th Series, XXI (April, 1911), 50:1-17. 

November 4, 1913 

~:=., SUMMARY 

Some discussion of so-called imageless thought, by Professor 
Royce, opened the meeting; thought seems often to find its basis in 
tendencies to act rather than in any sensory imagery. 

Professor Southard said what he had had in mind, in his discus
sion of pragmatic delusions at the previous meeting, was something 
he thought rather different. It was not an emphasis on action 
simply, but on an elaboration of the motor side before action; there 
were here found various levels of the non-conscious as regards its 
elaborateness, as if the motor mechanism had a certain constructive 
spontaneity. 

The mention of the term "spontaneity" brought up what was to 
prove the central topic of the evening, namely vitalism versus 
mechanism. Professor Henderson called attention to two recent 
works, by Haldane, the physiologist, and by Hobhouse, which show 
a possible way of escape for the vitalist. There is, at the present 
time, no mechanical explanation which is both true and clear, of 
the relation between stimulus and response. The problems here are 
immensely complex. 

Professor Royce called attention to three tenable points of view: 
(1) that of the mechanist, who says all failure to find the law of 
anything is due to our present ignorance of a complex subject-mat-
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tert and this will be done away with as we learn more about the 
subject; (2) that of the calculus of probabilitiest which can handle 
uniformities of averages, even where the single event may seem 
due to the purest chance; (3) that view held by Bergson in his dis
cussion of free will. Each life is unique, says the latter; from the 
nature of a process which at each stage has a certain duration and 
at each stage carries all its heredity along with i~ no two moments 
are exactly alike; to see where it is coming out one must live it at 
full length. Memory is a typical example of a non-mechanical 
thing. Professor Royce did not treat of the possible conflicts of views 
( 1) and (3) t which seem to me almost certaint if they belong to the 
same temporal world. 

Professor Southard closed the evening by a brief summary of 
some statistical results which tended to bear out his theory, men
tioned at the last time, about a possible relation of the frontal lobes 
and pragmatic delusions. 

My comment which follows is more elaborate than the summary 
given above, though I am going to deal with only one simple topic. 
I once outlined a hypothetical theory, concerning the relation of 
mechanical nature to organizations, and submitted it as part of a 
doctorate thesis at Harvard. This thesis is now gathering dust in the 
college library, and will doubtless continue to do so until some dis
tant future age, when some curiosity hunter will disinter i4 and 
discover to his surprise that all the original ideas of that future age 
have there been anticipated. I purpose here, however, forestalling 
that resurrection as regards a fraction of a paragraph. It is a very 
simple argument, and yet one about which I have felt some doubt, 
because if it were valid it would scarcely have been so frequently 
overlooked. Yet I give it to you for what it may be worth. It is com
monly maintained there are two theories possible about organisms 
and no more: either the behavior of organisms is rigidly according 
to the laws of physics and chemistry, or else we have a mysterious 
new element entering to determine the behavior of the organic 
world, a vital force or spontaneity or whatever you choose to call 
it, so that the physical laws no longer strictly hold. But the mecha-
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nist then argues that you can get no proof that an organism is not 
subject to law, therefore vitalism is a gratuitous hypothesis. Nay 
more, it is false, for the further you go, the more do you find that 
organisms are rigidly subject to the ordinary laws of physical mat
ter. Mr. Troland repeated what is a very typical remark, at the last 
time, when he said that the mere postulate that organisms are sub
ject to the law of the conservation of energy suffices to prohibit that 
any new force can interferet or any spontaneity break into the 
course of causality. 

My thesis is simply that mechanism and vitalism, as above de
fmed, do not exhaust the possibilities, and are not even inconsistent 
with one another. This is much less of a paradox than it may at first 
seem. Note I did not define mechanism as saying nowhere is there 
anything not of the nature of lawt but as saying that physical laws 
hold rigidly in the organic world. Between these two statements 
there is a great logical differencet and that is what I wish to show. 
Suppose the law of conservation, as Mr. Troland argued, did prede
termine completely the nature of an organism, so as to leave no 
loophole for vitalism; then it would have to predetermine still 
more. For it would be possible to predict all phenomena by the use 
of the principles of conservation; hence it would be possible to de
duce, from the principle of conservation of energy alonet all the 
other laws of physics and chemistry, for example the law of the dis
sipation of energy, or the law of gravitation. I confess it seems to 
me a pretty bold undertaking. If you admit there are other laws 
not reducible to conservation of energy, then I point out the sharp 
distinction which is now evident between a law's being necessary 
for the deterxnination of certain phenomena and its being sufficient. 

Pure mathematics may possibly, as some logicians hold, be en
tirely deducible from a few postulates as to the relations of certain 
simple ideas. If so, for all mathematics these are necessary and suf
ficient. But if you leave pure ordinal mathematics and consider 
quantity, or again the ideas and relations one meets with in me
chanics, sooner or later you must introduce certain new ideas and 
a few, perhaps a very few, postulates about the relation of these 
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new ideas to the ideas of pure mathematics and to one another. Let 
it not for an instant be forgotten that the postulates of pure mathe
matics do not in this new realm in the least cease to be true, but 
they do cease to be sufficient. As we say, they are necessary but not 
sufficient. 

It may well be that something of the like exists in the transition 
from the physical-chemical to the vital. One does not find in me
chanics and physics that the laws of mathematics are broken. One 
finds them simply insufficient. New additional laws also are needed. 
Might not, in the transition from the physical to the vital, the old 
laws turn out to be valid but not sufficient? Suppose that physical 
phenomena are completely determined by physical-chemical laws; 
they are sufficient. Suppose that when you consider life phenomena, 
these laws are necessary but not sufficient; new laws enter. If so, 
now the vitalist can laugh at many of the proofs that organisms are 
subject to physical laws. There are ( under these circumstances) pe• 
culiarly biological laws also, but suppose instead of these biologicai 
laws he introduces something which he calls the creation of novelty 
or spontaneity, how can you touch him by any proof that the 
physical laws hold good? All I wish to argue for is that no amount of 
proof that physical and chemical laws actually hold of organisms 
will of itself disprove either that there are special biological laws 
or the further thesis that there is a certain degree of spontaneity in 
a living being. The mechanist must prove not only that the physi
cal-chemical laws are necessary, but also that they are sufficient; he 
must predict completely all the behavior of an organism from these 
laws alone and prove that no other laws hold. This thesis of mine is 
a comment, let it be noted, on the logic of the question; it shows the 
mechanist's task is a more subtle one than is sometimes appreci
ated, but my comment does not pretend to settle the further ques
tion of fact. 
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~~ NOTES 
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Royce: Mill says there is no possibility of reducing all laws to one 
law. No a priori means of excluding from the world the unique, the 
spontaneous in this sense. This has a certain conflict with complete 
reduction to mechanical law. 

Troland: On relativity. A new analysis of physical space and 
time and their relation. New light on time. Philosophers have 
thought of time as independent, in a way, of space, etc. Physical 
time and space are bound up, e.g., in measurement and motion, in
separably. Experimental verification. Philosophical and metaphysi
cal. As a case of analysis of a scientific concept. Method of hy
pothesis. Elusiveness of conceptions of absolute time, magnitude, 
motion, etc. 

1905, Albert Einstein (Swiss) [sic], following Lorentz. Implicit 
in Maxwell's electromagnetic laws. It is impossible to compare two 
physical lengths without considering time ("at the same time"). 
Means of establishing, and very meaning of, simultaneity. Simul
taneity requires two events, separated in space. To prove that two 
events, A and B, are simultaneous, send a signal to or from a mid
point at same speed. Set two clocks at A and B. Speed at which light 
travels is independent of source.111 

111 Here Costello drew a diagram, copied from one th11t Trolond put on the 
blackboanl, demonstr11ting thnt to n stationary observer in system N, clocks A 
IUld B, within that system, started by a light impulse from point C midway be
tween them, would oppe11r to be in unison; but th11t to the some observer, clocks 
N end B', started from midpoint C', in system M moving parallel to his system 
N, would appear not to be in unison. In the moving system, clock B', forward 
in the line 0£ motion, would receive the light impulse later than clock A', which 
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( 1) Impossible to detect the uniform translatory motion of any 
body (system) by observations made upon that bo~y (syste~) 
alone. Both say the other is too large. Same holds for tune. Se~ding 
and return of a flash of light would give a unit. (2) Velocity of 
light in free space is a constant, no matter what the conditions of 

observation are: v =~· Each claims other's unit of time is too long. 
t 

No proofs of earth's motion with reference to ether. Obs_erver 
ought to be able to observe differences in velocity of light; Michel
son-Morley experiments. The change in simultaneity.and stan~~ 
of distance and duration exactly counteracts the motion. Relativity 
asserts motion completely relative, no body is absolute. Out of har
mony with ether hypothesis. Both observer~ are right: No ~bsolute 
space-time-motion, in sense of absolute umts. Duration, distance, 
simultaneity depend on each system. Either space and time are 
psychological subjectivities or mathematical ~ela~ons. To 1?e sta
tionary observer the moving body contracts m line of mo~on. Is 
contraction apparent and not real? Dependence of veloc1~ on 
source is impossible-optical behavior of binaries. Explanation of 
Michelson-Morley experiments, 1887.16 Shortens in line of motion? 
-or velocity of light relative to earth? What do you mean by say
ing the contraction is only appar~t? N~w concep?on of contrac
tion: contraction from a point of view. Srmply o:nuts the absolute
ness notion and a certain mathematical relation holds. Standards 
of measurement are a function of a point of view. 

No objective metaphysical space and time, but only a relational 
system to put non-spatial elements in. Two observers ought to come 
to same results but don't. New concept of time abstract, complex; 

would thus be ahead in its indication of time, To an observer in system M, how
ever the relative motion would seem attributable to the neighboring system, 
and 'it would be the clocks of system N that showed the discrepancy, Costello 
noted simply: "Light reaches A' before B'." . 
18 A diagram in the manuscript shows two !in~ crossing et ~ght angles'. with 

8 conventional representation of the sources of light end the DlllTOrs used m the 
Michelson-Morley experiment. 
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includes change and simultaneity. Distance and uniform motion 
also needed to measure time. But does not uniform motion imply 
time? No, but change. In a static universe, time would be mean
ingless. (Bergsonll) Change is a succession of states like points in a 
line, replacement of one state by another. Time order is order of 
existence itself. Simultaneity involves multiplicity and causality. 
Clothesline theory of time is wrong (geometrical symbol). (More 
Bergson!) Hyper-metaphysics. 

Discussion: Whole theory of relativity refers to uniform motions 
and not to accelerated motions. All so-called ether disturbances are 
independent of source. 

Royce: Metrical vs. ordinal. Equality means simultaneous com
parison of rigid bodies. No mathematical definition of equality of 
two lengths, except transformation of sets of points into sets of 
points. Superposition not valid in geometry. You fall back in ge
ometry on another concept, an ordinal construction. You don't need 
an equality of lengths, but only optical alignment; distance which 
never involves simultaneity. Chronological concepts are ordinal. 
Simultaneity is better known to historians than to physicists. 

[E. V.] Huntington, paper "A New Approach to the Theory of 
Relativity," Philosophical Magazine, [6th Series, xxm (April, 
1912), 494-513]. 

November 11, 1913 

~ SUMMARY 

Professor Royce, at the beginning of the meeting, in discussing 
the logic of the mechanist's position, stated two propositions whose 
importance is sometimes overlooked: the first, one to which Mill 
called attention, that there seems to be no possibility of reducing 
all laws to one law; the second, that there is no a priori means of 
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excluding from the world the unique and the individual-both of 
which propositions conflict, to a certain degree, with the attempt to 
reduce everything to mechanical law. 

Mr. Troland then presented a discussion of the recent theory of 
relativity in physics.17 In methods, it is an interesting case of the 
use of hypotheses, but Mr. Troland preferred to emphasize more 
especially its results, as showing the elusiveness of concepts of abso
lute time, magnitude, etc., and as revealing an intimate interrela
tion between the physical concepts of time and space. 

The theory of relativity was, perhaps, implicit in Maxwell's elec
tromagnetic laws, but was first explicitly formulated by Einstein 
in 1905, following out some suggestions of Lorentz. It is based on 
two postulates: ( 1) that it is impossible to detect the uniform trans
latory motion of any system by observations upon that system 
alone; (2) that the velocity of light, in free space, is a constant, and 
independent of the conditions of observation. 

Mr. Troland illustrated, by an example in the form of a diagram, 
how two observers on bodies moving in reference to one another, 
would each, since each might well think himself at rest and the 
other in motion, be led to believe the other's units of time and dis
tance too large. To any observer, a body moving with reference to 
him would seem to grow shorter in the line of motion. These deduc
tions show why the Michelson-Morley experiments failed to reveal 
a motion of the earth relative to the ether of space, and they have 
led some physicists to reject the notion of an ether altogether. 
There is much experimental evidence, of various kinds, which 
would tend to support the relativity theory. 

Mr. Troland was of the opinion that these results would force 
the philosopher to assert there was no such thing as metaphysically 
real objective space and time, and certainly the simple linear 
"clothesline" theory of time would have to be abandoned. Mr. Tro-

n Headley writes: "Trolend's report on the then relatively new doctrine of 
relativity included the information that the point of view developed by Einstein, 
at least in part, grew out of conversations over beer mugs from which the froth 
was blown in some inspiring way." 
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land then suggested in outline a theory about the nature of space 
and time which showed important affinities with the views of Kant 
and of Bergson. 

In the discussion which followed, Professor Royce raised objec• 
tions to the theory as presented, on the ground that it overempha
sized the metrical concepts as against the ordinal, and overem
phasized superposition as against those other tests of equality of 
distance which were defined by projective geometry. 

I might add, on my own account, the following comment. Mr. 
Troland argued there can be no objective space, because it is logi
cally impossible that of two bodies each should be shorter than the 
other. It is interesting to inquire whether this is true or not. When 
the Greeks first noticed the relativity of physical things, they were 
puzzled how a man could be both tall and short. Had they known 
about Kant and about the race of Esquimos, they might have ar
gued: "It is absurd that a tall Esquimo should be a short man, and 
this proves the subjectivity of Esquimos." But this sort of relativity 
has, with familiarity, become a commonplace to us. Not so the new 
relativity of the relativity theory. Yet is the latter really more con
tradictory than the former? It is indeed startling to learn that a 
length is longer than another length from a certain point of view, 
and shorter than it from another point of view, but I do not see that 
it is contradictory or absurd. You may say the introduction of the 
term "point-of-view" indicates the introduction of something sub
jective. I answer I do not see that such is the case: replace Mr. 
Troland's observers by automatic machines, and the machines will 
record automatically the same results which Mr. Troland's ob
servers take note of mentally. 

I must insist, moreover, on a point which Professor Royce sug
gested at the last meeting, namely, the highly doubtful character to 
begin with, of the concept of physical length. It is an empirical c~n
cept, suggested by experiences of rigid bodies. There are systems of 
geometry, perfectly self-consistent, which would apply only to a 
world where no body possessed a definable length. That two bodies 
are equal when they are together does not prove they are equal 
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when apart, and this involves, in itself, no logical contradiction. 
Superposition is no adequate test of complete and permanent equ~l
ity of lengths, as recent mathematicians have ~ointed o~t. Euclid, 
keener than many of his critics, used every deVIce and circwn1:o~u
tion to avoid proofs by superposition. One feels that superposition 
is invalid, even apart from proof. I remember, as a high-school stu
dent, knowing nothing of the deeper theory of geometry, I ha~ a 
sort of instinctive dislike of superposition as a test of equality, 
though I could not explain to the teacher why this was so. . . 

To the relativity theory itself I have no right to offer ob3ecbon, 
not having had the time to study its mathematical developments. 
Speaking subject to correction, I should be dispose~ to. say in reply 
to Professor Royce's criticism of last time, that pro3ective geometry 
enables us to define equalities of length, but not to create length 
itself, and, moreover, with the introduction of motion into the pro
jective world, I suspect the relativity concepts would reappear. I 
confess the relativity theory has always attracted me through a 
certain appeal to the imagination, and I have found myse~ going 
off into semi-metaphysical speculations in a somewhat different 
direction from that taken by Mr. Troland. For example, if a wheel 
spins, and the rim shortens, what becomes of the mathematical 
value of w? Suppose you took a ride on a light wave: the ea:111 
would rush past you with the speed of light and thus flatt~ up like 
a pancake, and what would things look like then? Or a~am, ~hen 
force is applied to a body already approaching the velocity of light, 
it increases in mass rather than in velocity. You thus get an equa
tion of mass and energy. And I wondered if what seems to us 
length or mass, etc., might not appear, from some o~er p~int_ of 
view, as velocity, or heaven knows what, and here my rmagmatio~ 
gave out entirely, and I leave it to the other members of the semi

nary to continue the research. 
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November 18, 1913 

~ NOTES 

Troland: Can an object be both circular and elliptical? 
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Royce: Geometry and mechanics of a people who could see and 
not touch, who saw things in mirrors, e.g., like the bowl of a spoon. 
Cf. Helmholtz's essays [Vortriige und Reden, Vol. II], first essay, 
"On the Foundations of Geometry" [Uber den Ursprung und die 
Bedeutung der geometrischen Axiome"].18 Occurrences which hap
pen from a point of view, say of A, are nevertheless in themselves 
absolute. (The cat fmds the cat in the mirror to be uninteresting.) 

[ On ordinal concepts] : Basis for most exact concepts of time. His
torical or quasi-historical sciences. An event occurs or it does not 
occur. One uses the traces events have left, as in geology or archae
ology, etc., as evidences. Progress in making and keeping records. 
Ordinal nature of records. Case of palace of Cnossus. Case of diplo
matic correspondence which proved contemporaneousness of cer
tain Assyrian and Egyptian kings. Geology of Connecticut Valley. 
Estimates of total length of geological period by salinity of sea 
water. We get over relativity by uniting points of view. 

Troland: Relativity theory: no velocity greater than light, addi
tion of velocities not simple. 

[Next, Brogan. His references on judgment and value]: Prin• 
cipia Mathematica, I, 45-49, etc. Ethical theories of G. E. Moore, 
Principia Ethica. 

18 Cf. A Philosophy of the Real and ths Possible, pp. 33-34-
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November 1.8, 1.91.3 

~ SUMMARY 

.JOSIAH ROYCE'S SEMINAR 

The discussion at the meeting chiefly concerned the relativity 
theory in physics, as presented at the previous meeting by Mr. Tro
land. 

Professor Royce developed two propositions at some length. The 
first of these was that there might be a world whose geometry and 
mechanics might be very different from ours, a world comparable, 
for example, to the behavior of things as seen in a curved mirror 
like the bowl of a spoon. Though metrically there might seem to be 
great differences, ordinally the world in question would be in one
one correspondence with our world; so that the man in the mirror 
might not notice there was anything wrong, for his measuring rod 
would grow and decrease, or bend and twist, along with everything 
else, and he might think it was our world that was crooked. The 
second proposition was that the most exact or at least most absolute 
concepts of time are the ordinal concepts as they appear in the 
historical and quasi-historical sciences. Events occur, and this 
occurrence is absolute and irrevocable. As occurring, they fall into 
ordinal series. Examples were given where records revealed to ar
chaeologists, geologists, etc., the order of sequence. As regards Mr. 
Troland's metaphysical theories, as presented at the previous meet
ing, Professor Royce held that the way to avoid relativity of points 
of view is not to get away from points of view altogether, but rather 
to get a point of view which includes them all. 

Mr. Troland, in answer to a point incidentally raised, supple
mented his previous discussion of relativity, by indicating how 
velocities could not be added directly-the velocity of light playing 
a part similar to an infinite velocity, so that twice the velocity of 
light was still the velocity of light. 
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In reply to Professor Royce's main contentions, he said the rela
tivity problems did not arise in the examples Professor Royce ad
duced. Any occurrence on the earth, with objects not in rapid mo
tion, would not reveal, empirically, the relativity difficulties. The 
case of change of solar time in a voyage over the Atlantic was not 
exactly analogous. 

Professor Royce then introduced the case of a hypothetical visitor 
from Mars, who should compare earth-time with Mars-time, and 
thus by taking a more inclusive viewpoint at once reveal and at 
the same time overcome the relativity of viewpoints. Even by his 
success in arriving on the earth at all, he would, in so far, prove his 
calculations good. 

Mr. Troland's reply to this, if I understood him correctly, might 
be illustrated in the following way. If a genuine contradiction is in
volved, we have not merely two points of view but two inconsistent 
points of view. It is not sufficient, in such a case, to get an inclusive 
point of view which shall perceive what were the other points of 
view, for it would itself thus contain still an unresolved inner con
tradiction. For example, if A pronounces picture X more beautiful 
than picture Y, and B on the contrary affirms Y is the more beau
tiful, you do not get a standard of beauty when you get an inclusive 
point of view which simply observes that A likes X and B likes Y. The 
only conclusion would so far be a skeptical one, such as that there 
is no disputing about tastes. Getting a more inclusive point of view 
may put you in position to observe a discrepancy, but it does not 
eliminate it. The relativity theory already, in thought if not in fact, 
occupies the position of the man from Mars; it observes a discrep
ancy which it cannot reconcile, and is therefore, for just this rea
son, led to deny objectivity to the physicist's space and time. 

I have no comment to add to the discussion, except to repeat two 
points I mentioned at the last time. First, I said that the concept of 
spatial distance was already rather perplexing, before the relativity 
theory arose. If we conceive, for example, the material universe 
shrunk to the size of a pinhead, and ourselves and our measuring 
rods grown small in proportion, the sky would appear as far away 
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as ever. The second point is the logical question, as to when we may 
be said to have an objective contradiction. Contradiction among 
propositions is clear enough; a proposition and its contradictory 
cannot both be true. But are the propositions "A is B from point of 
view K" and "A is not B from point of view L" contradictories? 
Obviously not. And yet this is the discrepancy which Mr. Troland 
calls a contradiction. Also, Mr. Troland showed a tendency to call 
an axis of reference a point of view and then to call a point of view 
subjective. But the central question is: as to when do we have a 
contradictory situation among objects which are not propositions? 
Is contradiction among objects itself relative to a system or a point 
of view? And lastly is not the object which is here threatened not 
any one of the physical exact concepts, but rather a popular ide~ of 
physical length, itself as vague as the older concept of causality? 

November 25, 1913 

~ NOTES 

[Royce] : C. S. Peirce known as pragmatist, [and] as filling gap 
in Boolean calculus between Boole and Russell-Peano-Frege, espe
cially Boole to Schroder. Postulate systems; began this though did 
not carry it far. Duality (De Morgan) generalized by Peirce until 
Schroder was able to state the general theorem of duality. Early 
stages of "logic of relatives" ( cf. Baldwin's Dictionary): two forms 
due to Peirce, one yet undeveloped. Russell has attracted mathe
maticians' interest to it. Russell knows Peirce through Schroder. 
[Peirce] interested also in researches of Cantor. Peirce independ
ently discovered one important theorem. Philosophical papers on 
logic, Popular Science, 1877-1878, began pragmatism. Other papers 

' on cosmology (inductive speculation). Laws of physics are prod
ucts of evolution. "The discovery of order is discovery of a prob-

1 Iem." Disorder is "natural." 
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Nearly seventy-five years old. Only logician in Who's Who. 
Peirce's letter [to Woods] : from Milford, Pennsylvania, October 
14 to November 19 [1913].10 Received Woods' lnfl.uence of Mon
archs. Criticizes Chapter 18. [Woods'] methods: unsurpassable use 
of inductive historiometry.20 

Hypotheticals, contrary to fact, about individuals. Conditional: 
if A, then B. General "would-be." But if A presupposes an exis
tential fact untrue, then the conditional proposition can do no more 
than establish a habit in the mind of the hearer. But if this habit 
could never be realized, it would be as nothing. The historian talks 
nonsense when he says, "H Napoleon had done differently he 
would have won Leipzig." When a man deliberates, he does say, 
"If I should do so and so." Essentially different because deliberator 
comes to a profitable conclusion. But historian knows already that 
antecedent is false. But if he could make it a maxim, a historian 
might be allowed to make an inductive generalization. Mean
ing equals use for action. 

Reasoning and instinct. Instinct: animal's faculty of acting in an 
adaptive manner though its reasoning would not lead it to that con-

1e Extracts from this letter have been published in Peirce's Collected Papers, 
VIII, :146--48. Woods had written to Peirce on October 10, reminding him of 
bis willingness earlier to review Heredity in Royalty and asking him to com
pose e critical notice of The Influence of Monarchs. Peirce's long letter was a 
5Ubstitute for the desired review. Years later, writing to A. E. Wiggam, Woods 
said: "Royce [in bis seminar] was always quoting Charles Peirce, I have no 
doubt he mentioned his name ten times as often as that of any other. 

"One time I loaned him that long letter that Peirce wrote to me. Royce 
wished to read it to the seminar, and I was of course very pleased to have him 
do so, es you know I come out pretty well; end not only Southard was there to 
bear how fine I was, but also my old biochemical friend Lawrence Henderson, 
with whom I have bad many a little scientific argument. 

"I re.member that when Royce reed the portion in the early part, where 
Peirce refers to the soundness of my historiometry and the foolishness of my 
critics .. • Royce paused and put in these few words of his own: 'He certainly 
goes the limit,' and 'He is o hard men to suit.'" 
20 Peirce's phrase was, " .. • your mostery of the methods of inductive rea• 
liDning is unsurpassa hie." 
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clusion. Logic is based on instinct, the conscious part of the in
stinctive process, e.g., conflict and deliberation. Summary of his 
theory of probabilities: logician is not seeking perfect certainty, 
but the success like insurance. The instincts of animals that survive 
must be fairly true. Horse, dog, etc., have something like con
science. If one out of two hundred and fifty guesses is right, it is 
worth trying for. This is the only way. Don't despise "ideas." Dal
ton's atomic hypothesis. Merely entertaining a hypothesis is not 
yet induction, but worth while. [Peirce's] system of graphs. 

Royce: All reason is instinct (and] is practical. Inductive is prob
ability-all scientific reasoning. Deductive a special case, imperfect. 

Brogan: Judgments of value. Are they true or false in the same 
sense as are physical facts? Realistic point of view. Meinong, 
Ehrenfels, Urban, etc., go into affective psychology and thus reach 
no good conclusion. Bad psychology mostly. Westermarck [The 
Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas], I, 17, gives history of 
theories of value. Not discussing moral facts as regards practical 
questions. B. Russell's account, Principia Mathematica, I, 45; essays 
[The Problems of Philosophy]: mind (subject) and objects. 
[Mind] has a sense, puts its objects in a certain order. Truth = R; 
[it] relates.21 No truth without mind, but not dependent as to 
which one mind. 

Value a confused term. Intrinsic value, intrinsic goodness. Good 
is unique and simple. Adjective good is indefinable; meaning not 
equivalent to criteria. Moore and Russell argue wrongly that be
cause good seems simple it must be real. But Brogan assumes there 
is such an entity, Croce and Santayana hold judgments of value are 
not true or false, we choose for individual reasons. Fonsegrive says 
value is felt, not judged. Perry, Ehrenfels, Spinoza argue good 
means we desire it. Egocentric predicament. 

Good and bad are independent of us as are round and square. In
trinsic value attaches only to human life and action. Affective side 
is part of this. So intrinsic values seem in a sense dependent on 

21 See Whitehead and Russell, Principia Mathematica, I, 43. 
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consciousness, but not for their goodness or badness but only for 
their existence, just as Russell's judgments are. 

Good, unlike truth, is unanalyzable. Contrast logic. Definition of 
concept and relation. Relation concepts. Even if good is a relation 
concept, it is not known by synthesis but only directly. 

Aesthetic and extrinsic (values]. Aesthetic may be merely an 
expression of feeling or judgment of feeling and not of value. 
Beauty may refer to feelings of critic (Plato, Aristotle) or may be 
something per se. But latter is doubtful. Extrinsic values seem 
purely physical. There is possibly a value which is a relational 
product of this physical relation and the intrinsic relation of value, 
if the latter exists. Does not see how to unite physical and teleologi
cal or value [relations]. 

Progress: change to a greater intrinsic good. Best way to study 
value is through progress. Which possible modes, if chosen, would 
be better? (1) Terms of life. (2) One better than another. We then 
try to combine (1) [and](2) into better possibility. This is place to 
begin study. Ethics has consisted of rules of formulation. 

Royce: Induction in the proper sense. Perhaps use of hypothesis. 
Consensus of mankind is dangerous. 

Brogan: But you must have a starting point. 
Royce: Hypothesis goes on to something not common experience. 

How test different systems of ethics? Sharp difference between con
sensus of mankind and confirmations of science. Could you pre
dict valuation judgments which have not yet been made? Can't 
eliminate philosophers, nor do you need to. Progress is a promising 
region. 

Troland: Do conditions of ethics differ from psychology? 
Brogan: Value arises in judgments. 
Royce: Babbitt's theory of art--confusion of genres. 
[Next]: Woods, "If" in history. 
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November 25, 1913 

~ SUMMARY 

JOSIAH ROYCE'S SEMINAR 

Professor Royce opened the meeting with some remarks about 
the work of Charles S. Peirce, now living at Miliord, Pennsylvania, 
age seventy-five, the only man in Who's Who to give as his occu
pation ''logician." Professor Royce spoke of his contributions to 
symbolic logic and also of his cosmological speculations. 

He then read extracts from a long letter written by Peirce in in
stallments from October 14 to November 19 of this year, addressed 
to Dr. Woods. Among other opinions, Peirce expressed the follow
ing: Hypotheticals contrary to fact about individuals-if other than 
maxims for conduct or plans for future activity; if, in short, they 
can have no influence on action, but are mere speculations, as, for 
example, what would have happened if Napoleon had done differ
ently at Leipzig-are pure nonsense. As another topic, Peirce re
turns to his theory about the basis of reasoning in instinct, and to his 
idea that science would never have discovered so many good hy
potheses had the discovery been solely due to chance. 

Mr. Brogan next read a paper on the nature of judgments of 
value. He said it was first necessary to lay down as a guiding idea 
that values are objectively real, and that hence judgments about 
them have an objective standard for truth and falsity, and are not 
merely subjective preferences. As regards the nature of judgment 
he accepted Mr. B. Russell's account, and for the nature of the good, 
he accepted the proof by G. E. Moore that goodness cannot be 
analyzed into something else, but is itself simple and unique, 
though he did not deny that it might possibly stand in constant 
functional relation to an unknown somewhat. Mr. Brogan consid
ered aesthetic and instrumental values to be derived notions, but 
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value proper or goodness was intrinsic value, and, so far as he 
knew, was to be found nowhere else than in human life and action. 
He criticized all those theories which would reduce this intrinsic 
value to mere dependence on subjective desires and feelings. He 
thought that the conception of progress and study of examples of 
cases admitted to be cases of progress might furnish the best data 
for a more objective sort of inquiry into the nature of value. 

Professor Royce, in criticism of the paper, said Mr. Brogan's in
cidental polemics against the philosophers were wasted energy, for 
the philosophers would persist unabashed by criticisms until the 
end of time. He said, further, that any attempt to test values by 
noting the fact that many people agreed as to whether something 
was valuable or not, was likely to result in false conclusions. We 
needed some method of hypothesis and prior prediction, putting the 
prediction to an empirical test later. 

Mr. Brogan replied that there were great difficulties in the way of 
any such tests in the case of value, and so far as he could discover, 
there was no one infallible criterion of value. 

By way of comment I might say, I don't see how Mr. Brogan is 
going to distinguish good data from bad, if value stands as unique 
and apart as he wishes to make it. Secondly, I don't think it does 
stand apart. Inquiries as to the setting in which value is fowid 
seem to me the only way to get hypotheses for testing. For example 
is there a relation between value and the existence of the value ob
ject, as Meinong supposes and Santayana denies? Or is there any 
truth in the hypothesis I once advanced that value is a sort of qual
ity ( Gestaltsqualitiit) which attaches to organizations, organiza
tions being systems the chief characteristics of whose changes are 
found to be inwardly rather than externally determined? Such hy
potheses confront many apparent exceptions. Can these exceptions 
be explained away, one by one? Such putting value into connection 
with other things seems to me the only way to approach the ques
tion at all objectively. Collecting and abstracting data of supposed 
experiences of value seems to me like proving the sky is a solid blue 
dome by getting many people to look at it. 
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December 2, :1.9:1.3 

~ NOTES 

Discussion of Brogan. 

.JOSIAH ROYCE'S SEMINAR 

[Royce]: Why does not Russell apply his theory of judgment 
structure to propositions? James, The Will to Believe-"The Moral 
Philosopher and the Moral Life"; Balfour, Appendix to A Defence 
of Philosophic Doubt. One who once is fully disposed to acknowl
edge that another fmds something good, and needing my action to 
realize it-I give it a sort of objectivity. All things that anyone asks 
for furnish facts in my world. Perry adopted this. 

Miss Webster: Used "objectivity" in different senses: usually 
contrasted with subjective, but neither defined. ( 1) Dualism: sub
jective, everything mental, vs. all physical objects (Descartes). (2) 
Bipolar nature of consciousness: all things known are objective. 
(3) Most interesting for value: mine and yours, subjective; com
mon to all, objective. Professor Royce's definition of fitness treats 
of value with relation to objectivity in what sense? Common or uni
versal? Brogan used objective value to mean intrinsic to human life 
and action, hence not wholly ( 1). 

Mr. Brogan: "Objective" not a function of consciousness. Values 
dependent for existence on consciousness, but not for their value on 
consciousness, for any sort. Value is not equivalent to feeling of 
value. 

Royce: If none of us desired, would there still be values? 
Brogan: Yes! ( !) 
Troland: Nature of functional relations? 
Brogan: Imaginary entities and their logical status. 
Dr. Woods: Heredity and environment. Statistics on scientific 
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attainment.22 Cattell said [that according to] his study of scientific 
men in the United States, environment must be efficacious. But 
Massachusetts did not produce enough of highest scientific attain
ment. Woods replied, "probable error." Cattell admitted. Question 
not settled from American figures. Professor Pickering on elections 
to academies ["Foreign Associates of National Societies," Popular 
Science Monthly, 1908 and 1909]. 

Need a list of all scientific men: English (Encyclopaedia Britan
nica), German (Meyers Konversations-Lexikon), French (La 
Grande Encyclopedie). Fifteen hundred names [from each encyclo
paedia], three or four hundred mentioned in all three. A: 300 or 
400; B: 600? [mentioned in two]; C: about 2000 [mentioned only 
in one]. Greek and Italian Renaissance numerous in A. But other
wise [from] France, Germany, England. Rise in Germany and fall 
in France in nineteenth century. Not explicable by heredity in 
Germany. 

Hefelbower: Since 1818-20, English students changed from 
France to Germany; Americans in 183o's. 

[?Woods]: Recently Germany 71 to France 34; too much to Ger
many (etc.). 

Royce vs. Woods: How defme a class of scientific men? Is Kant a 
scientific man? Is Frazer? 

He/elbower vs. Brogan, etc.: 1845-go, Germany [led] in his
torians; later France. In mathematicians, etc., France has not 
lagged behind. 

Royce: You need to get in [the] scientific type of mind: e.g. Ber
lin or St. Petersburg Academy. High grades of investigative learn
ing, based on study of facts with scientific accuracy. 

Discussion of "adjective" method: 
Brogan: The man or what he did? "Eminence." Channing says 

22 In substance this report wes the same es Woods' poper "An Historiometric 
Study of Eminent Scientists," read at the December, 1913, meeting of the 
American Psychological Association and abstracted in the Psychological Bulle
tin, XI (February 15, 1914), 43-44 The reference to Cattell concerns the sta
tistical studies published in American Men of Science, 2nd edition (1910). 
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"Hall of Fame is adventitious notoriety." Hall of Fame-forty
seven members, four times the number the population of Massa
chusetts calls for. 

Royce suggests: ( 1 ) Take more or less inclusive classes; ( 2) take 
another equal class, history and philology and students of man
humanists. German definition of Wissenscha/t here in question. 
Compare. What about practical men, engineers, explorers? Geog
raphers? Along with politicians? 

[Next]: Eliot, primitive religion and customs. Method? Hy
pothesis and truth. Notes. 

December 2, 1913 

~ SUMMARY 

The opening discussion was concerning the sense in which values 
are objective, continuing the topic of the previous meeting. Profes
sor Royce called attention to a theory which made the good semi
objective. The theory holds that if one is disposed to acknowledge 
that another finds something to be good, and if one lets this fact in
fluence his conduct in the way of his trying to realize this good for 
the other person, then the good in question has a status not wholly 
subjective. This is the view of James in the essay "The Moral Phi
losopher and the Moral Life," of Balfour in the Appendix to his De
fence of Philosophic Doubt, and also possibly the view of Professor 
Perry. Comment: I confess this theory seems to me to lend itself 
to caricature rather easily. If the baby wants to play in the fire, and 
if you act accordingly and put the baby in the fire, then you realize 
an objective good. 

Miss Webster read a note inquiring the precise meaning of 
the term objective as used in the previous discussion. Did it mean: 
( 1) physical objects as against mental in a Cartesian sense; or 
(2) everything thinkable as against the subject which thinks; or (3) 
common to all men, as against mine and yours? 
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In the discussion the third meaning was accepted. Mr. Brogan 
explained his theory of value further by saying values depended 
for their existence on particular consciousnesses, but differences of 
quality or degree in values were not dependent on any relation to 
consciousness. 

The next subject for discussion was presented by Dr. Woods, who 
briefly summarized some statistics on scientific attainments in the 
exact and natural sciences. These statistics were drawn from data 
gathered from the English Encyclopaedia Britannica, from the 
French publication La Grande Ency clopedie, and in German, 
Meyers Konversations-Le:rikon. He hoped, by comparison of the 
accounts given of scientific men from these diverse points of view, 
to get a fairly objective list of the recognized scientific men. He 
could compare the German with the English from the French 
standpoint, the German with the French from the English stand
point, etc., thus partly eliminating bias. From such a list it would 
be possible to study the variations of scientific activity in different 
countries; for example, the rise of German scientific activity. 

Professor Royce recommended especially that a similar study be 
undertaken of the historians, philologists and students of man, in 
general the humanists, as comparison of the two lists, those of the 
natural scientists and of the humanists, might be very useful. 

Comment on "objectivity": I should like to make a few remarks 
about the proper definition of "objectivity" for logical purposes, 
particularly so because my own criticisms of the papers by Mr. 
Troland and Mr. Brogan have undoubtedly been influenced by my 
presuppositions on this point and perhaps others' opinions by theirs. 

There are various criteria by which we judge what is objective 
and what is not, but not all will do equally well as definitions of ob
jectivity itself. For example, there is doubtless a difference in qual
ity between being hit on the head by a brick and being "struck" by 
an idea, but this difference in vividness of presentation will not do 
as a definition of objectivity, unless you wish to say one half of the 
moon is an objective fact and the other half is nothing but an idea. 
Similar objections attach to the undoubtedly important criterion of 
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richness and fullness of detail, which certainly often characterizes 
objective fact as against mental schema. 

I shall limit consideration, therefore, to three criteria which have 
each been often given as the true definition of the objective, 
namely: ( 1) what is common to the experience of a number of per• 
sons; (2) what thwarts our efforts and our wishes and forces us to 
take account of itself; (3) what has a certain degree of systematic 
coherence, 

First, the test of collective experience. As a general definition of 
objectivity it offers at least the following difficulties. If it means 
that that is objective which is agreed to be the actual common expe• 
rience of a society of minds, then it presupposes the objective ex
istence of such a society of minds, and this fact is not a matter of 
agreement, but a presupposition thereof. Furthermore, that on 
which even the majority of men really agree is rather seldom ade. 
quately true, and errors, such as the belief that the world was flat, 
have been at times almost universally maintained. If you say it is 
what men will come to believe in, in the long run, or what they 
ought to agree upon, then you certainly appeal to some other stand
ard than agreement, something which will eventually compel 
agreement. If you say the agreement called for is not of everyone, 
but only agreement among a selected group of those competent to 
judge, the test of competence is again not agreement. To this it 
might be replied that the competent are men of a sort whose opin
ions in the past have subsequently been admitted by all, and hence 
the test is agreement. Not so, for the objectivity of the fact of this 
agreement is not itself an agreement, nor is the test of the objec
tivity of the resemblance of the competent of the present to those 
of the past necessarily an agreement of the sort here in question. 
My opinion, therefore, is that the competent agree because the 
facts they attain to are objective, and the facts are not objective be
cause the competent agree. 

Second, the test of opposition. This, I think, is if anything, more 
fundamental than the previous. You come to believe in the objective 
existence of your fellowman perhaps less because he agrees with 
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you than because he differs from you in acts and opinions. The 
stone over which the savage stumbles takes on not only objectivity, 
but a living and malignant objectivity, for reasons of opposition and 
not of agreement. But the appearance of opposition and compulsion 
are not fmal tests of objectivity. Fixed ideas, erroneous beliefs, 
prejudices, we must admit have a sort of objective stubbornness, 
but it is often an objectivity of isolation, like ancient Egypt or 
China, which survives by resisting the importation of what might 
upset it. 

Third, the test of coherence. This seems to me the most ultimate 
and the most useful as a defmition. In a particular case, I may he• 
lieve my fellowmen's opinions, often even as against the evidence 
of my own senses, because I have come to believe in the existence 
and the powers of my fellowmen. But I have come to believe in 
these because I have found them opposing as well as agreeing 
with me. And I believe they oppose or agree, because, unless those 
philosophers are right who say we have an a priori intuition of our 
fellows' existence, I first believe in the objectivity of the signs and 
evidences of their conduct and their expressions of opinion. But the 
reason for accepting these signs and evidences is that they take 
their place in some sort of coherent system. 

Coherence, I admit, is an ambiguous term, so let me explain a 
little further. That sort of metaphysical coherence which says all 
things are constituted by their place in a system and all relations 
are internal and constitutive, may or may not be true, but it is in 
no wise here relevant. For in so far as all things are constituted by 
their relations, this offers no distinction between what is objective 
and what is not so. I require for the moment a less radical doctrine, 
one which all must admit, namely simply that things actually do 
have places in systems, whether constituted what they are thereby 
or not. Its place in such a system, spatial, temporal, causal, or what• 
ever the system may be, determines the character of the entity's 
objectivity, though not, in so far forth, its reality. Had I need I might 
go on to distinguish this coherence of objects from the coherence of 
juclgments userl sometimes as a test of truth, or I might enter on the 
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problem of the relation of the coherence of a mathematical system 
to the coherences of the physical world, but these would be other 
problems. But I believe the logician's final reason for sayin~ A _is 
more objective than B, is that A has place in a system wh1ch, m 
ways discovered and discoverable, is more varied than and of equ~l 
unity with any system in which you can place B. In so far,_ let it 
be remembered, I do not say the quality of A is or is not constituted 
by its place in that system, nor do I say A is more real than B, for 
these are further metaphysical problems. 

Every hour we use the tests of being common to ~an~ ~ds, or 
of being resistant and stubborn as special tests of ob1ect1vity, but _I 
believe the more ultimate test is coherence as above defined. This 
is why I objected to Mr. Troland that disagree~ents of .di~erent 
observers about lengths did not make space and time sub1ective so 
long as the relativity theory gave us a coherent syst:m;_and why I 
argued that Mr. Brogan could best prove values ob1ective b! con
necting them in definite ways with other parts of an admittedly 
objective system. 

December 9, 1913 

~~ NOTES 

Royce: Is the proposition "There are values" a primitive propo-

sition? 
Brogan: In ethical systems, yes. 
Discussion about ethical systems. Bentham. 
Royce: Is proposition (above) self.evidence, or a dogma, or a 

postulate? 
Brogan: Postulate, but a needed postulate. . . 
[Discussion about] nature and function of defimbon. Russell, 

K. Schmidt; are their equations expressing a convent~on? . . . 
Eliot: Primitive religions. Problem: In comparative religion, m 

how far is it description and in how far interpretation? Can you 
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treat religion as a form of social behavior, and what is behavior? 
Primitive mind's interpretation of its behavior is part of its be
havior and interpretation of an early behavior.28 

23 Cf. Eliot's remarks in his Introduction to Charlotte Eliot's Savonarola: A 
Dramatic Poem (London, 1926), p. viii: "The role ployed by interpretation hes 
often been neglected in the theory of knowledge. Even Kent, devoting a lifetime 
to the pursuit of categories, fixed only those which he believed, rightly or 
wrongly, to be permanent, and overlooked or neglected the fact that these are 
only the more stable of a vast system of categories in perpetual change. Some 
years ago, in a paper on The Interpretation of Primitive Ritual, I made an 
humble attempt to show that in many cases no interpretation of a rite could ex
plain its origin. For the meaning of the series of acts is to the performers them
selves an interpr~tation; the same ritual remaining practically unchanged may 
assume different meanings for different generations of performers; and the rite 
may even have originated before 'meaning' meant anything at all. The persons 
concerned may believe that the ritual is performed in order to induce a fall of 
rain; but this innocent belief throws no light on the genesis of their behaviour; 
and it is true even for the participants only in that if they became convinced 
that the rite had no effect upon the weather, they would probably, though with 
regret, cease the practice." Eliot added in a footnote, "The problem of interpre
tation was of great interest to that extraordinary philosopher Josiah Royce, for 
whose eye the paper in question was intended." 

The paper, which led to discussions of "partial truth" (cf. Appendix A, be
low, p. 194), foreshadowed Eliot's critical emphasis on the modifying effect, 
upon the pest, of successive interpretations. Thus he was to observe, "Every 
period of history is seen differently by every other period; the past is in per• 
petual flux, although only the past can be known. How usefully, therefore, 
may we supplement our direct knowledge of a period, by contrasting its view 
of a third, more remote period with our own views of this third period!" (lntrt,. 
duction to Savonarola.: A Dramatic Poem, p. vii). The same premise underlies 
the idea of evolving tradition expressed in his "Tradition and the Individual 
Talent" (1919), that a new work of art modifies the relation of "existing monu
ments" to one another, so that "the past [is] altered by the present es much es 
the present is directed by the past"--on which he further commented, " ..• the 
difference between the present and the past is that the conscious present is an 
awareness of the past in II way and to an extent which the past's awareness of 
itself cannot show" (Selected Essays 1917-1932, New York, 1932, pp. 5, 6). 
Cf. Costello below, p. 87. Ethical implications of the same idea, in actions to 

"redeem" the past, are central to Eliot's later poetic work, especially "The Fam• 
ily Reunion," Four Quartets, "The Confidential Clerk," and "The Elder States• 
man ... ' 
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Based on Durkheim, Les Regles de la methode sociologique [and 
Durkheim] "Representations individuelles et representations col
lectives," Revue de Metaphysique et de Morale [1898]; Levy
Bruhl, Les Fonctions mentales dans les societes inf erieures. 

In Max Muller scientific definition is confused with philosophic 
interpretation. Same in recent times. Can any science [ of] religion 
be arrived at? Protest against evolution of religion. No standard of 
evolution. Natural evolution can be considered from our point of 
view and with our values, not so social evolution. What is descrip
tion? Religion is a practical though perhaps mistaken adaptation to 
environment (Tylor's "animism"; also A. Lang). Too much in
terpretation. Distinction between interpretation and a fact, a point 
of attention which has only one aspect or a definite aspect which 
places it in a system. When have I a fact? Progress in statement of 
problem in last ten or twenty years, as diagram shows ( epistemo-

logical): 
tiicorJnQttu 

MtonlllO 1"ttrpt tltd 

Why do we reject Tylor or Lang? Not because we prove them 
wrong. They bring forth good arguments, but we demand different 
presuppositions. Truth and falsity are relative to a level of interpre
tation. Uvy-Bruhl draws the line between the crude mentality of 
primitive [man] and his own [mentality] too sharply.

2* 

2• "M. Levy-Bruh! .•• invents an elaborate 'prelogism' to account for the 
savage', identification of himself with his totem, where it is Dot certain that the 
savage, except so far as he had mental processes similar to our own. had any men-
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Durkheim: [Relation of] group mind to individual . d I 
ogous to relation of individual mind to body. He think:::e s::i 
facts may be .traced on their own account. Success chiefly as re
g~ds lower life. The social facts impose themselves on the indi
vidual. Any mode of action susceptible of exercising on the individ
ual an external constraint is a social fact. [Durkheim' ] rul . ( ) Co 'd • 

1 
s es. 1 

nsi er soc1a facts as things. (2) Set aside all preconceptions 
Contra.st of concatenation of ideas and real laws of nature. . 

L King [T~ Development of Religion]: Reaction [is a] funda
~ental psy_chic unit. Description of overt activities plus men's own 
mterpretatlon of them. 

Statistical methods can be applied, e g to SUI·ci'de B t . 1 . . . · ·• . u 1s re axa-
tion of religious restraint a cause of any given suicide? M st _ 
d~rst~d from ~thin, otherwise behavior is mechanism. ~at :a 
~Cl<:°~c descnption which is descriptive of the meaning of other 
mdiV1duals? When does it go over into interpretation? The state
ment made on a certain level of truth [and] error is not the same 
on another. 

Truth Error 

Act Belief 

Pa Ba 

! 
P:i B:i 

P1 B1 

What is the fact at B1 regarding B:iP2? It may be B:i about Pa. You 

tal process at all" (IDtr d · o uclion to Savonarola: A Dramatic Poem, footnote 
p. viii) . 
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can interpret by intuitive sympathy with, or by making a series 
and studying places therein. 

Up to a certain point the word "worship" is description; beyond 
that it it is doubtful interpretation. Miss Jane Harrison has studied 
evolution of ritual. But interpretation and metaphysics soon enter. 
"Purpose" is interpretation and not description. Frazer did another 
work: similarities and identities of races very remote; comparisons. 
Doubtful if he can arrive at what the purposes were. Durkheim: 
efficient cause and function, no purposes. Levy-Bruh! really affirms 
really there is nothing to explain. Neither Harrison nor Frazer 
method is adequate. No causal relation, no definitions, no explana
tion seems adequate. Nothing but a chronicle. No explanation in 
terms of need. Transmutation of questions rather than a gaining of 
new facts. 

Royce: No interpretation of meaning can be more than a hy
pothesis. 

Eliot: Some theories truer than others. 
Royce: Best method: At what level of meaning was a certain 

ritual? 
Eliot: Interpretation which the individual makes is not made by 

the group and hence not the cause. 
Brogan:Degreesoftruth? 
Eliot: Has a different meaning than what it has to us. Language 

may not be figurative, for he does not know it is figurative. 
Royce: Child says, "I am a bird." (James: Obeyed and respected 

accordingly.) 
Eliot: No judgment more than more or less true. 
Royce: Every proposition has an infinity of implications-Peirce 

and De Morgan. One may be asserting a proposition without as
serting all the inferences. A belief may be in an infinite number of 
respects related to others. Every proposition is true or false, but 
may be associated with false propositions and true, and [one] be
lieves it all. Difficulty of analysis of such a complex belief. 

Royce: On interpretations we make of one another. Are hypoth
eses regarding the intent of a sign [equivalent to] communication 
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from another? Test: If I ask you a question, I can expect a certain 
kind of communication. Confirmation through answer; you can 
predict its type though not its details. When you interpret the 
social mind, you can't ask him questions, in general. Cf. vote about 
a government in England and [in] Germany. 

Eliot: No interpretation helps another. Is there no essential dis
tinction between a social statement in language which asks for in
terpretation and a something not intended as a sign? Difference be
tween individuals' understanding and societies' understanding one 
another. 

Troland: Psychological causes; only the introspective available 
(plus object?). Interpretation is bad description. 

Royce: Mary Antin, Promised Land; Johnson, Autobiography of 
a Slave.25 

Brogan: Is "exactly true" equal to "completely true"? 
Royce: I make an infinite number of propositions at a time. 
[Next]: Two reports. Sen Gupta, method in chronology. 

December 9, 1.91.3 

~ SUMMARY 

The meeting started with a discussion between Professor Royce 
and Mr. Brogan as to the status of the proposition "There are 
values": in what sense is it a primitive proposition, and is it self. 
evident, or a dogma, or a postulate?-the discussion going over into 
the further question as to the nature and function of a definition. 

Mr. Eliot next followed with a paper on theories about compara
tive religion and in how far they were description and in how far 
interpretation. He quoted illustrations from various schools and 
periods: Max Muller, Tylor, Lang, Durkheim, Levy-Bruhl, to show 
how uncertain were the facts or the very decision as to what would 
2

:1 J. W. Johnson, The Autobiography of an Ex.Colored Man (Boston, 
1912).(?) 
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constitute a fact, and how much there was of philosophic interpreta
tion read into the data. Two lines of inquiry which he took for 
more detailed examination in this respect were Miss Jane Harri
son's study of the evolution of ritual, and the comparisons instituted 
by Frazer between remote races. Mr. Eliot's conclusion was, on 
the whole, skeptical as to whether any conclusive results could be 
reached. The savage on a certain level interprets his ritual in a way 
probably not in accordance with the facts of its origin, but these 
interpretations become new facts and complicate the problem. Even 
modem scientific interpretations are subject to the same criticism, 
as really leading away from the facts. Interpretation is thus ever a 
new problem added to increase the difficulty of the old. Moreover, 
Mr. Eliot held that, epistemologically, what is sharply contrasted 
at one stage of development as the true and the false, takes on a 
different, more conciliatory, aspect at a more advanced stage, and, 
in short, there is no adequate truth short of the whole final truth. 
He thought the case of comparative religion especially good to 
bring this out, for here interpretation has succeeded interpretation, 
not because the older opinions were refuted, but because the point 
of view has changed. 

Professor Royce, in commenting on the paper, said that an in
terpretation could, in everyday life, be tested by asking questions 
until mutual understanding was attained, but there were certainly 
difficulties involved in interpreting the social mind, especially 
that of primitive or departed races. 

Mr. Eliot held another view of the nature of interpretation, and 
said no interpretation helps another. Interpretation adds to and 
thus falsifies the facts, and presents a new problem to disentangle. 
Interpretation is the other fellow's description. 

The rest of the discussion turned on the notion of partial truth. 
Mr. Brogan wished to distinguish between exactly true and com
pletely true. Professor Royce said what judgments one made would 
indeed be exactly true or false if they were simple, but they are 
always complex, so that one commits himself to an infinite number 
of propositions at once. 
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Comment: As regards the theory that there are degrees of truth 
and that any judgment we might make is only partly true, I am 
disposed to be critical, not to say skeptical. Certainly it involves 
itself at once in a contradiction so sharp and so .immediate that it 
would be considered by the defenders of the opinion in question a 
sufficient condemnation of any other theory except their own. H 
all judgments are only more or less true, then the very judgments 
by which the theory is arrived at are themselves only more or less 
true. It may be retorted that my criticism is only more or less true, 
and the supposed contradiction only more or less a contradiction. I 
confess to a dissatisfaction which is not appeased by this dialectical 
rejoinder, and in this theory as thus formulated I see no real escape 
from endless relativity, since it defies even what seems to me direct 
self-contradiction. 

Professor Royce proposed to reconcile the theory with exact 
logic, but with the way of that reconciliation I cannot agree, and I 
should read the examples proposed in quite another way, not in
volving the notion of partial truth. One argument advanced by 
Professor Royce was that every judgment is infinite in its real 
meaning, for if I say "A horse is an animal," I stand logically com
mitted to an infinity of propositions thereby implied, of the form 
"The owner of a horse is the owner of an animal." I shall not here 
inquire into the status of these, nor how immediately one can infer 
that "A forty-horse power automobile is a forty-animal power au
tomobile," or "A very small horse is a very small animal," or "A 
horse-laugh is an animal laugh." But I do know this, that if I affirm 
"A horse is an animal," and if the proposition is fals~ I am not 
committed to any definite set of true propositions, and if it is true, 
I run not committed to any false propositions implied thereby, for 
there are none. This argument therefore seems to me irrelevant to 
the notion of partial truth. 

The second part of Professor Royce's argument was that in every 
actual_ assertion I really afflI'lll several propositions at once, some 
of which may be false, so that my total assertion may be half or 
two-thirds true, as the case may be. This way of taking the matter 
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is the sort of thing made prominent recently by Mr. Schiller, whose 
book on Formal Logic has been well characterized as a sympathetic 
appreciation of all known forms of fallacy. I grant that our mean
ings are often uncertain, and hence there is empirical ground for 
such a theory, but I should nevertheless avoid the contradictory 
notion of degrees of truth. There are various cases of possible am
biguity of meaning, which we may consider in turn. 

First, a judgment may state a single proposition, but under con
ditions, presuppositions, or as intended only in a certain universe 
of discourse. We may not be able to state clearly what our presup
positions are, but if the judgment has meaning, it is wholly ~e 
or false, not half true. It is in some universe or other, and never m 
more than one, for if it were significant in two universes, it would 
be significant in the universe containing them both. If in this latter 
universe it were true only sometimes and false sometimes, it would 
be really a propositional function, and thus reduce to the case which 

follows. 
Second, a judgment may state, let us say, that "All men are dis

honest," and this may be held, with some show of justification, to 
be partly true, whereas "All men are triangles" is wholly or almost 
wholly false. But, as a matter of fact, it is a propositional function. 
So you have either stated "If X is a man, X is dishonest," and this 
is neither true nor false, or else it is asserted that, "For all possible 
values of X, if X is a man, X is dishonest,'' and this is definitely 
false if there is a single X to be found which is a man and yet is not 

dishonest. 
Third comes the case suggested by Professor Royce's example 

drawn from the metaphysical problem of personal identity. It 
seems to me there is here no question of any half-truth due to the 
fact that I am committed to many propositions, part of which are 
false, but that [it is] the more likely it is neither true nor false, 
because I am not as yet committed to enough to make it significant 
at all. It fails not by overabundance but by coming short, if at all. 
In this I am in agreement with Mr. B. Russell. According to Rus
sell, such a proposition as was discussed last time, the proposition 
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"Mr. Eliot read a paper" asserts one description of another descrip
tion and is, in so far, neither true nor false. It is equivalent to the 
statement, "If X is what answers to the name Mr. Eliot, X read a 
paper, and there is only one such X." (Of course "a paper" is a de
scription, and also needs some further expansion, but we may omit 
complications.) Here we have again a propositional function, this 
time dealing with a class of one. If there are two values which 
satisfy it, the propositional function is false for all values, and like
wise if there are none it is false. But until you supply the value of 
X, you yourself are not committed to anything, either true or false. 
Mr. Russell thinks only immediate acquaintance can supply the X. 
There are difficulties to his opinion. But in any case there is no 
judgment here which is true, yet only partially true. 

You may say I have simply substituted propositional function, 
neither true nor false, for judgment, half-true. At any rate, it has 
the advantage of removing the question from the psychological 
realm, and avoiding a blatant contradiction; and incidentally I 
have not been hereby led to admit that what any one judgment 
truly means is the sum total of all judgments, and I have said that 
ambiguity is a falling short and not the gateway to a realm which 
is beyond the true and the false. 

One more remark I might add, and that is to call attention to the 
very important distinction, which Husserl and others have elabo
rated in some detail, between the ambiguous and the indefinite. If I 
say "Someone read a paper," my statement will remain true even 
though I later learn it was Mr. Eliot who read the paper. In the 
same way I might treat any ordinary judgment, including the 
judgment "Mr. Eliot read a paper." Such expressions, including 
most of ordinary language, may thus be taken as being definitely 
indefinite, without their being ambiguous. This way of taking the 
matter is, I think, in some ways preferable to Russell's extreme 
extension of the notion of propositional function, because enabling 
us to say statements are true or false, and a complete account would 
probably combine the two, but neither way of viewing the matter 
needs the notion of partial truth. 
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December 16, 1913 

~~ NOTES 

Discussion about systems. 

J O SIAH R O Y C E ' S SEM IN A R 

[Royce]: Peirce on fallacy of the liar. Distinguishes between 
what a proposition asserts and what it implies. It implies its own 
truth. It is false in what [it] implies and true in what it asserts. 

Mr. Eliot said one needed to accept the theory of partial truth 
before one understood it. 

Royce: Scott's reply about the author of Waverley: "No, I am 
not the author of Waverley, and if I were I should make you pre
cisely the same answer." Weir Mitchell, asked by reporters about 
a notorious former patient: "You see, I always forget about my pa
tients." Cf. assertions so made that it is implied he who makes them 
is not to be believed. 

Eliot: (Note.) Interpretation is used in a sense which makes 
Royce's interpretation a rather special case. Cf. case of translation 
where verification is easy. But in more complex cases the question of 
identity becomes complex; e.g., the savage could not verify your in
terpretation of his thought. No sharp difference between interpreta
tion of symbols and of facts. No sharp difference between expres
sion and communication. 

Communication of 
religion is: 

Description 

Expression 
(Explanation?) 

{

Object } 

Content } 
{

Content 

External meanings 
(behavior) 

Fuse, but not quite ~,~m•1 
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Description considered as expression cannot be handled on our level 
of truth and error the way we can handle expressions merely. 
When we have two interpreting each other, we have three points 
of view and great complexity. What is the status of a fact which 
includes a belief or a meaning? 

Royce: Phenomenology of a religion is science of religious ex
pressions, without paying much attention to the meaning. The Ro
man Catholic believer has a share in a certain "passive infallibil
ity." People are fallible on the question as to on what decrees of the 
Pope are infallible. The believer carries out what the priest says. 
No one adequately understands, and they admit it 

Eliot: I see there are facts, but I am not sure what the facts are. 
What is he sincere about? Behavior is the chief fact you have. 

Sen Gupta: [Note.] 28 Names: Panini: date? Kiityiiyana, first 
commentator. Patafijali, second comm~tator. Date of a philological 
work by P~: is it fifth [century] n.c., or seventh B.c., or tenth 
or eleventh B.c.? A special knotty problem. But there is close rela
tion between him and the two others above. Pataftjali's dates 
[have] fairly well been established: 150-100 n.c. Kiityiiyana is 
about fourth century B.c. Language changed. Does not mention 
Sankhya and Yoga, which were well known circa 315 B.c. 

Pii~ini, change in language. New line of philosophic thought had 
arisen. Vedic grammarians arose between Pfu.iini and Katyiiyana. 
No knowledge of Buddha, who died about 477 n.c. (477-481), born 
557. Hence Pai;uni before 500 B.c. One hundred years not sufficient. 

Not accepted. Sen Gupta himself has added a few references and 
details. Seventh-century hypothesis most probable. Sen Gupta's 
general method: Can you find one or two definite dates and the 
connections with the others? 

28 Headley remarks: "In addition to his powerful logical grip Professor Royce 
had a tenacious and comprehensive mind. Sen Gupta related to me his surprise, 
when he went to Professor Royce for advice regarding the methodological ap• 
proach whlch he should use in his investigation of some rather obscure phase of 
ancient Hindu literature, to have Professor Royce evince intimate familiarity 
with the content of his study." 
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Brogan: Case of Homeric poems. Latest date but not further 
back? 

Sen Gupta: Various independent sources. 
Discussion about looking for facts to support a hypothesis. 
Brogan: You see often only one theory. 
Royce: Peirce on retroduction. Would explain the facts already 

known. The hypothesis that explains the already known facts is of 
little good. 

Brogan: Subjective element. Date of Iliad. Considering agree• 
ments in text and disagreements in text. 

Royce: "Argument from silence" is dangerous (in Sen Gupta's 
[note]). Case of Platonic writings. 

[Next]: Hefelbower and Brogan on historical method; latter, in• 
terpretation of Aristotle and Plato, etc. January 6, 1914-

December 16, 1913 

~ SUMMARY 

The meeting started with some discussion of points raised in the 
reports of previous meetings. 

Professor Royce called attention to Peirce's treatment of the "£al. 
lacy of the liar," as when one says, "I am telling a lie" and stops 
with that. Peirce said this is true in what it asserts and false in 
what it implies, for it implies its own truth. Professor Royce further 
called attention to the problem of the truth of Scott's reply when 
asked if he was the author of Waverley: "No, I am not the author 
of Waverley, and if I were, I should make you precisely the same 
answer." 

Mr. Eliot added some remarks in support of the theory that all 
judgments we have power to make are only partly true. I am not 
sure I caught the point, but I understood him to assert that a judg-
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ment can be partly true without being partly false, and further, 
that in order to understand the theory of partial truth you first 
have to believe in it. 

Mr. Eliot then presented a note on his use of the term "interpre
tation" and the difficulties to which it pointed. The great question 
is as to what is the status of a supposed fact which includes as part 
of itself a belief or a meaning? How can we be sure we are correctly 
interpreting the mental life of a savage when the savage could not 
verify our interpretation if we could present it to him, because he 
could not understand it? Professor Royce's "interpretations" are 
interchanges of ideas by people more or less on a level, but the case 
is not so simple when the interplay is between vastly different 
levels of culture. 

Professor Royce, in comment, brought forward the case of the 
Roman Catholic, who explicitly declares he believes without under
standing. One thing we can do in such cases, and that is to study 
the phenomenology of religion, considering the various types of 
religious expression without much attention to their deeper 
meaning. 

Mr. Eliot replied that behavior was indeed the chief fact you 
have, but behavior is mere mechanism unless you perceive it has 
some sort of meaning-and then the question is, What is that 
meaning? 

Mr. Sen Gupta then read a paper on certain methods of work in 
investigating cases of Hindu chronology. The illustration used was 
that of fixing the date of P~, who wrote an early philological 
work. The dates of two of his commentators were first fixed, and by 
the internal differences of language between these and Pai;rini, his 
apparent ignorance of Buddhism, etc., his date was fixed as at least 
before 500 B.c. The general method was to find one or two definite 
dates and the probable relations of these to the conjectural dates, 
considerable weight being given to convergence of independent 
sources of information. 

In the discussion which followed, Professor Royce pointed out 
the dangers of the argument from his silence as regards a certain 
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topic, on the part of an author, to his ignorance of that topic. Also 
the danger of hypotheses which merely seem to explain the known 
facts without leading to the discovery of new ones. 

Mr. Brogan called attention to the similar problem of the 
Homeric poems and insisted on the subjective element in all such 
inquiries. 

Comment: I should like to add a few rather scattered remarks: 
I. I should like to ask if in comparing the language of two authors 
in determining their relative dates, one should give the same value 
to changes in the use of words and to changes in grammar? Mr. 
Sen Gupta did not make clear this point, mentioning grammar 
changes along with word changes. We all know how rapidly words 
shift their meanings, but grammar seems the very structure and 
skeleton of the language itself, and highly immune from inno
vation. 

II. A hypothesis which is of the nature of a reconstruction of an 
individual past event seems to me different markedly from a hy
pothesis which leads to a deductive theory of a generalized nature. 
The hypothesis of the detective who reconstructs the scene of a 
crime seems to be formed on different principles and differently 
verified from, let us say, the relativity hypothesis in physics. Has 
anyone discussed in detail these differences existing between the 
historical hypotheses and the theoretical hypotheses? 

ID. The methods of scholarship seem to have been much neg
lected as compared with the methods of science. Yet in these fields 
the advance in precision has been in comparatively recent times 
as great as that in any field of science, with the possible exception 
of mathematics. The making of an edition, even the mere co1Tect
ing of clerical eITors in a manuscript of a classical author, demands 
a very high grade of ability and methods of considerable delicacy. 
One does not correct errors by a guess as to what would read best; 
one must be able to tell why the error was committed. Even mere 
textual criticism thus becomes a historical science, and one which 
makes great demands in the way both of originality and accuracy. 
The same is true of the higher criticism, although here unfortu-
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nately it is just those questions which are most controversial, such 
as the authorship of the Homeric poems, which attract the most 
public attention, and lead the outsider to overlook the really solid 
accomplishments. In philology proper, similar standards are now 
demanded, as for example in Murray's great Oxford Dictionary. 
All this sort of work has received too little attention from logicians. 

IV. I should like further enlightenment on Professor Royce's 
views about interpretation. Professor Hocking of Yale, in his re
cent talk here, criticized Professor Royce's views in the following 
way. Professor Royce says an interpretation itself needs a further 
interpretation and so on. Each interpretation is thus essentially 
transitory. If so, then art is not an interpretation of nature and of 
human life, for each artist, each poet, intends his work to endure 
and if it is good art it does endure. I ask, would Professor Royce 
consider this a fair interpretation of what he means by interpreta
tion? And furthermore, is a work of art essentially a changeless 
thing, as so many assert? Does not each generation have to rein
terpret the masterpieces for itself? What is there, then, which re
mains absolutely identical in the work of art, beyond the substance 
of the paint or the printer's ink? I simply raise the questions, for 
I am very doubtful on these points. 

January 6, 1914 

~., NOTES 

[Royce]: Professor Henderson sends an article on comparative 
science, relation between organism and environment.21 A new 
order among chemical properties, a dynamic order, evolutionary. 
27 L J. H enderson, "The Functions of an Environment," read before the 
American Society of Naturalists, December 31, 1913, and published in Science, 
N.S. XXXIX (April 10, 1914), 524-27. 
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The properties are not evenly [distributed] among the elements 
nor in periodic-law form merely. A few elements, hydrogen, oxy
gen, and carbon, have a large number of extreme properties. 
Thence results follow which could not otherwise occur. Maximal 
stability and maximal complexity on the surface of a planet, and 
maximal complexity, durability, and activity of systems. Purely 
physical-chemical measurable considerations. But for biology result 
is that the actual environment is the fittest possible abode of life, 
given the present elements. Water, carbonic acid, and hydrogen, 
oxygen, carbon are unique. Any physico-chemical system (aggre
gate of matter at a position, form, and size in space) is defmed ab
stractly by the phase rule, and will manifest activity (energetics). 
It is a mechanism, an active system. It has at least some durability. 
Hence fitness for mechanism can be studied apart from life. [Water 
makes possible the] greatest components, phases, concentration; 
(extreme] temperatures, pressures [are] not consistent with dura
bility. Hydrogen, oxygen, carbon are best means for storing and 
distributing energy. Water restricts temperatures and many ele
ments are soluble. CO2 preserves same alkalinity of ocean, etc. Fit
test for durable mechanism. The fitness of the organism is much 
less precise and more local. Because life must operate this mecha
nism it is conditioned. The special characteristic of inorganic is 
fittest for those general characteristics of organic which the general 
characteristics of inorganic impose on it. 

Troland: The mechanist has always held matter favors life. 
Royce: This is not mechanism as such. 
Troland: Coincidence of maxima. He did not bring this out in his 

book. 
Royce: Why should vapor tension and solubility and specific heat 

go together and be all an aid to mechanism? 
Troland: E."q)lained by an electrical theory, possibly, hence not 

independent. 
Brogan: "If" in history is same thing. 
Royce: Peirce said an "if" about individuals was bad-not uni

versal hypotheticals. Newton. 
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Brogan: No, it describes a world different from this and is not 
Newton's. 

Hefelbower: [Note.] A principle and a particular problem. It 
often happens that later importance of one principle leads it to 
dwarf, in interpreting previous ages, what was then really impor
tant. Genetic method, too extreme application, evolution, continu
ity, each age carrying on just that which preceded, nothing of im
portance dropping out. We study backward, say from Plato or from 
Kant, etc. Deistic movement is more or less associated with philo
sophic empiricism. English deism is interpreted through French 
eyes and not as it was. Genetic method considers only that which 
later became historically significant. Is the series a mathematical 
continuum? One-dimensional series in so far. But there were other 
contemporaneous branches, not one-dimensional. 

Discussion of evolutionary trees. 
Eliot: What is your criterion of importance? How can we say 

something was important in a past age if nothing followed from it? 
[Hefelbower]: Question not raised. 
Royce: Many lines, not one. Look for the neglected contempo

raries. Case of Fichte. Leibniz, New Essays. 
Eliot: There is no importance at one time historically. 
Royce: Two cases tonight of evolutionary theories. 

January 6, 1914 

~., SUMMARY 28 

Professor Royce began by reading Professor Henderson's most 
recent restatement of his views about "fitness," the substance being 

28 A marginal note pencilled at the beginning o( this summary cites Conrad 
Hermann's Die Sprachwissenschaft and Ernst Elster's Prinzipien der Litera• 
turwissenschaft. Possibly it relates to the latter part of the December t6 sum• 
mary, aboYe, pp. 8~7, item III. 
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the same as that of his statements before this seminary earlier in 
the year, but the form of statement altered to avoid the misunder
standings that had arisen. The theory claims to have discovered a 
new order among chemical properties, a dynamic order. Properties 
are not evenly distributed among the elements nor distributed 
merely according to the periodic law. A few elements, hydrogen, 
oxygen, carbon, have a large number of extreme properties, and 
these elements, it also so happens, are the common elements on the 
surface of a planet. The properties which hydrogen, oxygen, car
bon and certain of their compounds such as water and carbon di
oxide possess in a maximal degree, are measurable physical and 
chemical properties; and the coincidence of these maxima in these 
few elements is, therefore, capable of proof. It can further be shown 
that the possession by such common elements of such extreme 
properties leads to maximal stability and maximal complexity on 
the surface of a planet, and to the maximal number, complexity, 
durability, and activity of the physico-chemical systems found 
there. If we call such active systems mechanisms, the present en
vironment is the fittest of any composed of the present known ele
ments for the existence of durable mechanisms. And since life must 
operate through such mechanisms, it is true that, from a strictly 
physical-chemical standpoint, the present environment is the fittest 
possible for living organisms. This definition of the fitness of the 
environment is more general and more exact than any definition 
we can give of the fitness of the organisms for their environment. 
Conclusion: The special characteristics of the inorganic are the 
fittest possible for those general characters which the general char
acteristics of the inorganic impose upon the organic. 

Mr. Troland, by way of comment on the paper, said that the 
mechanist had always held matter was sufficient to produce life. 
Professor Royce replied to this, that it was not determinism as such 
which was here in question, but certain peculiar properties which 
might or might not be possessed by a deterministic world. Mr. Tro
land added the further comment that Professor Henderson had not, 
in his earlier writings, sufficiently emphasized that it was not the 
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existence of maxima that he had discovered, but this peculiar coin
cidence of maxima in the common elements. This coincidence was 
the gist of it all, and this itselI might soon be explained in terms of 
deductions from some general electrical theory of matter. 

Mr. Brogan objected that Professor Henderson was comparing 
what is with what might be, and this was not scientific but specu
lative. Professor Royce replied that, for example, Newton's laws 
stated something ideal. Mr. Brogan said that Newton's laws were 
abstract products of analysis of what exists, and they would apply 
to the world as it is if we had power to calculate all the complex 
of factors involved. But Professor Henderson's hypothetical cases 
are of what would happen if certain concrete elements were 
omitted, leaving the others unchanged. How do you know that sim
ple omission is possible, the other elements being unchanged? The 
objections of Mr. Troland and Mr. Brogan thus both took the form 
of suspecting a greater interdependence among physical properties 
than is now known to exist. Professor Royce said what Professor 
Henderson had done was to indicate some remarkable character
istics of data already known to us, and these characteristics were 
facts, whether they admitted of deeper explanation or not. 

The seminary then turned to the consideration of historical 
methods. Mr. Hefelbower spoke briefly on a certain tendency to
wards fallacy in historical investigations, which tendency arises 
owing to an overemphasis on the genetic method and on tracing 
single chains of evolution. The tendency was to see in an age not 
what it itselI was, but only what it contained of germs which were 
later to develop. One thus came to follow exclusively a single thread 
of development, even where the actual history had many strands. 
A typical example of such is in our present-day treatment of the 
deistic movement in England. 

Mr. Eliot wished to know by what criterion of importance Mr. 
Hef elbow er was measuring historical events. The reply was that 
this question was not raised. Mr. Hefelbower held that it was suffi
cient to notice what it was the people of a given period thought im
portant. Professor Royce mentioned other examples of Mr. Hefel-
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bower's thesis, among them the case of Fichte's later writings, 
whose influence did not arise until very recently, although they 
were the true Fichte. Professor Royce said the methodological prin
ciple involved was that of looking for the neglected contemporaries 
of striking events, for in those contemporaries were often contained 
the forces which really molded both their own and subsequent 
periods. 

Comment: I understood Mr. Hefelbower, in his own presenta
tion, to be interested in something which the subsequent discussion 
did not bring out. The later discussion insisted on a completer use 
of the genetic method, a use which should note that history con
tained many strands, and that the neglected contemporary of one 
age might be the moving force of the next. But Mr. Hefelbower's 
first thesis seemed to be a general criticism of the genetic method 
as such, a doubt whether it ever furnished an account in every way 
adequate. Each age has an individuality of its own which is not 
simply bequeathed in toto to the next; the movement of evolution 
has its losses as well as its gains. To revive the atmosphere, the 
tang, the color, of a particular age, we must not fail to call attention 
to aspects which perhaps were peculiar to that age, neither impor
tant in any previous generation nor destined to have any marked 
direct results on subsequent times. The genetic method tries to ex
plain one age in terms of the next, it passes you on endlessly from 
one to another with no resting place; whereas, for the people of a 
given epoch, the fact that they were destined to be good ancestors 
was not what constituted their life as they experienced it. This 
seemed to me, as I heard Mr. Hefelbower's first account, to be what 
he had in mind, but the later discussion took quite a different tum. 
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[?Royce] : Methodology is an empirical science. All you can get 
are surveys of work in general fields. You can get scientific general
izations. 

Royce: [Assignment.] Nature and limits of explanation. Con
trast with description. How do you explain? You perhaps reduce to 
more general principles and unify a larger variety. Classification is 
description, so is statistics--explanations are not yet in question. 
Would Dr. Woods' germ-plasm hypothesis about the course of his
tory be an explanation? Is the difference one of degree? Is descrip
tion a shortcoming? Kelvin regretted his failure to reach an 
"explanation" of electricity. Was this a mistake? Is explanation be
yond human power? Kelvin was not seeking a metaphysical ex
planation. What did he want? There have been deliberate efforts 
to banish the word "explanation": Mach, Karl Pearson, Wundt, 
Kirchhoff (introduction to lectures on mechanics) . Describe simply 
and fully the movements which take place. "Force" is of value only 
if it enables us to describe. Questions of vitalism, fitness, etc., raise 
the question in new shapes. The describers are somewhat in the 
background. A descriptive hypothesis about possible experience is 
an explanation? Three things which are called explanations: ( t) 
Answer to question "Why?"-teleological. Non-scientific? (2) A 
description is of phenomena, an explanation shows what is really 
there. Appearance vs. reality. Degrees of explanation. Appearance 
of space objects vs. geometrical account. Kelvin regretted this, prob
ably? (3) Wundt's view, and Enriques on the Problems of Science. 
The doctrine of the importance of the associations of sensory expe
rience. Relative difference: explanation is characterized by syn-
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thesis, description by analysis. Explanation takes account of large 
connections; description, of a multitude of details. Definition is best 
which enables you to deduce more theorems. You get explanation of 
the parts in terms of a larger whole you unify. (First meeting after 
midyear, united session; ten-minute note from each. Note on expla
nation: define. Importance. False ideal? Vague?) Cf .••. Arthur 
Gordon Webster [address before the Physics Section of the Amer
ican Association for the Advancement of Science], Atlanta, in De
cember [1913]: "The Methods of the Physical Sciences. To What 
Are They Applicable?" Science, [N.S. XXXIX] (January 9, 1914), 
[42-51]. 

Henderson: 211 Mechanistic view of life. Mechanism is philosophi
cally employed to mean a blind and necessary connection. Since 
Aristotle the teleological has been imposed upon the mechanistic. 
One does not deny the utility of mechanism. There are teleological 
accounts which seem to be preferable, e.g., in solving a problem of 
calculus or in noting the behavior of W. Wilson. The present-day 
mechanistic account of these is of small worth. Might it later be 
possible to explain these [as] ultimately mechanical? Pass this by, 
because doubtful and metaphysical. Mechanism does not account 
for the existence of matter and energy. Du Bois-Reymond's Seven 
World-Riddles are still riddles. The question appears to be: To what 
extent and in what respects is mechanistic explanation likely to 
suffice? Henderson believes natural science f'mds mechanism suffi
cient, perhaps even psychology. Qualification: existence of life is a 
riddle at present. Difficulty of imagining origin of life is enormous 
for the chemisl The strong argument for the mechanistic explana
tion is that it is the only way known to physical science: matter 
and energy. (In painting a picture or fighting a battle the very 
highest elements are not mechanistically describable.) Second ar
gwnent: no way of conceiving of the diverting [ of] a physical
chemical process without expenditure of energy. Directive force 

211 Henderson's The Order of Nature: An Essar (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
1917) reformulated the conclusions of this sketch and of his article in Science, 
N.S. XXXIX, 524-27. 
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may be extremely small. In catalysis this is true. No sound explana
tion how you could divert a stream of causality without some en
ergy. Thirty years ago in France, efforts of mathematical physicists 
failed. "Freedom of will" vs. conservation of energy. Vital force, as 
a form of energy, and vital substances are gone. 

Behavior is purposive, however. Function and response do in
volve purpose. Hobhouse comes nearest to stating vitalism. Notable 
because not in defense of a thesis-a result of a progress of twenty 
years. [Development and Purpose], p. 3:15. Conclusion: If you con
sider purpose in human action: a unique want is brought into con
nection with a unique experience, or there is a new situation. Hen
derson in doubt; this better than Driesch and Bergson. Define 
mechanism as previously defined: an aggregate of matter occupy
ing a portion of space is a system. Systems have duration and ac
tivities ( energy acting through systems). A mechanism is any 
active system. Can use this in physics, chemistry, physiology. 
"Natural selection" is a mechanistic explanation of the teleological. 
You can recognize the teleological in mechanism itself, as in the 
discussion of fitness, a "maximum"; this is a teleological question. 
The number, variety, complexity, durability are a maximum. Is it 
not right to assume the same thing for organic teleology? It is there 
from the beginning; it is simply there from the beginning. Other
wise it is simply a mechanistic problem. If anything happens, it 
happens in accordance with the laws of matter and energy. 

Royce: Parallelism of teleological and mechanical. Inductive re
sult. 

Troland: Psycho-physical parallelism the only possibility. Ulti-
mately mind-stuff theory. 

Brogan: Modem efforts anti-parallelistic. 
Discussion of psychical causation. 
[Royce] : Peirce's objective chance. 
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Professor Royce set as a topic for discussion immediately after 
the midyears the question of the nature and limits of explanation. 
For example, does it differ from description merely by being more 
general? What was it that Kelvin felt the need of, when he regretted 
that he had failed to reach an explanation of electricity? Was this 
a mistake on Kelvin's part, and should the word "explanation" be 
banished from the scientific vocabulary? Mach, Pearson, Kirchhoff, 
and others have held that the one task of science is to give a simple 
and accurate description of what happens, without any attempt at 
a deeper explanation. But if one even brings in possible experiences, 
as against actual ones, is one not going beyond mere description? 
The mere describers are less prominent in scientific discussion to• 
day than they were a few years back. But explanation remains an 
indefmite term. ( 1) Does it mean an answer to the question, Why? 
-i.e., is it teleological? (2) Or does description treat of phenomena, 
of appearance; and explanation penetrate deeper into what is really 
there? (3) Or is the difference this, that description is analytic and 
explanation synthetic; that description is detailed, and explanation 
an account of the larger connections? This whole question will be 
the topic for February 1 o. 

Professor Henderson then presented a first sketch of some ideas 
about mechanism and teleology, which he hoped to work up later 
into a paper. The value of the mechanistic account of things is 
widely admitted, but there are cases, such as in solving a problem 
or in observing human conduct, which are certainly more easily ex• 
plained teleologically. This is not to say they do not have a mecha• 
nistic explanation. Of course, ultimate questions, such as why there 
exist matter and energy at all; perhaps, also, what is the origin of 
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life, are questions which mechanism cannot solve. But all natural 
science, up to and possibly including psychology, fmds the mecha• 
nistic explanation sufficient. In the first place, it is the only way 
known to physical science; in the second place, there is no way of 
conceiving the diverting of a physical-chemical process without ex
penditure of energy, even though the directive force be extremely 
small. 

While thus admitting the universal scientific application of 
mechanism, the fact remains that organisms are also teleological: 
behavior, function and response have a purposive character. Yet no 
vitalistic account seems tenable. Hobhouse succeeds best when he 
says that, in the case where a unique want is brought into connec
tion with a unique experience, such a new situation cannot be 
mechanistically predetermined. Professor Henderson protested he 
could not understand the vitalists, even as Hobhouse states their 
case. But nevertheless it did seem to him that the teleological could 
be found not merely in the organic, but, as the case of "fitness" 
showed, in the inorganic as well; as if mechanism and teleology ran 
parallel from the very first. 

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Troland said he believed 
psycho-physical parallelism the only possibility for science, but 
some sort of panpsychist theory to be the metaphysical explanation. 
Mr. Brogan said present tendencies were anti-parallelistic. Dr. Cos
tello said Professor Henderson's argument that it required energy 
to divert a physical-chemical process seemed, as thus stated, to in
volve a fallacy of begging the question, since it presupposed the 
sufficiency of the mechanistic explanation before the notion of di
verting had any precise meaning, thus putting into the premise 
what was to be drawn out in the conclusion. Professor Henderson 
said the premise was nevertheless true, and anyone who doubted it 
was not worthy of further consideration. Neither this discussion nor 
one about psychical causation seemed to get anywhere. At the close 
of the meeting Professor Royce called attention to Peirce's views 
about objective chance, and the possibility that all physical laws 
were only approximate. 

I 

11 
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Comment: My own attitude towards the problem raised by Pro
fessor Henderson has always been one of trying to find out what 
the problem was and not one of settling it. It is generally hopeless 
to enter on any debate about, let us say, the freedom of the will, 
because of the difficulty of getting the problem stated. The older 
notions of causality have suffered, as is well known, a similar criti
cism. I shall assume that causality in its vague forms has been effec
tively criticized, and that the only tenable form of scientific deter
minism is that of mathematically statable laws and the deductions 
which follow from them. If so, we can consider the question from 
the standpoint of the logic of deductive systems, for at least the 
logic must be cleared up before the question of fact can be raised. 

First let me interpose a remark about Peirce's notion that physi
cal laws are only approximate, as mentioned by Professor Royce. 
One who held this might be the purest physical determinist, and 
what he would mean would then be that our brief statements of 
laws are always too simple. Otherwise the conception of Peirce's is 
more like the old Greek notion that matter is resistant to form than 
it is like modem scientific notions: it conceives of certain norms as 
only approximately realized. At any rate Peirce's view is not widely 
held, and I therefore pass on to another topic. 

That topic is one which I brought up in a previous meeting. It is, 
namely, that the mere proof that any given law or set of laws holds 
rigidly of certain phenomena would not itself prove the phenomena 
in question were completely determined by these laws. This is a 
purely logical observation. Given a set of postulates for a deductive 
system, there is a set of theorems for the deduction of which these 
postulates are necessary and sufficient. But examples can be drawn 
from mathematics to show that in many instances-I avoid saying 
"all instances," because I know of no absolute proof-you can add 
to your postulates a new postulate and deduce a new set of theorems 
richer than before. This being the case, you cannot reason from the 
fact that the conservation of energy or any such law is applicable 
with exactness to biological phenomena, to the conclusion that this 
law is sufficient to predetermine the behavior of organisms. If you 
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have an intuition that you can, this intuition is probably false. 
Sufficiency has to be proved in each case. 

I can take time to deduce only one conclusion from this, namely, 
that a mechanistic explanation of phenomena is always a matter of 
claiming sufficiency for certain laws and never merely one of claim
ing their necessity. I think if you will examine, you will find the 
word "determinism" has no meaning whatever until you tell what 
kind of determinism you are talking about. The only significance 
I have been able to attach to the unqualified word "determinism" is 
that the universe at time p is absolutely identical with the universe 
at time q, and I don't think you need much metaphysics to prove 
this is unmeaning. Determinism is always used with an implied 
qualification; for example you mean physical-chemical deter
minism. This means that the laws of physics and chemistry are 
sufficient to enable you to deduce what is going to happen. This is 
what is generally called mechanism. Anyone who said that biologi
cal phenomena were subject to physical-chemical laws, but also to 
other laws as well, would, I suppose, have to be called a vitalist. It 
is thus, I think, true, though paradoxical, that you can escape from 
mechanism by multiplying laws instead of by doing away with any 
of them. You have to establish mechanism and refute such vitalism, 
by showing not merely that physical-chemical laws are necessary, 
but that they are sufficient. Strangely enough, this cannot be done 
by those methods of which physical science is so proud, namely ob
servation and careful measurement. Observation and measurement 
will show that physical-chemical laws are true within the limits 
of error; they will never prove they are sufficient. Sufficiency can 
only be proved by deduction, by a complete deduction of the events 
before the fact. Mechanism may be true, but the proof of it is less 
easy than might at first appear. 
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[?Royce]: Boston Herald reporter [sic] on Henderson. 
[Royce, citing an anecdote] : "A hypothesis is a proposition with 

an 'if' in it, and you make it to have something to reason about. You 
verify it by drawing a diagram and if you verify it often enough 
the light of truth and reality dawns upon you." 

Mr. Troland: [Note.] so In biology our natural thinking is satu
rated with the intuition of purpose. Cf. Darwin's theory. Fitness 
and the survival thereof are almost self-evident, but were not 
brought forward, because of purposive ideas. Darwin's discovery 
was that no organism is perfect, simply some were better than 
others. The Darwinian doctrine itself is often stated in half-teleo
logical terms. Organization and fitness retain teleological flavor. 
Various abstract logical systems; if we could invent such a system 
corresponding to biology, we should be able to remove traces of 
teleology. Parallel entities, [and] complexes which differ in degree 
of complexity and in form. Operation definable called interaction. 
Outcome determined by degree of complexity and forms, opposed 
and unopposed. When opposed forms interact, the result is a de
struction of complexes and creation of more complexes, each less 
elaborate, etc. The unopposed would survive-analogy with natural 
selection and development. Mechanical system will produce ap
pearance of teleology. 

Royce: Present movement (neo-vitalistic) is teleological. James's 
concept of a trap ( 1884-85, written earlier). A trap permits accre
tions of a certain sort, like a sieve. The filter thus itself alters. Or-

ao See footnote 67, p. 184, below. 
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ganisms may act like traps. ( [Written] in safe place, margin of a 
copy of Spencer.) C. M. Williams, introduction to [her book on] 
evolution and ethics; Fechner, appearance of the seemingly pur
posive; Spencer's theory of the "plastic body." Convenient example 
of trap is a pile of brushwood in a stream bed, much interwoven, 
grows and propagates, very strong after the freshets. 

Discussion of Dr. Costello's note [in his summary of the previous 
meeting]. 

Brogan: [Note.] Plato and Aristotle and historical method. Ques
tion of control of the personal equation. Philological methods are 
exact, recognized; little difference of conclusions. When investiga
tors enter philosophic discussion, then difficulty. Shorey's opinion: 
(1) A scholar must be alive to the philosophic problems. (2) Must 
have Socratic ignorance. Case of Zeller [in Die Philosophic der 
Griechen]: Zeller on teleology. Aristotle's teleology is "a good is 
attained"; Zeller's teleology is purposive. 

Royce: Brogan is too hasty in criticizing Zeller. 
Brogan: We can test ( 1) interest and (2) freedom from preju

dice. There are things in the author [which] one does not see, 
sources of error. 

Eliot: Average perversion. Can you measure these things? 
Royce: Zeller lacks dramatic and synthetic character. But was 

skeptical, without definite opinions. Fischer is dramatic. Schopen
hauer said history of philosophy showed what happened when the 
thought of a philosopher had passed into tl1e narrow brain of a 
German professor. 

Brogan: They have ways of thinking in which they see things. 
Burnet is philologist as yet. Shorey hedonist, nominalist, utilitarian; 
therefore Plato also.81 

Royce: Anthropological and cultural methods. Hence treats phi
losopher as on instance of life. Meyer's Geschichte des Altertums; 
Bumet's Early Greek Philosophy. Cf. J. Schmidt, Gcschichte des 
geistigen Lebens in Deutsch/and; Heym, history of romantic school 
81 A marginal nole seems to indicate that Brogan also cited Constantine Ritter 
and Otto Apelt. 
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[Die romantische Schule] (history on background of politics, social 
life, etc.). See thinker on a background. 

January 20, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

The meeting opened with the reading of a charming little clip
ping from the Boston H eral,d, purporting to be a summary of a 
paper read by Professor Henderson at the Johns Hopkins.8 :i This 
fragment of misinformation suggested to Professor Royce several 
similar anecdotes. 

Mr. Troland then presented the first sketch of some work on 
which he was engaged: that of showing by a purely formal logical 
construction how, from premises of a mechanistic nature, one 
could deduce consequences which would simulate teleology. Of 

H From the Boston Herald, January 20, 1914, p. 1, col. 2: "nELI&VES LIFE IN 

INOllOANIC l'dA'ITJ!l\. DR. Bl!.NDEI\SON OP BAJ\VA!ll) SPl\lNGS ST.I.RTLING TBJ::01\Y 

ON .JOHNS HOPKINS SAVANTS. (Special Despatch to The Herald.) Baltimore, 
Jan. 19-Defore a distinguished group of scientists in the Johns Hopkins Hos
pital laboratory, this afternoon, Dr. L. J. Henderson of Harvard asserted that 
researches extending over many years had convinced him that inorganic matter 
contained latent liie. 

"Before the surprised savants who heard this radical theory hod recovered 
from their astonishment he added that he believed this latent life became active 
under certain conditions, and that soon the liie (sic] between the two forms of 
existence would be crossed. 

"Dr. Henderson combottcd the old theory thot life sprang into existence and 
adapted itself to its environments, such o theory being one thot no one under• 
stood or ever could understand. It involved an inexplicable theory that bad no 
scientific basis, and its ossumption was only on excuse for not making any 
progress in the study o( evolution. He would assume, therefore, that there were 
certain conditions which would be favorably adapted to the origin of active 
molter and his researches had led him to believe there were such conditions." 
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this logical construction he had at present only the ground plan. 
He presented the situation as follows. In biology our natural think
ing is saturated with the intuition of purpose. Such terms as organ
ization and fitness retain a teleological flavor, and Darwin's anti
teleological theories are often stated in half-teleological terms. 
What Darwin really said was that certain organisms were different 
from others, with the result that some survived and others did not 
-in this there is no teleology. If we could devise an abstract logical 
system corresponding to biology, we should be able to eliminate this 
intuition of purpose, just as the geometers have been able to elimi
nate certain misleading intuitions of space. Such a system would 
consist of simple entities and of complexes, the latter differing in 
degree of complexity and in form. We might then define an opera
tion called "interaction," and deduce the outcome of applying the 
operation to the various types of complexes. The interaction opera
tions would be some of a sort we may call "opposed" and some "un
opposed." When "opposed" interactions occur, the result is a de
struction of complexes and the creation of more numerous, less 
elaborate, complexes. The unopposed complexes would, on inter
acting, survive. 

Professor Royce, in comment, remarked that the present tend
ency seemed to be teleological, neo-vitalistic. As a case of mecha
nism simulating purpose, he then mentioned Professor James' 
conception of a "trap." What a trap is, is illustrated by the pile of 
driftwood in a mountain torrent, which acts like a sieve, catching 
certain sorts of material, letting other sorts go by, so that it thus 
grows in a way which might almost seem the result of purpose. 
Organisms may be cases of traps. 

After a further discussion of mechanism, suggested by the report 
on the previous meeting, Mr. Brogan read a paper on the interpre
tation of Plato and Aristotle by the historians of philosophy. The 
philological methods are exact and recognized and lead to compara
tively little difference of conclusions. But when philosophical ques
tions are raised, the historian has to be a philosopher if he is fairly 
to understand them, but being a philosopher he is likely to mis-
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represent a philosophy other than his own. If he does not actually 
distort it, he will nevertheless give a wrong impression by ignoring 
what from his philosophical viewpoint does not appear important. 
Conclusion: ( 1) a scholar and historian must be alive to all philo
sophic problems, but ( 2) about any of them he must possess Socratic 
ignorance. 

The discussion turned especially on the case of Zeller. Professor 
Royce maintained that Mr. Brogan was too harsh in his criticisms; 
Zeller was lacking in dramatic and synthetic instincts, but as re
gards philosophical opinions he was simply a somewhat skeptical 
inquirer. Mr. Brogan maintained that Zeller, nevertheless, had 
ways of thinking, if not positive opinions, of his own (as shown, 
for example, in his misinterpretation of Aristotle's view of teleol
ogy) and he showed inability to appreciate certain aspects of 
thought (as in his ignoring of Plato's aesthetics). At the close of the 
discussion Professor Royce called attention to the method of writing 
the history of philosophy which tries to eliminate the personal equa
tion by considering the subject always on a background of the cul
ture and general political and social history of the times. 

The next meeting was to be a general symposium on the question 
of the contrast, if any, between description and explanation. 

February 10, 1914 

~ NOTES 

Description and explanation. 
Dr. Van Riper: [Note.] What is necessary for our understanding 

of the facts is necessary for the facts themselves. Hence all truth 
is interrelated. Hence there are not two different kinds of truth, 
description and explanation. But there might be a relative distinc
tion into overlapping classes. Only at a late stage in thought does 
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explanation get separated from description. Does not discovery of 
law raise new problems? Is it then an explanation? To say some 
things have others like them is not explanation. Sometimes philos
ophy is said to be explanatory and general, science descriptive and 
detailed; but this is an unsatisfactory conclusion. Another faulty 
account is that which distinguishes acquaintance ( description of 
immediacy) and knowledge about (explanation). Not profitable in 
this case. Another account says explanation is reduction to more 
general laws. This is because one feels deduction is more valid. But 
general laws are descriptive and more uncertain. If a new fact is 
discovered, it seems that deductive connection with old facts helps 
certainty. Yes, but it is not a new sort of truth. Satisfaction obtained 
from general laws; but there may be few all-explaining laws. Ex
planation is well though not fertilely explained to mean: it is incon
ceivable that facts be otherwise; it is due to purpose. 

Royce: Schiller is wrong (fifty axioms, 1,225 deductions) . An 
infinite of deductions is possible from a fmite number of premises. 
And some can be found only empirically, e.g., primes. Questions of 
description and explanation arise here. (Why is casting out nines 
good?) Explanation means reduction to small number of principles. 
Self-evidence is hereby often destroyed. Self-evidence means "don't 
know the subject." Self-evidence is atavism, or authority. Russell 
weak on "evidence." Similarity is an illusion. Enough miracles 
make a law and the law is clear. 

Dr. Woods: But this latter sort helps us to predict. History has 
only gone to the descriptive stage and not even reached classifica
tion. Should we measure fame or influence? First aim is classifica
tion in time-and-space correlations-descriptions not at random. 

Brogan: [Note.] Question can't be answered directly. We explain 
logically by analytic definition. We seek by induction the general 
propositional functions. No real differentiation of explanations and 
descriptions. If there are any propositions not descriptive, they are 
elementary propositions. All sciences presuppose logical theory. 
Methodology is a collection of arts. In most sciences, if not all, an 
explanation is not different from a description. In psychology there 
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is no real difference between descriptive and other psychology. 
Wrong to hold that description is recording of the immediate. Al
ways mediary. Teleological explanation? Ass~rtions a~out value 
are as descriptive as anything else. The questlons of sunples and 
complexes and implication, etc., are important. . 

Addendum: "Merely an explanation" where general law 1s not 
evident but from it a self-evident truth can be deduced. 

Royce: Is Woods' notion of causes useful? 
Brogan: What is implication? is the question. 
Miss Webster: [Note.] "Why?" demands explanation; ambigu

ous. Description means "How?" Pearson excludes the "Why," 
[but] there is a use for explanation in natural science. What :'e 
can fmd out by analysis of the given is description; explanatlon 
calls further for relations to something beyond, etc. Great number 
of cases of explanation; all agree in going beyon~ the givei:i. ~
planation is synthesis. [Description and explanatlon are] distlnct 
but not contradictory. 

[?Royce] : Other meanings. What is "cause"? What is "reason"? 
[Miss Webster]: Might be temporal or other systems not neces

sarily "deductive." 
Brogan: [Every] complete system is deductive. (Questioned by 

Van Riper and Miss Webster.) . 
Royce: Professor Davis' investigations of Connectlcut Valley 

(Popular Science Monthly, 1909 or ~9.10).88 Descri~es [features] 
and then gives an account of their ongm. Hypothes1~: grant ?tese 
[geological] faults in this order. Was this an e~lanatlon? :erifi~
tion followed. Introduces hypothetically something you can t verify 
directly or now (deduction only incidental). Not observation, de
scriptive in form nevertheless. 

Troland: Typical use of explanation: relation of a successful hy-
pothesis and the facts for which it holds. 

aa w. M. Davis bad on occasion been a guest of the seminar. Practically all 
of his papers on Connecticut geology came out before 1900, ~nd the only one of 
these published in the Popular Science Monthly appeared m 18g1 (XL, !l21-

35) and concerned extinct volcanoes. 
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Roy ce: Probability here rises into prominence. 
Woods: All my work probability. But another element [is pres

ent] in explanation and causation: an explanation is interesting. 
The interesting and striking reason is what is called for-not the 
constant, e.g., law of gravitation. 

Eliot: No distinction here of description and explanation. 

February 10, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

Topic of the meeting was description and explanation. 
Dr. Van Riper read the first paper on this subject. He said that 

all truth was one interrelated system and thence it could be de
duced that description and explanation could not be totally differ
ent in nature. One might, of course, make a relative distinction. 
But such a distinction has arisen historically very late, and in gen
eral there is no sound and important difference. 

For example it is sometimes said that generalization into law is 
explanation. If it happens only once, it is a miracle, hut if it happen 
many times, its occurrence is explained. The mere observation of 
such repetition is obviously not explanation at all; it is merely a 
number of descriptions grouped together. Secondly, the distinction 
between acquaintance and knowledge about cannot profitably be 
identified with the distinction between description and explana
tion. So also, thirdly, we may object to the identification of explana
tion with deduction, for deduction is from the general, and empiri
cal general laws are descriptions, and uncertain into the bargain. 
Other cases also, such as proving the contradictory self-contradic
tory, or treating facts teleologically, are in science not at present 
sufficiently widely applied, to cause us to identify explanation with 
these. The conclusion is that there is no important distinction be
tween description and explanation. 
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A discussion followed, in which Professor Royce took objection 
to a quotation from F. C. S. Schiller mentioned by Dr. Van Riper 
to the effect that fifty premises gave only 1,225 possible deductions. 
Professor Royce then added that the contrast of description and ex
planation was not the exclusive property of the natural sciences, 
but seemed to appear even in pure mathematics. Prime numbers 
we can study only by a sort of empirical description without ex
planation-explanation being here identified with deduction from 
a few general principles. These principles need not be self-evident, 
self-evidence being rather an indication that one does not know the 
subject. Dr. Woods objected to Dr. Van Riper's opinion that gen
eral laws do not explain, but simply say there are many cases like 
a given case. Dr. Woods held that a general law aided us to predict, 
and thus had a practical importance which was not possessed by the 
single case. History does not enable us to predict because it is not 
in the explanatory stage-indeed it is not even in the descriptive 
stage of mere classification. 

Mr. Brogan read the second paper. He said the question of ex
planation was dependent upon more ultimate questions. These 
questions were questions of logic, such as the nature of simples and 
complexes, of implication, etc. Until we had a more philosophical 
account than we now possess of how members of a system are 
bound together by implication, we shall not know what an explana
tion should seek after. Also, there is no such thing as mere direct 
description, but all description is mediate, and involves going be
yond the given. Ordinary usage is very vague, and instead of mak
ing explanation more adequate, it says "This is a possible explana
tion" when it refers to a guess at the cause of an event; whereas 
were one perfectly sure he would say he was simply describing. As 
regards identifying explanation with a teleological account, Mr. 
Brogan did not see why precise assertions about values were not, 
when obtainable, as purely descriptive as were assertions about 
facts. 

Miss Webster read the third paper. Explanation, it is currently 
said, answers "Why" and description "How," but these terms are 
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ambiguous. She preferred to denominate description what could be 
found out by analysis of given data, and to use explanation when 
there ':as ref eren~e to something beyond the given. Description is 
analysis, explanation is synthesis. 

A discussion then followed. Miss Webster maintained that there 
were synthetic systems which were not deductive, so that she did 
not mean by explanation deduction. Mr. Brogan held that every 
complete system was deductive. 

Professor Royce then gave an example from Professor Davis' 
work in geology, an example of hypothesis, deduction, and verifica
~on, and threw out the query whether that was a case of explana
~on. It "".ent_ beyo':1d the observable both in time and space, par
ticularly m time, smce it referred to a time prior to the coming of 
man on the globe, and yet as regards the subject-matter it was 
capable of description had anyone been there to describe. Mr. Tro
land said the typical scientific use of explanation is the relation of 
a successful hypothesis to the facts for which it holds. 

_Dr. Woods, after some remarks about estimation of probability 
with reference to hypotheses, entered upon a new discussion. In all 
cases of explanation and search after causes, he said, what we are 
really seeking are the interesting and striking factors. Thus when 
a book falls, it is not interesting to refer it to something so common
place as the law of gravitation; we are more concerned to learn that 
two philosophers were quarrelling and the book got knocked down 
in the fracas which followed. (The examples which he gave were 
all of such particular events of a historical character, i.e., belonging 
to the co?crete rather tha~ to the abstract sciences. Of course if you 
are seeking the explanation for a unique individual occurrence, 
you are very apt to look for some antecedent uniqueness in the cir
cumstances. The historian ceases to be a historian as soon as his 
ultimate aim ceases to be the individual occurrences which never 
recur. The physicist or sociologist is seeking on the contrary for . ' ' uruversal laws as such, and the abstract description of large groups 
and masses of similar phenomena.) 
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~~ NOTES 

JOSIAH ROYCE
1 

S SEMINAR 

Royce: Last meeting-explanation was some kind of synthesis, 
teamwork of various descriptions. Connection between two appar
ently distinct lines of description might be called explanation; there 
are different kinds of description, and explanation unites. 

In physics one uses "models." They are hypotheses of the second 
grade. One has already hypothetical descriptions, e.g., mathematical 
laws, kinetic theory of gases, ether. Have we a right to such models? 
asked Ostwald. Lord Kelvin said he never was really interested in 
a physical hypothesis unless he could conceive a model of it. Models 
in heredity (Mendelian). Model not equivalent to hypothesis. A 
model is a figure of a familiar sort. If one uses differential equa
tions in so far there is no model ( electro-magnetic theory). En-

' riques says physics has used (1) optical models and (2) tactile-
muscular models. Force is a case of (2). Molecular-atomic accounts 
are ( 1). Mach, Kirchhoff, Ostwald pref er not to use models and to 
speak of descriptions. Energists use no models, use "prototheses"
predictions, not models; but can be verified as models cannot. The 
abstractions are very abstract and indirect, but can be verified. We 
may use the term explanation for models. 

Van Riper: Stochastic vs. formal hypotheses-Alexander Smith. 
Royce: "Leading idea" is an unverifiable, irrefutable hypothesis 

-indestructible hypothesis. Such is valuable if it turns attention to 
objects one would not otherwise study. 

Costello: English physicists use models. 
Troland: Every physical hypothesis is an existence postulate. All 

are stochastic. Perrin on Brownian movement. Radioactivity. 
Royce on Ostwald. 
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Troland: [Note.] Description is a somewhat arbitrary symbolic 
representation in language. [Its] function [is] representative; should 
be analytic. Explanation is synthetic; used in connection with hy
potheses. We introduce objects we believe to exist but do not ob
serve. We thus proceed as by a sort of coherent imagination and 
thus are able to bring together the pieces of a chopped-up puzzle. A 
hypothesis is not a formal symbolic affair. Cases of explanation are: 
sub-conscious mechanisms, e.g., Freudian; atomic; electronic. Tem
poral pictures, etc., are hypotheses. Description: relation between 
symbol and object-analytic. Explanation: an imaginal model. 

Royce: What gives the pattern its character of wholeness? Peirce 
said signs were indices, icons (explanations?), symbols (descrip
tions). Guidance is of three kinds: Point to a thing-street name at 
the corner, shop sign on the shop-these are indices; constant but 
elementary use in science. Icon is a pattern, an image, a picture, a 
diagram, a map. Srmbols need a habit for connection with objects, 
often a convention. Symbol as symbol is a substitute for, not an at
tachment to an object; e.g., an algebra. 

Herbart's psychology was symbolic. Vorstellungen were symbols. 
Freud, etc., are Herbartian but more empirical. 

Costello: Abstract is descriptive and concrete is explanatory. 
Royce: Analytic and synthetic in mathematics. Cases of these. 

Process of finding one's course at sea is a synthetic process. 
Two weeks: Miss Webster. Explanation, etc., continued next 

week. 

February 17, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

A continuation of the discussion on explanation and description. 
Professor Royce, in summarizing the previous meeting, said the 
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general conclusion seemed to be that explanation was some kind of 
synthesis-for example, "teamwork" of various descriptions. Any 
connection between two apparently distinct lines of description 
might be called an explanation. 

Next, Professor Royce ref erred to another point, the use of mod
els in physical explanations. U one has reached hypothetical de
scriptions, for instance mathematical laws applying to phenomena, 
and if one then endeavors to see more clearly the reason for this 
particular combination of laws, he may do so by constructing a 
model, which may take the form of a machine or collection of 
mechanical parts. Lord Kelvin's opinion was quoted that he never 
was really interested in a physical hypothesis unless he could get a 
model of it, and this is true of other English physicists. On the Con
tinent analytic methods prevail more largely, and descriptions, e.g., 
in terms of differential equations, are preferred to so-called ex
planations. Energists such as Ostwald object to "hypotheses," mean
ing thereby the explanations in terms of models, which latter they 
say can never be verified, and prefer to them "prototheses"-that 
is, predictions in themselves abstract, for instance regarding energy 
conditions, but such as can be verified to any degree of precision by 
exact measurements. Energy is a very abstract concept, but the 
laws of energy can be verified to an extent to which the apparently 
more concrete and empirical molecular theory cannot. Further 
characteristics of models and their use are suggested by Enriques' 
distinction between optical models, such as atomic theories, and tac
tile-muscular models, such as forces. Models may be used in other 
sciences than physics, for example in Mendelian theories of he
redity. 

Dr. Van Riper inquired the relation of this to a distinction made 
by Alexander Smith of Chicago between stochastic or verifiable 
hypotheses, that is, hypotheses concerning the existence of observ
able phenomena, and formal hypotheses. (As I understand, the 
laws of motion would be cases of formal hypotheses, there being no 
concrete case, for instance, of a body moving in a perfectly straight 
line.) Mr. Brogan asked if "formal hypothesis" was identical with 
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what Professor Royce has called "leading idea" or "unverifiable 
hypothesis." Professor Royce replied in the negative, since a lead
ing idea was not only unverifiable but irrefutable, and it is valuable 
chiefly for the way in which it directs attention to objects which 
might be overlooked. Smith's "formal hypotheses" seemed to be 
hypotheses which could be refuted, but which can never be verified 
except by indirect means, and thus might all the while be merely 
convenient fictions to which nothing in the physical world cor
responded. 

Mr. Troland maintained that every physical hypothesis contains 
an existence postulate; all are stochastic in the sense that they all, 
whether stated in universal or particular propositions, indicate 
something which could be experienced, even though not actually 
experienced. Mr. Troland then read the paper he had written on 
"Description and Explanation." A description is a somewhat ar
bitrary symbolic representation in language. It is a product of 
analysis of the observed data and its function is representative. Ex
planation is not symbolic but is a synthetic hYPothesis which intro
duces objects we believe to exist but do not observe. We imagine 
what must be the nature of the coherent whole which shall bring 
together the fragments we observe. It is as if we were called upon 
to put together a chopped-up puzzle of which many of the pieces 
are not obtainable by us. A hypothesis, in this sense, is not a formal 
symbolic affair, but is a postulate of the existence of a reality of 
which we can form a model in the imagination through a sort of 
synthetic intuition. 

Questions by Dr. Costello brought out that Mr. Troland thought 
an explanatory hYPothesis was not a methodological device, such 
as a model often is, but was a belief regarding the nature and pat
tern of reality. The difference between description and explanation 
is the difference between the abstract and the concrete. 

Professor Royce called attention to Charles Peirce's theory of 
signs. According to Peirce, signs are either indices ( e.g., a street 
name at the corner, a shop sign on the shop), or icons (e.g., pat
terns, models, images, pictures, diagrams; hence explanations, in 

I 

I 
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Mr. Troland's sense, have an analogy with icons), or thirdly, sym
bols (corresponding to Mr. Troland's descriptions). A symbol is 
somewhat arbitrarily attached to an object either through habit or 
convention, but its office is rather to lead one away from the object. 
It may be used as a substitute for the object, for instance in an 
algebra. Professor Royce, in closing, called attention to the contrast 
between analytic or symbolic methods in mathematics and syn
thetic or intuitional methods. 

Comment: Mr. Troland identifies a description with a symbolic 
expression; Professor Royce identifies a symbol with a substitute for 
an object, which substitute may then be treated separately, as in an 
algebra. The conclusion that a description takes one away from the 
object described, seems nevertheless contrary to usage. Further dis
tinctions seem necessary. Peirce, in his own treatment in Baldwin's 
Dictionary, says an icon (e.g., a picture) would retain its character, 
the character which makes it a sign, though it had neither object 
nor interpreter; a symbol requires both. To put it in brief, a symbol 
essentially has to do with knowledge, not so an icon. I doubt if this 
is a workable distinction. I should be disposed to say an icon, like 
an index, has relation to the sensory side of consciousness, a symbol 
to the motor side; an icon you perceive, a symbol you do something 
with. I should then say symbols are of two types: indicative sym
bols and substitutive symbols. An indicative symbol resembles an 
index, though it is not physically attached to the object, but only by 
way of knowledge. It is an instrument by means of which you can 
get in touch with the actual objects, a "leading" in the pragmatic 
sense. Such symbols enable you to handle objects better, just as you 
can handle live coals better if you have a pair of tongs. It is bound 
up with a habit of acting, being perhaps itself a fragment of an in
hibited act. It can be used to convey information to others in a way 
analagous to that by which an actualized action is conveyed to 
others by imitation. A description uses this kind of symbols, and 
thus does not move away from the object described. Substitutive 
symbols take one away from the objects. A mathematical, so-called 
analytic, calculus is of this sort. The form and structure of a group 
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of such symbols should parallel accurately the systematic form and 
structure of the objects represented, else their value as substitutes 
is destroyed. But this similarity of pattern between symbols and 
objects gives them an analogy to icons. You can thus follow the 
symbolic structure for its own sake, as in the somewhat automatic 
performance of ordinary arithmetical operations, and then at the 
end, owing to the parallelism, you can read the result in terms of 
cubic yards, or dollars and cents. 

Having made the above distinctions, I fmd myself unable fully to 
subscribe to Mr. Troland's opinion that description is symbolic and 
explanation an intuition of reality. I should say that in both cases 
symbols and reality are both present, and substitutive symbols, in 
so far as they take us away from the objects, are neither description 
nor explanation. I should agree that description is analytic, but for 
me analysis and abstraction are distinguishable; I should agree that 
explanation is more synthetic, and I agree there is at least a close 
psychological relation between synthesis and intuition, though 
again I should not identify the two. I may add that both analysis 
and synthesis, as movements from whole to part and part to whole, 
have to do with knowledge, with the relation of our symbols to the 
objects as known by us-they have to do with knowledge, and are 
in themselves neither a making nor an unmaking of the complexes 
which are known. 

I have come to look upon both description and explanation as 
parts of the larger inductive process of science, which is, as a whole, 
an analysis which distinguishes in the real world terms and rela
tions. I should define induction in terms of this analysis and not in 
terms of the probability of its results. How far the relational analy
sis is adequate to reality is for metaphysics to say; I shall simply 
take it somewhat realistically as the obtaining knowledge of, and 
symbolic formulations for, a structure which reality actually pos
sesses. But I seem to observe, somewhat inductively and as a hy
pothesis verified by diverse experiences, a difference among rela
tions; that is, if I may borrow the terminology of certain current 
discussions, some relations seem to make more difference to their 
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terms than do others-they are more internal. For this reason I dis
agree with what I believe is the almost universally accepted opin
ion among philosophers that for the scientist, once he has abstracted 
from values, one fact is as good as another. It seems to me, on the 
contrary, that-defining a fact as a complex of terms united by a 
relation-there is a factual hierarchy among facts. This difference 
among facts is due solely to the degree of internality of the relation 
concerned; it is an ontological and not a valuational difference, 
and has, so far as I can see, absolutely nothing to do with values, 
or with our desires, purposes, and preferences. I repeat, I am not 
talking about anything I should call values or purposes. The only 
purpose relevant to it is the purpose of the pure scientist, the pur
pose to understand the phenomena as they are. This difference 
among relations from what seems like complete externality to any 
amount of internality, is not something which necessarily appears 
on first observation. But the evidence for it seems to me as great as 
the evidence for, let us say, the existence of an atomic structure of 
matter, which, also, is scarcely something that stands revealed to 
immediate inspection. Now description is that process which pri
marily treats facts as all on a level. When its analysis comes upon 
certain relations as more central and essential, relations which are 
the key to a given group of phenomena, explanation takes up the 
more synthetic study of the way in which these key-relations deter
mine the various observed and observable aspects of the concrete 
phenomena. 

With me all roads recently have led to Rome, and I have encoun
tered the demand for some such distinction among relations and 
facts, as to their objective ontological importance, in at least the 
following directions: ( 1) the question of the nature of organization; 
(2) the question of the relation of facts to values; (3) the question 
of the relation of knowledge to reality and of the proper use of sym
bols; (4) the question of the relation of mathematics to empirical 
facts; (5) the question of the nature of analysis; (6) the question of 
the task of induction; (7) the question as to what it is, which has 
so persistently sent men hunting after what are generally called 
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the causes of events and which is not solved completely by replac
ing causes with laws, for there arises (8) the question of the true 
nature of scientific law; (g) the question of the nature of implica
tion and whether any true proposition implies another true propo
sition, and how you would best contradict an implication; ( 1 o) the 
question of the nature of logical demonstration; ( 11) the question 
what was really aimed at by Aristotle in seeking to have universal 
propositions the expression of necessary connections; ( 12) the 
question what is the nature of that fertility or fruitfulness which 
certain mathematical formulae undoubtedly possess as over against 
others, and ( 13) the nature of that characteristic of mathematical 
definitions which Whitehead and Russell indicate on pp. 11-12 of 
the Introduction to the Principia by the word "important" when 
they say: "In spite of the fact that definitions are theoretically su
perfluous, it is nevertheless true that they often convey more im
portant information than is contained in the propositions in which 
they are used. This arises [because] a definition usually implies 
that the de{iniens is worthy of careful consideration [and] em
bodies . . • our judgment as to what is most important"; ( 14) the 
question as to what is the ultimate basis of the logical notion of 
relevance and the closely related concept of "universe of discourse"; 
and ( 15) the question as to the proper basis for the classification of 
the sciences. These are questions, almost all of them, questions of 
science as well as of metaphysics, and they all hang together on a 
single thread. A problem of such enormous scope cannot be dealt 
with in a couple of sentences. I simply indicate that it is against 
the background of this greater problem I see problem number 
( 16), the question of the proper distinction between description 
and explanation. 
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Royce: Relation of symbols to reality. Case of fractions. First, 
iconic relation to quantity; later, freed from quantity. 

Costello: Relation to symbols not thus settled. 
Royce: [Assignment.] New set of short papers. Of what use is 

the presupposition that events have causes? Legal search for causes: 
Mr. Prescott Hall on notion of "proximate cause" in legal history 
-insurance law; insured against damage from a certain cause
published in The Green Bag.84 Case of disease and health, respon
sibility, etc. What cause is, is metaphysics. But methodologically, 
what is the use or uses for the search after causes? Might be con
nected with scientific law. "Some uses of the conception of cause 
and the search for causes"; "Nature and definition of the search 
for causes"-in two weeks from this time. Cf. view of Schopenhauer 
[in] "The Fourfold Root": Schopenhauer said search for causes 
characteristic of the understanding. Physical causes are of events. 
Search for cause is for what by rule is followed by the event. All in
telligent creatures, e.g. dogs, look for causes. 

Sen Gupta: [Note.] Description and explanation. Answer to 
child: They happen because they do happen-explanation by uni
formity. In chemical analysis, explanation by analysis. Teleological 
is a third type of explanation. Three pure types. A good explana
tion has all three. No sharp distinction between description and ex
planation, except [as regards] part and whole: an explanation de
fines a system. 

Eliot: [Note.] Description and explanation. Difference of act 
8-l An error for the Harvard Law Review, XV (March, 190:i), 541-67; the 
article was entitled "Some Observations on the Doctrine of Proximate Cause." 
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rather than of content. Explanation: law, cause, [reality behind] 
illusion, metaphysical interpretation. A description alters. An ex
planation tries to maintain one point of view; impossible. Descrip
tion is more sophisticated than explanation: one seeks, among sav
ages, an internal kinship, not one of resemblance; first explanation. 
Explanation is often by cause and effect, then ground and conse
quence; identical. Cause becomes [form of relation of] universal 
[to] particular, then becomes description. Case and law need in 
turn to be related. In end, no matter of fact. No illusion is ever ex
plained, by any theory of knowledge. If you treat illusion as real, 
you get nowhere. 

Description is just as bad as explanation. Pure contemplation 
[is] only an ideal case. You give a valuation and interpretation. 
Description is science, relatively metaphysical explanation. In Ab-
solute both meet. In a scientist the distinction is not important. 
Points-of-view monadology.811 

Royce: Bradley held the last view. Description deals with the par
ticular, you say. 

Eliot: Explanation deals with a transition, experiences a particu
lar-universal transition. 

Royce: Explanation (primitive) by relation to a will. 
Eliot: Primitive consciousness luxuriates in the feeling of ex

planation. 
Royce: Another [kind of] explanation is fatalistic: things hap

pen thus because they once began to happen thus. It "took to" hap
pening. 

Eliot: Craving for explanation, not a description. 
Royce: One finds a content [i.e., satisfaction] in origin stories. 

Inversion of uniformity. Why this uniformity? 
H A marginal note, relating apparently to the fmal part of Eliot's paper, 
reads: "Not wholly false nor true that an explanation is wholly wrong." 
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Professor Royce frrst led a brief discussion on some topics brought 
up by the report of the previous meeting, particularly as to the 
sense in which a set of symbols must resemble in structure that 
system of which they are symbolic. 

He then assigned, as the topic for a set of short papers for March 
10, the general subject: "Of what methodological uses is the pre
supposition that events have causes?" He mentioned the legal 
usages of the term "cause" as explained by Mr. Prescott Hall of 
Boston in this seminary in a previous year; also Schopenhauer's 
doctrine as presented in his work "The Fourfold Root of the Prin
ciple of Sufficient Reason." The discussion of March 10 is to be 
methodological rather than metaphysical, and the papers are to be 
as constructive as possible. 

Two short papers on description and explanation were then 
read. The frrst, by Mr. Sen Gupta, said that explanation might be 
of three types: ( 1) in terms of uniformity ( e.g., where one tells a 
child this event happened as it did because they always do happen 
thus), (2) by analysis, (3) in teleological terms. The most satisfy
ing explanations contain all three of these factors. An explanation 
often defines a system within which the event falls, but there is no 
sharp distinction between description and explanation. 

The second paper, by Mr. Eliot, said the difference between de
scription and explanation was in the act rather than in the content. 
Explanation is more primitive, description more sophisticated. Ex
planation tries, though always unsuccessfully, to confine itself to 
one point of view. We may seek to explain in terms of a cause, or 
a law, or by seeking the reality back of an illusion, or by a meta-
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physi~al interpretation. That in terms of which a phenomenon is 
~xplamed seld~m r~semble~ it, but is supposed linked to it by some 
mner causal kinship-for mstance, explanations in terms of will. 
The primitive mind has a native craving for explanations luxuri
ates in the feeling of explanation. Causal explanations te~d to go 
over to the form of relation of universal to particular, and, as the 
tendency to transcend the given continues to diminish fmally ex
planation is transformed into description. The failur~ of all ex
planation in the case of illusions is particularly striking. 

But description is in as bad a case as explanation. The act of de
scribing brings alteration of the object described, and the case of 
~ure contemplation is_ an ideal limit we never attain. What we get 
~s ~ mona?ology of p~mts of view, each point of view carrying with 
1t its o~ mt~retation and valuation of the real world. To sum up, 
explana~on 1s an act which tries with indifferent success to bring 
the particular under the universal; description tries to stay in the 
particular as given, but in spite of itself transforms the given by 
the interpretation it gives to it. 

Professor Royce called attention to a contrast among primitive 
peoples between the explanations in terms of voluntary will, and a 
more fatalistic explanation in terms of a frrst case. In the latter 
type of explanations, one fmds contentment in stories of the first 
origin of things and events. One says they -frrst happened so-and-so, 
and after that they just "took to happening" and therefore have 
happened just so ever since. Uniformity, instead of presenting a 
complete solution, fll'St presents a problem as to why this particular 
sort of uniformity; but the problem is solved so soon as one dis
covers why it happened thus the first time, and the later uniform 
occurrence is considered as natural and only to be expected. 
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7: 55-8: 17-twenty-two minutes. 
Mr. Hefelbower: [Note.] 86 History of philosophy. Relation of 

John Locke to English deism. Deism 1696-1740, perhaps 1754. A 
method is a means to accomplish a purpose. Purposes are relative 
to a certain field of interest. A method is determined by the mate
rials and by the problem; materials and purpose. No methods in the 
abstract. In this problem, two lines of investigation: (1) compari
son, (2) collection and interpretation of historical data, relations of 
writers, contents of contemporaries. Toland and Tindal influenced 
by Locke's doctrine of ideas. Is rationalism in the orthodox party? 
What are you comparing? What is deism? Locke is located, not so 
deism. We must study it on the background of the thought, life, of 
the time: e.g., toleration. We must consider the poly-dimensional 
character of history. Toleration was not confined to Locke and 
deists. Hooker, Platonists, rational theologians, latitudinarians. 
E.g., reasonableness: Is Locke a deist in this respect? Cambridge 
Platonists, Tillotson, Sherlock say same thing; even Hooker. What 
is the viewpoint?-( 1) political and economical, ( 2) theologico
religious (four to five thousand pamphlets, 1660-1685), (3) scien
tific (Boyle, Newton, Sydenham), (4) philosophical (few: Locke, 
Platonists, Hobbes). Across these four fields two tendencies: (1) 
conservative, traditional, vs. (2) radical, critical, rationalistic, lib
eral. Any man or movement can be defined in these terms. Locke 
is [in] politics liberal, [in] theology conservative except in method, 

88 Based on Hefelbower's dissertation, afterwards published, The Relation of 
John Locke to English Deism (Chicago, 1918). Hefelbower had presented a 
paper on historical method in the seminar of 1911-12. 
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[in] other two [fields] rationalistic. Fight against Oxford scholas
ticism ( to 1692). Deists no interest in ( 1) politics; in method radi
cal as Locke in (2) religion and also in results; nothing in (3) 
science; Toland did a little in (4) philosophy, but very little. No 
question therefore about (1) or (3) or about conservatives. 

Difficulty: deistic, those practically universally regarded as 
such; then determine later, e.g., is Shaftesbury a deist? Tillotson 
(often quoted)? Locke? Chillingworth (in 164o's)? But this com
parison we wish to make is needed for the definition, and the defini
tion for comparison. What method? What conclusion did they 
reach? 

Royce: What of Leslie Stephen? 
Hefelbower: (Details [concerning Stephen's English Thought in 

the Eighteenth Century].) 
Royce: Good introduction to seventeenth-century thought: Mark 

Pattison in Essays and Reviews-"Tendencies of Religious Thought 
in England, 1688-1750." McGiffert, Protestant Thought Before 
Kant, is good but solely theological. Scholasticism-what type 
was it? 

Hefelbower [cites] Bourne, [Life of John Locke]; Hoffding, [sc. 
History of Modern Philosophy]; and Windelband, [A History of 
Philosophy]. Disgust with Middle Ages. But, 1570 on, scholasticism 
revived in universities. Monkish Aristotle at Oxford. 

Royce: What textbooks? 
Hefelbower: Under ban, Descartes. 
Royce: Great textbook of scholasticism was Disputations of 

Suarez; tries to unify Scotists and Thomists. Jesuit; not used at 
Oxford. What text did Locke use? Background you emphasize; ( 1) 
ethical movement you omit (Hobbes to Adam Smith and Hume) 
[and] (2) history of nonconformity. [Cites] Baumann, Die Lehren 
van Raum, Zeit und Mathematik in der neueren Philosophie. Im
portance of Suarez; Descartes trained upon it. 81 

Hefelbower: Under religion, natural vs. revealed; then view that 
11 See Costello's anecdote in A Philosophy of the Real and the Possible, p. 90, 

about Suarez, Royce, and President Eliot. 
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ethics is center of religion. Cambridge Platonists opposed Hobbest 
ethics. Ethics slowly separated from religion. 

Royce: Scholasticism much interested in natural religion, so 
deists were not new in this. Hermann Reuter, Geschichte der re
ligiosen Aufkliirung im Mittelalter. "Deism" of Middle Ages. 

Royce: Was engaged in preparing a paper for Dr. Southard, Dr. 
Henderson, naturalists, and medical men. Two or three times a 
year on vitalism, etc. Technical. Paper emphasizes causation. Will 
be read here first. 88 

"The Mechanical, the Historical and the Statistical":-Vitalism 
often [means the hypothesis that] phenomena of living organisms 
[are] like conscious deliberation and choice-different from ma
chines. Materialism opposed. Greatest Greek vitalist Aristotle. Pres
ent interest in vitalism. Neglected aspect of Greek vitalism: seems 
as if guided by design. Many vitalists thought nature blindly pur
posive, though even divine in its skill. Aristotle noted nature was 
not creative piecemeal by trial and error. Aristotle's God was not 
a creator. A natural process of imitating a divine perfection. No 
designs of God or man, but like instinct or genius. Blind mechanism 
vs. conscious deliberation has seldom been the clear contrast. The 
elan vital was known to the Greeks. 

Three types of methods of Imowledge. Clerk Maxwell in a paper 
used this classification. Three kinds of objects of natural science: 
historical, mechanisms, [and] statistically defmed assemblages; 
and three corresponding methods. Concluding passage [ of his trea
tise] Theory of Heat, and [his] article on "Molecules" 811 in Ency
clopaedia Britannica [ninth edition]; [cf.] Merz, [A History of 
European Thought in the Nineteenth Century], [Vol.] II, eleventh 

88 On the following day, March 4, Royce wrote to Peirce and sent him a copy 
of this paper. In his letter he spoke of having already reed the paper before a 
group of seventeen colleagues who were members of a society formed for 6Cien• 
tific discussion; see the extract in Cotton, Royce on the Human Self, p. 302. 

Probably that second reading had been given on the evening of March 4- The 
paper was published in Science, N.S. XXXIX (April 17, 1914), 551-66. 
811 An error for "Atom." 
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chapter.4° Confme ourselves to events: historical when individual 
events or complexes of them; mechanical when invariant laws are 
studied; statistical when [science] studies averages and always 
variable probabilities. (1) Event; (2) law, not event as such; (3) 
neither, but an average. Mechanical and vitalistic and a third. Vi
talism always historical, unique, novel. Mechanical makes single 
events points on a curve. Third view contains unique and indi
vidual events; a discrete multitude shows law. Not differential 
equation; a statistical law involves averages: "p of the a's are b"; 
"probability q that p differs from q [sic] by not more than X ." ' 1 

Statistical view of nature is the "insurance" view; cf. treatment of 
homicide by the three. 

Our actual knowledge of vital phenomena is really statistical. 
Heredity, variation, growth, disease, death, distribution, etc. The 
logic of insurance and of vitalism the same. In history we have sta
tistical methods; Dr. Woods [demonstrates] a refinement of an old 
tendency. [That] a has a tendency to lead to bis always a state
ment of probability. Statistics is so familiar as to blind; and [it has 
a] logic of its own. Average, approximation, probability go down 
to roots. Hard to exaggerate importance of these. Wider and deeper 
than statistical tables, etc. What [Maxwell] had in mind: elec
tricity and magnetism [having been expressed in terms of] defined 
differential equations, compute consequences [and] compare with 
experiment; mechanical. General theory of energy thus develop
ing; also cases of diffusion of gases and unavailability of energy. 
Clausius. Maxwell's kinetic theory of gases: not altogether me
chanical; at least, logic of probability does not need mechanics. The 
movement of one molecule is indifferent. The logic of probabilities 
is controverted. But average behavior of objects is a law ( of 
chance!). In Theory of Heat: distribution of molecules is like the 
distribution of errors of observations. Law of random distribution, 

• 0 An error for "twelfth chapter." Royce cited pp. 599, 601, lllld 603; Science, 
N.S. XXXIX, 556. 
'1 The published text has: "There is e probability q that c differs from d by 
not more than such and such en amount-say X"; ibid., p. 557. 
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"iron necessity of chance." New was the fact that when Maxwell 
deduced properties he was able to deduce not merely mechanical 
laws but laws of degradation-second law [of the theory of en
ergy]. Second law is essentially statistical. Physical world tends to 
pass from less probable to more probable. Energy runs downhill 
for statistical reasons. Boltzmann points out how theory of proba
bility requires at times some reversals. Arrhenius says nebulae do 
represent reversals. A law can always be found if complex enough 
system for probability. 

When we deal with mechanisms you say ignorance forces us to 
be statistical: a substitute. Nautical almanac ideal; mortality table 
a makeshift: mechanical theories are the canonical forms, laws in
dependent of time. But statistics need not be a substitute. All the 
organic and social sciences, and most of physics [illustrate knowl
edge expressed by statistics]. And if we knew [the] world millions 
of times better, the mortality tables would be better. We never 
know a mechanical theory exactly. Statistical theories are the 
canonical forms: they are literally the approximately true. 

Charles Peirce wrote "The Architecture of Theories," "The Doc
trine of Necessity Examined," [and] "The Law of Mind," in 
Monist [1891-1892] . E:\.i:ension of statistics: aggregation and as
similation statistical. Cf. an aggregate: each [member] with a 
range of variations; a defmable and genuine whole, some more or 
less systematic tendency towards a mutual "assimilation." Birds of 
a feather tend to have similar fortunes. Classes tend towards the 
production of further similarities; law that aggregation tends to 
further mutual assimilation. If stars are in two drifts moving 
through each other, then the physical arrangement of tables and 
photo-catalogues tends to a new assimilation, etc. A theory of the 
origin of chemical elements will show, as radiant energy shows, as
similation. The fecundity of aggregation: result, a sort of uncon
scious teleology; changeable aggregates increase in likeness. In the 
purely logical world we have the theory of probability itself, in 
physics a statistical law that aggregates evolve in a certain way. 
(1) Tendency to form aggregates and assimilate, (2) some sort of 
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sorting or selection, e.g., a "trap," (3) tendency to form habits. Sup
pose these and then a process of evolution: not mechanical. From 
mere chance [evolution] leads towards the simulation of mecha
nism, teleological appearance in a certain way. "Fecundity of what
ever unites''; tendency towards orderliness. Averages not dry. 

[Royce]: Kapteyn's "two star-drifts" were founded on statistical 
collections. Henderson's results are result of an assembling. Radio
activity statistical. Divine activities of elan vital are intellectualistic 
and statistical. Number fundamental; statistics founded on number. 

March 3, 1914 

~c,, SUMMARY 

Mr. Hefelbower began the meeting by reading an eighteen-min
ute paper on the method of investigating the relation of John Locke 
to English deism. The reading occupied twenty-two minutes. He 
said a method must always be determined by the particular nature 
of the problem in hand and by the particular character of the ma
terials obtainable. In the present problem we need to collect his
torical data which shall be serviceable for the comparison we wish 
to make. To that end we must know: first, what are the tenns be
tween which we are going to institute a comparison, and second, 
what comparisons will be significant and important. The difficulty 
in the former case is, of course, not that of locating Locke, but of 
knowing just what persons may profitably be classed as deists. To 
solve this problem we shall first note those who undoubtedly are 
deists, that is, those to whom everybody would unhesitatingly give 
this title. We shall then compare the doubtful cases with these clear 
cases. But then we shall have on our hands two comparisons, the 
main one of Locke with the deists; the subordinate one, of the 
doubtful deists with those who are indisputedly classed as deists. 
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What, now, shall be the nature of such comparison? It is here, in 
making the comparisons in question, that many historians have 
fallen into error. They have said Locke was rationalistic and toler
ant and so were the deists, and therefore Locke should be classed 
among the deists. Had they considered the fact that other men and 
movements of that age were also characterized by rationalism and 
tolerance; in short, had they not neglected to observe the other now 
less striking movements and characteristics of the period, they 
would have seen at once that Locke was not made a deist by resem
bling the deists on this point. At that time the opposed tendencies 
of radicalism and conservatism appeared in politics, religion, sci
ence, and philosophy, and were not an opposition peculiar to the 
deistic controversy. It follows that we cannot institute a comparison 
between Locke and the deists taken in isolation and without com
paring both with other movements of the same age. It is, however, 
possible to limit the scope of the comparison in other ways, for ex
ample to the field of religion, and here we find the deists radicals, 
Locke a radical only in methods, conservative in results. The 
methodological conclusion seems to be that no comparison is possi
ble in abstraction from the total context, unless we first establish 
good reasons for making just that abstraction. 

Professor Royce inquired about certain topics not specifically 
mentioned in Mr. Hefelbower's account: the type of scholastic phi
losophy taught in the age of Locke, the history of nonconformity, 
and the growth of the English ethical movement, Hobbes to Adam 
Smith and Hume. 

The rest of the meeting was devoted by Professor Royce to read
ing a paper he had prepared for presentation before a group of nat
uralists and medical men, and entitled: "The Mechanical, the His
torical and the Statistical." The substance of the paper is as follows: 

The opposition between naturalism and vitalism has seldom been 
simple contrast between blind mechanism and conscious delibera
tion, but ever since the time of Aristotle there has been a tendency 
towards a middle ground, as though nature were blindly purposive, 
and ends were actually attained in nature though not foreseen. 

T 
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Clerk Maxwell classified the methods or standpoints of science 
into three groups: the mechanical, the historical, and the statisti~al. 
When we seek invariant and exact laws, we take the mecharucal 
point of view. ·when we consider individual e~ents as individual, 
our point of view is historical. When w~ cons~d~r large avera_ges 
and estimate probabilities, our attitude 1s stabsbcal. . Me~hamsm 
tends to the mechanical point of view, vitalism to the h1stoncal; the 
statistical point of view has the advantage over both that it is able 
to combine laws with individualities. . 

Our actual knowledge is really statistical; no law of mechamsm 
is capable of more than statistically probable verification. The:e
fore it is the statistical rather than the mechanical formula w~ch 
is the more empirical, and which deserves to be called the canonical 
form of scientific law. We may state it as a general law of nature 
that the physical world tends to pass from the less probable. to the 
more probable distribution. The second law of thermo~ynarmcs, for 
instance is essentially statistical, for it is the formulation of such a 
tendenc; to pass from the less to the more proba~le distribution. 
Whenever we use the word tendency we are ref ernng to some sta
tistical or semistatistical probability. 

It is argued, as against this, that statistics are a makeshift, due ~o 
our ignorance of the exact laws. But the c~unter-argument 1s 
equally plausible; just as owing to our lack of visual acuteness,. ~e 
surface of still water seems perfectly smooth, perhaps just so 1t 1s 
due to our ignorance that the physical laws seem perfectly exact. 
Statistical laws have, empirically, at least the great advantage of 
being verifiable; exact laws, by reason of their very exactness, es-
cape empirical verification. . 

Charles Peirce has outlined a philosophy of nature presupposmg 
this statistical point of view and capable of statistical verification, 
wherein natural processes would appear as if guided by purpose. It 
calls for: ( 1) a tendency to form aggregates and of the members of 
such aggregates to "assimilate," that is, to become more alike; ( 2) 
some process of sorting or selection, for instance a _" trap"; (3) a 
tendency to form habits. Supposing these, an evolutionary process 
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~ould r~sult wherein it would appear, at least to the superficial 
view, as if there were purpose and also as if there were mechanism. 

In closing, Professor Royce cited various examples of the profita
ble use of statistics in natural science-for example, Kapteyn's star
drifts, and radioactivity. 

In comment, I should like to ask in what sense assimilation, se
lectio_n, _ and habit ~re statistical merely? Is this view essentially 
atomistic, and does 1t hold that from the philosophy-of-nature view
point, apart from a further metaphysics, we must consider every
thing due to chance? I may add, as a further comment, that this 
theory seems more physical in its temper, whereas mechanism is 
more mathematical in temper; statistical laws lack that aesthetic 
charm which the exact and unalterable laws of a rigid mechanistic 
determinism undoubtedly possess, the which made the chief appeal 
of determinism to a Spinoza or a Huxley, and appeals today, for 
example, to such temperamental thinkers as Professor Santayana. 

March 10, 1914 

~~ NOTES 

[Royce]: Heinrich Weber's theory of causality, in Volume Ill, 
Enzyklopiidie der Elementarmathematikvon Weberund Wellstein 
[section on] "Prinzipien der Wahrscheinlichkeit." ' 

Statistical defined in terms of finite collections, discrete individ
uals. Peirce's continuity is non-statistical; not clear-cf. Lowell 
Lectures. O~jective chance at first a reality; present state halfway 
beh~e~n this and law. Three tendencies, assimilation; expressible 
statistically. 

Causality: 
Miss Webster: [Note.) Especially [in] biology, [cause is a] lead

ing idea in science. Not an accidental relation. Definition of cause 
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at an antecedent stage is too broad and too narrow: [there is also] 
contemporary cause; e.g., heat causes expansion. Causation by fu
ture impossible by this [the antecedent] view-Palmer. Necessity 
denied-Pearson. [Should be] reduced to functions-Mach. Equa
tions. Nevertheless cause [is] a good experimental guide. Cause as 
probability will grow in importance: "probability [that] A will be 
followed by B is great" is [a] cause. All events have, in a broad 
sense, a vast number of causes-too broad. What is really sought? 
Last change before? Last event before a war is often unimportant, 
lacking qualification. The cause-is there any such thing? Driesch: 
stimuli too narrow. Jennings: one single cause can be found for the 
difference between two similar events, but not for the events 
(method of difference of Mill)-a preceding difference to which 
present difference is due and [ which] can be found experimentally. 
Experiment is the process of fmding this. Cause and probability 
grouped together by Poincare [and] by Pearson. Induction gives us 
probability. 

Brogan: "Indispensable" in Mill's sense? 
[Miss Webster]: Yes. Mechanist seeks that which is without ex

ception. 
Royce: Isn't it a pragmatic requirement? Question of canonical 

form of laws of nature. Case of lunar theory: moon of theory and 
moon of experience never agree. 

Troland: In biology Pearson, etc., study of correlation. Always 
statistical; it is a functional relation sought by a statistical method. 

Brogan: "Cause" should be abolished. Responsibility, legal and 
moral. Theoretical [ existence of] mechanisms and general laws 
without exceptions. Mechanistic science not in conflict with inten
tion. Scientific and not emotional. "Omniscient tychism" [belongs] 
in mythical group. Freedom of will is of no importance except 
"freedom from non-intentional action." Second misconception: 
teleology. "If mechanism were a complete account" does conffict, 
[as does] "Science is special." [But] volition and teleology [are] 
both mistaken. 

Royce: Need of greater freedom of theory. Chance means curve 
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of chance. Cf. evolution of elements. Second law of energy is not 
mechanical; is it without exception? 

Troland: Brownian movement exception to second law. Chance 
is always subject to limitations, e.g., by first law. 

Dr. Van Riper: [Note.] Insists on knowing why. What is advan
tage of this, e.g., cause of eclipse? Social desire to know motives was 
first occasion of this. Not satisfied with external action. So in physi
cal world. Can formulate an attitude. Why not say control nature? 
Causal terminology does not help control, but there is a subjective 
appeal of cause. 

Royce: Apperceiving (Herbartian), not control? 
Van Riper: More intimacy with world. 
Royce: Hall's investigation of cause in legal affairs. There are 

responsibilities in business [that are] not penal, e.g., [those covered 
by] insurance. Maxim-Bacon: "Law is interested only in proxi
mate cause." Responsible person might reasonably have foreseen
insurance, strict construction. Conceptions cross. 

[Next] Troland, Brogan, defining question of criteria. Eliot, 
psychology. 

March 10, 1914 

~~ SUMMARY 

Professor Royce first called attention to Henrich Weber's "classi
fication theory" of causality. Then, in continuation of the discussion 
of the previous meeting, he said that the statistical view of nature, 
as held by Charles Peirce, presupposes the existence of finite col
lections of discrete individuals. Peirce's own views about continuity 
are not clear. Furthermore the statistical theory, at least in Peirce's 
development of it, conceived the reality of objective chance--that 
is, of events which, however far analyzed, would fall into the fa-
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miliar bell curve of chance. But a tendency to eliminate chance was 
also present, so that fixed law now had rather the upper hand, but 
was not absolute. 

The topic of the evening, "causality," was next entered upon in 
the form of short papers. The purpose of these papers was to answer 
constructively why it is people have sought for what they have 
called "causes" in various sciences. 

Miss Webster began the discussion by a paper on "cause" in biol
ogy. She began by a brief review of uses of the causal concept. She 
criticized as unworkable the notion of cause as totality of ante
cedents, referred to the vagueness of the notion of invariable ante
cedent, and said the identification of cause with last-observed prior 
stage was often to call attention to something scientifically unim
portant. She favored more the proposal to reduce causality to 
mathematical functional connections, and the proposal to bring 
cause into relation with the concept of probability. But an experi
mental science, for instance experimental biology, has a use for the 
term "cause" which has been formulated by Jennings in a way in
terestingly analogous to Mill's method of difference. It is, namely, 
that while you cannot find the cause for an event, you can find the 
cause for the difference between two events, the cause being a cor
responding difference running through previous events. It is just 
the work of experimental science to find the causes for differences 
in the sense defmed. 

Mr. Troland offered the comment that the statistical search for 
causality was not necessarily contrasted with mathematical func
tional relationships. The study of correlations, for instance, is the 
search for a functional relationship by use of a statistical method. 

A discussion followed between Professor Royce and Mr. Brogan 
as to whether the actual existence of mechanical laws which have 
no exceptions is postulated in advance by the scientist, or whether 
the scientist merely looks for laws as nearly without exception as 
possible, and for pragmatic reasons. This led to the reading of Mr. 
Brogan's paper, which was a defense of the rigid mechanistic con
ception in science. He first paid his respects to certain theories 
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which he said he did not understand, and then added thnt the word 
"cause" might well be abolished from science, but that science does 
presuppose mechanisms nnd the existence of general laws to which 
there are no exceptions. Arguments against this are based on an 
appeal either to responsibility or to free will or to teleology. Legal 
responsibility is irrelevant here. Moral responsibility goes over into 
the problem of the freedom of the will; but the only sense in which 
ethics demands freedom is freedom from non-intentional action, 
that is, action not flowing from the normal functioning of the agent, 
and this sort of freedom is not at all opposed to mechanism. As re
gards teleology, there is always the philosophical possibility of hold
ing that science is special and not the complete account; but for 
science itself theory and not emotion must prevail, nnd theory de
mands rigid law. 

Professor Royce called for a greater freedom of theory than this 
mechanistic view admitted of. For instance, the second law of en
ergy stands contrasted with the strictly mechanical, and also it is 
doubtful as to whether it does not admit of exceptions. Mr. Troland 
adduced the Brownian movements as a case in point, but urged that 
such exceptions were subject to very narrow limitations. 

Dr. Van Riper read a paper wherein he held cause was in its 
origin similar to the social desire to know the motives of others. We 
are not satisfied in either case with the external action. Merely for 
control of nature, laws and equations would suffice, but men have, 
whether wisely or not, gone beyond this, and sought for a deeper in
timacy with the world. 

Professor Royce closed the evening's discussion by making some 
comments on the legal notion of cause and the conflicts of such a 
legal ma,dm as "The responsible person is the cause of any outcome 
of his action, however remote, which he might reasonably have 
foreseen," with the Baconian maxim "The law considers only prox
imate causes." 
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~ NOTES 
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[Royce]: Weber's account of cause: dependent on a classification 
of things; match, fire, death, diseases are classes of events. 

Ursache: 
Wirkung: 

81 a2 a, a• 
b.2 b1 b• ba 

There is some one-one correspondence, of immediate sequence (im
mediate here means no interesting betweens). Whatever event hap
pens, it belongs to a class of events which has a class of antecedents 
of this sort. No discoverable rule in all cases. Cases: conflagrations, 
etc. Try to make the classes as simple as possible. If they are so sim
ple that the class has a very simple name, we have a law of nature. 
Need not be mechanical causation. If your two classes were unit
classes, every consequent would have a determinate antecedent, but 
a larger simple class is better. If a simple class of effects has a com
plex class of antecedents, then we say this is "accidental." 

Costello: Verbal "simples"? Prediction? Arbitrary classes? 
Royce to Van Riper: No rule of cause need be def med. 
Eliot: [Note] read by Sen Gupta. Cause, etc., can be explained 

away and not explained. Can we do without superstition? "Partici
pation"-Uvy-Bruhl; any attribution of force or volition is partici
pation. Double participation is cause: cause-effect and object-us. 
Will is internal. We have no direct knowledge of will, but [rather] 
it is an ideal construction. Volition and cause become distinguished, 
ie., two sorts of participation separated. Cause means invariable 
events. [To the] primitive, [there is] no mere fact and [there is] 
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no mere idea. Necessity and chance, etc., are hypothetical. [Their] 
inevitable appearance. 

Royce: Logically useless and logically inevitable. A construction. 
Brogan: Contrast with Miinsterberg. 
Royce: Stout and Ward's controversy with Royce. Experience of 

activity is primal: "stream of consciousness" feels its own course. 
The feeling of activity and fulfillment does appear in conscious
ness. But is our notion of causality here derived? Do we pre-know 
what the result will be? Humean analysis: could we form a gen
eralization? A law? James on experience of activity. 

Sen Gupta: [Note.] We need an ideal constructed whole before 
we can say a single fact causes another. This is true of all causes. 
Time irrelevant. Mutual determination. What use [has causality]? 
-hypothesis, action, socialization of knowledge. 

Royce: Entirely a conception with a practical use? 
Sen Gupta: No, not merely, but semi-subjective. 
Royce: Question: Why more interesting to find sequences than co

existences? Why not laws of coexistence? There are in geometry, 
but not in physics. 

Headley: [Note.] Of Aristotle's four causes, material [cause is] 
neglected; formal is equal to final-what is to be. Final not scien
tific; and "end effect" is a confusion of two sorts: goodness of end, 
and purpose, [ which] equals efficient cause. Efficient, meaning 
mechanical, cause remains. Still confused-psychological. Ilut 
practical use finds Locke and Hume and Bosanquet irrelevant. 
[Causality is] never a mere logical relationship; [it is] temporal 
and dynamic. Volition irrelevant. Relation of cause [to] effect is 
not simple. Wundt [classifies cause as] (1) thing, (2) force, (3) 
regular connected processes. Second not really apart from third. All 
three used as we are interested; variety of motives; we choose the 
particular cause. Two scientists may offer two distinct accounts, 
both true. What is significant? Not proximity, but interest owing to 
exceptional character. May classify sciences by the notion of cause 
which they use. 

Costello: What is interest? 
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Miss Webster: Depends on choice of events you compare an 
event with. 

Royce: Interest is objective in being determined by environment. 
You compare with certain other events. 

Miss Webster: Depends on the context of the interesting objects. 
Not especially realistic, not subjective; but there is comparison. 

Brogan: Aristotle's causes: correlation. Aristotle a binding, a cor
relation. Four significant ways of binding [something] with some
thing else. 

Brogan next time: reduce all value terms to one. 

March 17, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

Professor Royce, at the beginning of the meeting, summarized 
Heinrich Weber's proposal of a generalized concept of cause. Given 
an event, it can always be put into a class W [Wirkung] of events 
such that there is another class U [Ursache] of events which can 
be correlated with the class W by a one.one relation, that relation 
being the relation of "a predecessor with no interesting interme
diaries." To say every event has a cause is to say no more than that 
every event belongs to a class of events which has a class of ante
cedents of this sort. As thus generalized, the concept of cause is of 
little use unless the classes in question have a class-concept which is 
simple. In such a case we have a "law of nature." If a simple class 
of co~sequents have a class of antecedents which have no simple 
definmg concept, the events are said to happen accidentally. 

Dr. Costello asked whether the classes chosen were arbitrary, and 
whether the notion of a class with a simple name did not stand in 
~eed of a ~er criterion of simplicity. The answer to these ques
tions was m the affirmative. 
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Mr. Eliot's paper on causality was then read by Mr. Sen Gupta. 
Causality is something which can be explained away but not ex
plained. Perhaps it is due to superstition, but can we do without 
such superstitions? Many such notions arise through what Levy
Bruhl has called, in his work on primitive race-psychology, the 
"law of participation." Indeed causality is, in the first instance, due 
to a double process of participation, that between effect and cause 
and that between the object and us. Later these two sorts of partici
pation get separated into cause and volition, invariable sequence 
and act of will. But both are ideal constructs, inevitable yet 
fictitious. 

Mr. Brogan contrasted this view with that of Professor Miinster
berg, which conceives the immediate life experience with its voli
tions and values as real, and its connections to be of meaning and 
not of cause; and the causal world of matter an inevitable but 
nevertheless artificial postulate. Professor Royce recalled a contro
versy he had had with Stout and Ward as to the place the feeling 
our own activity had in the genesis of the concept of causal law. 
Professor Royce accepted the conclusions of Hume so far as to hold 
that no prediction nor any formulation of general law could ever 
result from the mere feeling of our own activity. 

Mr. Sen Gupta next read his own paper, wherein he upheld a 
view similar to that of Bosanquet, that the only true notion of cause 
is that of mutual determination within an ideal constructed whole. 
The uses of causality are for verification, for action, and for the 
socialization of knowledge. 

Professor Royce asked if Mr. Sen Gupta held that cause was a 
concept for practical use only. The reply was that it was not, but 
was, nevertheless, semi-subjective. Professor Royce incidentally 
raised the question why in physical science laws of sequence are 
more obtainable and more interesting than are laws of coexistence. 

Mr. Headley then read the last of the papers on causality. Of 
Aristotle's four causes only efficient cause remains, and that in an 
altered form. Mr. Headley held that causality was not a simple 
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relation nor was it a merely logical one, but was temporal and dy
namic if anything. Wundt classes types of cause as (1) things, (2) 
forces, (3) regular connected processes. We use one or another of 
these notions just as our interest demands, and you might classify 
the sciences according to their notion of causes. Two scientists 
might give totally different accounts of the cause of an event, and 
both be right-the direction of their interest differing. 

Dr. Costello called for a definition of "interest" which should 
prevent Mr. Headley's account from being circular. Miss Webster 
said the difference of interest was the difference in the sort of 
events you compared the given event with. Mr. Brogan added the 
comment that Aristotle's causes are really modes of correlation: 
they are the four significant ways of binding something with some
thing else. 

Comment: Our discussion of cause has brought out two ways of 
considering causality which seem to me to be of the widest scientific 
importance: first, the way of reducing cause to invariable sequence 
-or, since this formulation suggests "same cause, same effect," 
that is, that identical causes recur, and this notion is probably false 
since perhaps the same causes never do recur, we had best state this 
first notion of cause as that of mathematical functional connection, 
a law of nature; second, the way such as is indicated in Miss 
Webster's view of cause as the experimentally discoverable cause 
for the difference between two phenomena. The former treats the 
causal relation in extension: the members of a certain class of 
causes are severally followed by the members of a certain class of 
effects, and this fact can be stated in a universal proposition. The 
second treats the relation rather in intension, and could be studied 
in, perhaps not indeed the single case, but in a very small group 
of cases. The first is enumerative, the second analytic. I wish to call 
attention to this distinction, because I think the second sort of 
causality, of which Miss Webster's case of the cause of a difference 
is a very typical example, is frequently neglected by those who 
hurry to reduce cause to law. This sort of causality-analysis gives 
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you a law by first giving you something in the way of a reason for 
the law; and since we can never examine all the possible cases, un

less the law can be established by shO\ving a reason more ultimate 
than the law itself, no law of nature is ever empirically verifiable. 
The case of choosing fair samples and thus rendering the law prob
able does not contradict what has just been said, for what you do 
in sampling is to select your samples under diverse conditions, and 
thus really perform an analysis which shows that these conditions 
are more or less irrelevant, by the method of agreement. I do not 
have time here to expand these remarks far enough to do justice to 
the subject; I simply wish to indicate certain considerations which 
the discussion of the last two meetings has impressed upon me. 

March 24, 1914 

~e» NOTES 

Brogan's paper: 42 Definition and implication in value proposi
tions. Exclude extrinsic value; not discuss reductions of value to 
psychological terms, etc. Value propositions either ultimately ana
lyze into non-value terms or nol First move: to reduce all to one 
value term. G. E. Moore takes "good"; he has never defined "bad" 
(intrinsically) ; can't infer notion of "better" ( capability of de-

•2 Brogan recalls that this was not a formal paper but e presentation from 
notes, with formulae written on the blackboard. His remarks were drawn from 
a preliminary draft of his doctoral dissertation, completed in Mey, 1914- Cf. 
A. P. Brogan, "The Logical Analysis of Intrinsic Value" (abstract of a paper 
read before the American Philosophical Association, December, 1914), Journal 
of Philosophy, XII (February 18, 1915), 105-06, and the Philosophical Review, 
XXIV (March, 1915), 196-g7; "The Fundamental Value Universal." Journal 
of Philosophy, XVI (February 13, 1919), 96-104- Cf. A Philosophy of the Real 
and the Possible, p. 119. 
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grees).48 [But] good is better than bad; existence of good is better 
than non-existence: we ought to pursue the good, a priori. H 

The existence of A is better than or is worse than or equals the 
non-existence of A. 

The existence of A is better than or is worse than or equals the 
existence of B. 

A is neither good nor bad when the existence of A equals the 
non-existence of A. 

Intrinsically good existence of A is better than non-existence 
of A. 

Intrinsically bad existence of A is worse than non-existence of A. 
A is best means no other possibility equal or better ( of a group). 
A ought to be done means A is the best possible. (Royce: No sum 

of goods.) 
A ought not to be done means there is another, B, better than A. 

("Conduces to" is an extrinsic value.) 
[Brogan on aesthetic values]: Beauty solves Kant's antinomies 

of Geschmacksurteil, [the] individual and [the] universal. A judg
ment of beauty gives one's own personal reaction, but not that 
merely-[it] is really a joint assertion. 

A is beautiful means I enjoy A and any subject's-enjoying-A is 
greatly of intrinsic good. 

[?Royce] : What is aesthetic enjoyment? 
Brogan: Isolating. Not bodily. Sunk in objects-empathy. Take 

any case. 
A is not beautiful means I do not enjoy it or some subject's

enjoying-A is not greatly of intrinsic good. 
Eliot: Aesthetic enjoyment means A is beautiful. 
[After discussion of the point, the definition] "If any subject en-

· •s Cf. Brogan, Journal of Philosophy, XVI, 99. 

44 At this point and again at the beginning of the March 31 notes, Costello 
listed Brogan's symbols for the primitive ideas "better than" ( is::) and "worse 

. than" ( ~ ), considered as transitive asymmetrical relations, and for "equals," 
"the existence of A," and "the non-existence of A." At Brogan's suggestion the 
editor has substituted verbal equivalents for the symbols in these notes. 

l 
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joys A, subject's-enjoying-A is not [greatly of] intrinsic good" 
[was] rejected. 

Brogan: Taking better as fundamental; best, for definition of 
others. [On non-existence]: Non-existence is equal, neutral, value. 
The existence of A is better than or equals or is worse than the ex
istence of B. Assume [that] the existence of A is worse than the 
existence of B: the non-existence of A equals the non-existence of 
B.•5 

The existence of A plus the existence of B is better than the ex
istence of A. [The problem of] Moore's principle of organic unity; 
the existence of A plus the existence of B equals the existence of C, 

411 The editor interprets the illustrating diagram as follows: Oblique line E 
represents the locus of existences; horizontal line ,.. E, the locus of non-exist
ences; vertical W above or below -E, intrinsic goodness or badness; point A. 
any existence intrinsically good or bad. Point D, the intersection, seems to 
represent an existence neither good nor bad and therefore equol in value to a 
non-existence. "Better" or "worse" may be predicated of A and of D (the di
rection in which the symbol "W'' is turned having no significance here), but 
everything on -& is of equal value; i.e., non-existence is indifferenL The dia
gram may be thought of as a two-dimensional model to be manipulated: if E 
is rotated with D as a pivot, it can be made to coincide with ~E, in which 
event W,W will disappear and all points on E will acquire the neutral value of 
corresponding points on -E. One of the existence points might be labeled "B." 
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[hut there is] no logical inference [that] the existence of AB equals 
the existence of C. 

Anything better than D [ cf. diagram] is intrinsically good. No 
measurement as yet, no unit. 

[Costello in manuscript]: Does "plus" differ from "and" as 
above used? 

March 24, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

Mr. Brogan presented a sketch of a possible reduction, by the aid 
of symbols, of all value terms to one value term, so that one could, 
in discussing the relation of values to other entities, do so by con
sidering the relation simply of this single fundamental value term 
to those other entities, and thus make the problem more definite. 
Mr. Brogan excluded from discussion the so-called extrinsic or in
strumental values, and, for the present, the reduction of values to 
anything not a value. He held that "good" 48 cannot be taken, as 
G. E. Moore does, as the central value term, for by means of it one 
can define neither "bad" nor "better." Nor can one, by using it, 
establish in any way except that of merely postulating them as 
true, such propositions as: "Good is better than bad," "The exist
ence of good is better than its non-existence," or "We ought to pur
sue the good." 

But taking "better," considered as a transitive [a]symmetrical 
relation, as the primitive idea, then all other value terms fall into 
place. One must also assume various non-valuational concepts, etc., 
for instance, "the existence of" an object. Then in tum we may 
defme: "worse," "equal in value," "of indifferent value," "intrin-

◄e Costello wrote" 'the good'"; the emendation is suggested by Brogan. 
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sically good," "intrinsically bad," "best," "ought to be done," etc. 
Mr. Brogan next proposed definitions of "beautiful," "not beauti

ful" and "ugly," which raised considerable criticism, since the defi
nition of "not beautiful" which was proposed was not the contra
dictory of the defmition of "beautiful." Also there was dispute as to 
whether "aesthetic enjoyment" could be given a non-valuational 
psychological defmition. 

Mr. Brogan then proposed as an axiom that all non-existent en
tities be considered equal in value, which, along with the defmition 
of intrinsically good, sufficed to make their value null. Another dis
cussion then followed as to, supposing the existence of A is valuable 
and so also the existence of B, whether then the existence of both 
is more valuable than the existence of only one. Mr. Brogan held 
this was axiomatic, except in the case of organic unity, where one 
value influenced another. (This point needed further explanation.) 

March 31, 1914 

~~ NOTES 

[Brogan's paper continued.] 
A is beautiful means I enjoy A, and some subject's-enjoying-A is 

good.Df. 
A is not beautiful means I don't enjoy A, or no subject's-enjoy

ing-A is good. DI. 
A is better than B means the existence of A is better than the 

existence of B. Df. 47 

A is intrinsically good means the existence of A is better than the 
non-existence of A. Df. 

41 Brogan says that this should be followed by the definition: "A is worse 
than B =Bis better than A." 
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A is intrinsically bad means the existence of A is worse than the 

non-existence of A. Df. 
Aesthetic postulates: relation p ::> q, etc.48 

If one enjoyment of A is good, any enjoyment is good. 
If one enjoyment of A is not good, no enjoyment is good. 
A is more beautiful than B means A, B, are beautiful, and some 

enjoyment of A better. . 
A is not more beautiful than B means A, B, are not beautiful, or 

no enjoyment of A better. (Royce suggests: A, at least, is beau-

tiful.) . tiful 
A is ugly: inference, [A is] not beautiful. And, A 1s beau : 

inference, A is not ugly. 
A is ugly means I dislike A, and all enjoyment [of A] is bad. 

[Discussion]: 
[Brogan]: Seldom any comparison in aesthetics. . . 
Royce objects: Is there no highest beauty? We say often this 1s 

perfect, as it ought to be.49 
• 

[Brogan]: Aesthetic experience is not a companson [of works of 
art as objects]. 

Eliot: Compact series? 
[Brogan]: Doubtful. 
Blake: "I don't like that, but it is beautiful, I know." 
[Brogan]: Not a true aesthetic judgment; [rather] "~is is con

sidered beautiful." More personal [i.e., a matter of expenence. The 
definition of beauty I propose recalls the] impressionists in France 
[in its] first half, dogmatists [in only] the second [ha~J. . . . 

Royce: Better to go into series and develop all possibilities an~ 
various ways in which they might be objective._ ~ot m~themati
cally, but for use. Better to be far in advance: e.g., m intensive quan
tities, hard/soft, A dents or scratches B. 

[Brogan]: One enjoyment might be better than another-not 

uniquely determined by the object. 

ta Brogan describes these postulates as confused and as mostly not his. . 
tll It is not clenr from the manuscript whether this sentence should be attnb• 
uted to Royce or to Brogan. 
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Royce: History of causes of works of art. 
Woods: Want a scale for judging critics; much more exactness 

needed than in enjoyment. Could measure, e.g., Italian masters, 
madonnas. Could analyze parts of the object. 

[Brogan]: Two factors, art and natural object, in every painting 
-Lalo [Introduction a l' esthetique]. 

Woods: Isn't beauty due to biological causes? 
[?Brogan]: No one has any true artistic sense who doesn't feel 

the making of it is good. Once it was usefulness. 
[Brogan]: Definition of aesthetic experience: "I take delight in 

the contemplation of A.,, 
Eliot calls for more. 
H e/elbower: "Delight in revenge." 

[Brogan on moral value]: Truth not a value. Freedom, etc., used 
in eulogistic sense, are not themselves value terms. 

Scale: trouble with "equality." The existence of A equals the ex
istenc~ of B; the existence of B equals the existence of C: inference, 
the existence of A equals the existence of C. Pp. 110 

Royce on symmetry? 

[Brogan] : Summation (assuming no organic unity): the exist
ence of A and the existence of B [are] better than the existence of 
A, all being intrinsically good. The existence of A equals the non
existence of A: inference, the existence of A and the existence of B 
equal the existence of B. Etc. Unit of value arbitrary, fairly low, 
G1. The existence of G1 is better than the non-existence of G1• X 
equals G1: the existence of G1 and the existence of X equal the exist
ence of G::. Say G:: is twice G1. So also for bad, Bi, when the existence 
of B1 and the existence of G1 equal the non-existence of G1• Might 
interpolate fractions; might defme, subtract. The existence of G2 
and the existence of B1 equal the existence of G1. 
. Royce: ":5sociative, etc., character? Formal defects, e.g., in equal
ity. Quantity, however, is a luxury; needs proof of associative law 
of addition, etc. Non-associative, no group. If an act has three re-
110 Th' . . h 

is proposition may ave been stated by Royce; the manuscript is again 
unclear. 

" 
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sults, one bad, you need to evaluate the whole. Proof of distributive 
character of addition and multiplication has demanded great work: 
Russell, Huntington (multiplication and addition), E. B. Wilson 
(technique). Hamilton's quaternions, commutative multiplication 
impossible. 

Woods: Extrinsic good? 
Troland: Why not "good for"? Need to be analyzed. 
Royce: "Better" preferable to "good.,, Every argument against 

objectivity fallacious. 
Next: Troland, quanta. 

March 31, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

Mr. Brogan continued his discussion of the reduction of various 
values to the central value concept of "better." He first reviewed 
his previous discussion and :proposed a revision of his former defini
tion of "beautiful." "A is beautiful" shall mean, "I enjoy A, and 
some enjoyment of A is good." He proposed in addition the pos
tulate, "If some enjoyment of A is good, all enjoyments of A are 
good." He then defined "A is more beautiful than B," "A is ugly," 
etc. A discussion followed, in which it was inquired whether you 
could compare, as to beauty, a symphony with a painting. Mr. 
Blake objected to the f1rst clause of the definition of beauty, citing 
such expressions as: "I don't like this, but it is beautiful, I know." 
Mr. Brogan replied that such an expression was equivalent to "This 
is considered beautiful," and was not itself a true aesthetic judg
ment. He preferred his own definition, as uniting in one the im
pressionist and dogmatist definitions of beauty. Mr. Brogan then 
replied to a query as to the use of the word "enjoy,, in the proposed 
defmition, defining aesthetic enjoyment as "I take delight in the 
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contemplation of A." Messrs. Eliot and Hefelbower objected to the 
adequacy of this, the latter citing "delight in revenge" as a non
aesthetic contemplation. 

A remark by Mr. Brogan that he wished to develop his theory 
only so far as it could be applied, led Professor Royce to insist on 
the great value of developing any theory fully, since one never 
mew what applications might arise. Dr. Woods supported the same 
view, and further asked if it was not possible to get other criteria of 
beauty. The discussion of other topics followed, among them the 
problem of aesthetic origins, the relation of beauty to activities of 
making, the question as to what constitutes natural beauty, etc. 

Mr. Brogan then continued his discussion of other sorts of value. 
He eliminated the problems of the value of truth, freedom, and the 
like. There was some discussion of extrinsic and instrumental 
values. But most of the time was taken up with the endeavor to for
mulate a value series, the chief problem being to secure connexity 
in the series. Mr. Brogan was unable, as yet, to prove equality in 
value to be a symmetrical transitive relation.lit Also he had not se
cured the associab.ve character of his proposed operation of value 
addition. Prof. Royce cited other examples of similar difficulties, 
and warned against introducing by postulates anything that could 
be proved otherwise. 

April 7, 1914 

~i:» NOTES 

Brogan [Basic postulates] : 
[ 1.1] Better is contained in diversity. 

111 Brogan writes to the editor: "I do not remember about 'equality in value.' 
Then or later I 'defined' it: A is equal in value to B = A is neither better nor 
worse than B. Df. (Where 'not better' was limited to what is in the 'field' of 
better or worse.)" 
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[1.2] Better is transitive. 
[1.3] The relation product of better and not worse is contained 

in better. i;:i 
Royce: Great difficulty of building up postulate sets: parallel

line postulate; distributive character of operations of n and U 
hard to establish, new postulate needed. Schroder, Kempe, Royce. 

[On] Woods and Cattell; eugenics engaged in hopeless contro
versy. Pearson and Mendelians. 

Troland: [Paper.] Ga Statistical mechanics; quanta. Peirce's 
views [e.g., in "The Architecture of Theories"]. Modern physics 
reveals large fields of statistical relationships. [Statistical method] 
hypothetical: does not average individuals but assumes individuals, 
applies probability, deduces, tests by experimental measurements. 
A~sumcs a discontinuous, atomistic universe. Hence atomism sup
ports probability theory. Heat as molecular motion; chemical atom. 
Since 1898 electrical phenomena seem atomistic, negative and 
probably positive also. Molecules, atoms, electrons. Most modern 
theory of radiation as atomistic; wave theory doubtful. Bunches or 
"chunks" of energy-units of radiation: light quanta. Planck, 
1904(?) [i.e., 1900]. Quanta can be treated only statistically. 

Maxwell showed that a large number of molecules at random 
speeds [conformed to] a bell curve. ( 1) Evaporation increases 
logarithmically with temperature. (2) Second law of thermody
namics (uniform distribution of heat). (3) Brownian movement
Perrin. (4) Thermo-electric effect. Metals contain free electrons; 

G2 The manuscript uses symbolic notation for the above postulates; the verbal 
equivalents have been supplied to the editor by Brogan, who odds the following 
explanations: 

1.1. "That is, if A is better than B, then A is not (exoctly) identical with B." 
1.2. "That is, if A is better then B, and B is better than C, then A is better 

thanC." 
1,3. "Thet is, if A is better than B and B is not worse than C, then A is better 

than C." 
G3 Cf. D. F. Comstock and L. T. Troland, The Nature of Matter and Elec
tricity (New York, 1917), pp. 182-Sg; and for the probable sources of Trolend's 
material, ibid., p. 189. 
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some move fast enough to escape from the metal; (rate] increases 
with heat, [in a] bell curve [with respect to] number and velocity. 
(5) In chemistry, law of chemical mass-action, deduced from ran
dom distribution of atoms. Law is: "Rate of chemical reaction is 
proportional to concentration of reagents" (bimolecular propor
tional to square). ( 6) Constitution of atom; radioactivity. Life of 
a radioactive substance and speed of radiated particles logarithmic 
like evaporation. 

History of radiation-quanta theory. ( 1) Radiation has an analogy 
to bell curve. H Hence intensity of radiation dependent on veloci
ties. Difficulty of deducing a law on wave theory of continuous radi
ation. Max Planck assumed radiation not continuous. Then an 
equation fitted the empirical curve ( 1902). Proved fruitful in other 
fields. (2) Photo-electric effect. When light strikes a metal surface, 
electrons are emitted, independent in speed of intensity of light but 
fewer in number. (Amount of energy in quantum is inversely pro
portional to wave length; photo-electric effect bears out; so X rays.) 
(3) Specific heats not constant for low temperatures; near absolute 
zero, approached zero; no specific heat at zero degrees. Quantum 
theory applied by Nernst and Einstein. (4) Energy atomistic. Mag
netism. Can be magnetized to intensities 1, 2, 3, etc. Energy stored 
up must be a multiple. (5) Theory of constitution of hydrogen 
atom. Spectrum lines calculated by simple formula. [In] 1913, a 
hypothesis: one positive nucleus plus one electron. Deduced for
mula. [Conclusion]: energy is atomistic. Changes and transfers of 
energy in bundles. Events are atomistic, therefore. 

In how far is physical universe statistical? Very largely, but not 
all. Possible classification: ( 1) laws statistically determined, ( 2) 
statistically blurred, (3) non-statistical. ( 1) Second law. Down-hill 
movement of heat more probable. Entropy tends to a maximum and 
is a function of probability. Evaporation curves, including radia
tion. ( 2) Chemical mass-action. Uniformity of temperature; i.e., to
tal average is near a level, depends on conservation of energy; but 

114 The manuscript includes a simple diagram illustrating this analogy. 
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when we take a large number, then individuality is eliminated. No 
surface uniformly illuminated, but uniform in the main. (3) Con
servation of energy; energy proportional to frequency, which quan
tum theory is itself founded on. Determining factor is non.statis
tical in a bell curve, i.e., where the maximum is. 

Probability of exceptions to statistical laws. Brownian movement 
reverses second law [ of energy]. 

Royce: Good to get such summaries. 
Brogan: (Discussion of] aesthetic judgments and theoretical 

judgments on aesthetic values. (Second half [of the evening].) 
Royce: Old Saturday Review used to make two estimates of poli

tics, one dispassionate, the other not; middle 'seventies. Short period 
in Nation. In art [a double estimate is] valuable at times. 

Discussion of beauty.judgment and theoretical aesthetic judg
ment. 

Royce: Russell's f'irst lecture had "luzrte Schonheit"-[phrase 
from] Schroder. Hocking formerly interested in elegance of mathe
matical demonstration; not adaptation exactly of skill of thinker.1111 

Schroder is mixture of sloppy and gemii.tlich. Peirce misses it [ sc. 
elegance] along with power of exposition. Not get beauty by 
polemics. 

April 7, 1914 

~~ SUMMARY 

The meeting was chiefly devoted to two topics, the one a continu
ation of the discussion of Mr. Brogan's symbolism for a theory of 
value, the other a paper by Mr. Troland on "Statistical Mechanics. 0 

1111 W. E. Hocking was active in the seminar of 1901-02. According to Royce's 
notes for October 22, 1901, Hocking, in discussing "what constitutes elegance 
in demonstration," found the main element to be "naturalness." 
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In the former, Mr. Brogan restated again his fundamental postu
lates for securing a serial order among values, and admitted he was 
still unable to establish the transitivity of his relation of equality 
among values. Professor Royce rehearsed some of his own trials and 
troubles with the formulation of sets of postulates. He referred, 
also, to the familiar difficulties with the Euclidean parallel postu
late, and to Schroder's labors in the endeavor to prove the distribu
tive character of the operations of logical multiplication and 
addition. 

Later in the evening there was a discussion of Mr. Brogan's con
trast between aesthetic judgments, which require personal enjoy
ment, and purely theoretical judgments about the beauty of some
thing one does not oneself enjoy. Professor Royce referred to the 
Saturday Review of the middle 'seventies, which carried on two 
parallel estimates of current politics, one partisan, the other en
tirely dispassionate. This discussion led to one concerning the 
beauty of abstract theories themselves. Professor Royce referred to 
Professor Hocking's former inquiries into what constitutes "ele
gance" in mathematical demonstrations. This quality cannot be 
reduced simply to terms of "adaptation." Mr. B. Russell's first 
Lowell Lecture was quoted as an example of a simple presentation 
which, by reason of that very fact, had a certain "harte Schonheit." 
The last phrase is from Schroder, who, though appreciating such 
qualities in others, was himself a mixture of the sloppy and the 
gemiltlich. 

Mr. Troland's paper on "Statistical Mechanics" began by saying 
there are large fields in modem physics where the most effective 
method is the employment of statistics. Such a method assumes a 
discontinuous atomistic universe. It does not take averages of given 
individuals, but deduces probabilities about hypothetical individ
uals, and tests by experimental measurement. The present trend 
towards atomism is favorable to the use of probability, for atoms 
can seldom be effectively studied in any other way. The chemical 
atom and the molecular theory of heat are both of comparatively 
long standing. Since 1898 the atomistic interpretation of electrical 
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phenomena has become widely accepted. And lastly, the most mod
ern theory of radiation, Planck's theory of light quanta, is atomistic. 

There are numerous empirical phenomena which seem to con
form to the familiar bell curve of chance, for instance ( 1) evapora
tion, (2) the second law of thermodynamics, (3) the Brownian 
movement, (4) the thermo-electric effect, (5) the law of chemical 
mass-action, (6) radioactivity. 

Mr. Troland then traced briefly the empirical evidence for 
Planck's quantum theory, mentioning ( 1) the nature of the curve 
of intensity of radiation, (2) the photo-electric effect, (3) specific 
heats for low temperatures, (4) discontinuity of increases in mag
netism, (5) the theory of the hydrogen spectrum and correspond
ing hydrogen atom. The conclusion seems to be that energy is 
atomistic, and since it is, therefore, transferred in bundles, events 
are atomistic. 

Lastly, Mr. Troland inquired into the possible extent of statisti
cal methods, and held their scope was very wide in physical science, 
but not all-embracing. He said there were laws ( 1) statistically de
termined, (2) statistically blurred, and (3) non-statistical. Among 
(1) laws statistically determined are the second law of thermody
namics, the laws of evaporation, etc. These seem almost entirely 
statistical. ( 2) A case of statistical blurring is that of apparent uni
form temperature, or, again, that of apparent uniform illumination. 
(3) As an example of a non-statistical law, the first law of thermo
dynamics was adduced. Also, the place of the maximum of a bell 
curve is not statistically determined. 

The paper was not followed by discussion! 
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Southard: Value of negative cases in "Significance of Bacteria in 
a Cadaver." 00 How prove these produce no effect? Especially when 
taken in a group. If they are effective, may cause obscure diseases. 

Royce: Many cases where no bacteria come in. 
Southard: Riches of result. Mental not the same as physical, 

hence diet of insane same as diet of sane. Investigated kidney ( one 
thousand cases): 70% had severe kidney disease. One hundred ran
dom cases microscopically: every case! Kidney disease ( 100%) 
more frequent in insane than brain disease (90%). Possible objec
tions; 63% brain, 70% kidney. Liver, spleen, heart; [of] cases 
with severe kidney disease (thirty-three cases) twenty-seven [had] 
severe brain [disease], ten to twelve [disease] of liver, etc. Com
mon symptom depression-kidney phenomena; brain filled with 
metabolic clogging materials in depression cases; 100% embar
rassed. 

Royce: Entirely uniform, therefore doubtful. 
Southard: Lady gave money to study relation of environment to 

insanity [with stipulation that it was] necessary to prove normal 
brains! High [standard of] technique gives [diagnosis of] brain 
116 Cf. F. P. Gay and E. E. Southard, "The Significance of Bacteria Cultivated 
from the Human Cadaver: A Study of One Hundred Cases of Mental Disease," 
Centralblatt fiir Dakteriologie, LV (June 24, 1910), 117-33; Southard and 
Myrtelle M. Canavan, "On the Nature and Importance of Kidney Lesions in 
Psychopathic Subjects: A Study of One Hundred Coses Autopsied at the Boston 
State Hospitol," Journal of Medical Research, XXXI (November, 1914), 285-

99• Canavon and Southard "The Significance of Bacteria Cultivated from the ' ' ~ .. Human Cadaver: A Second Series of One Hundred Coses o[ Mental D1Sease, 
Journal of Medical Re:search, XXXI (January, 1915), 33g-65. 
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disease. Hyperkinesis {mania, etc.) most consistent with normality 
of brain. Over-activity goes with normal brain-intrinsically nor
mal, extrinsically abnormal. Start with motor phenomena and go 
back, neuron by neuron, and find each neuron normal; whole brain 
maybe normal. Other organs may excite brain; perhaps "ideas"! 
Opponent says, "Brain disease of a functional character." Meta
physical theory of identity; or an Ostwald-like biotic energy 
(rather naive, combining structural and functional). 

Royce: Dangerously commonplace, you say. 
Southard: You come out with a truism. 
Royce: Like Spencer's "rhythm of motion." Did not notice 

Fourier's series. 
Southard: Spencer's inner and outer relations in harmony not 

very profound. 
Woods: All statistics are of this sort; not a startling discovery. 
Southard: Abnormal vs. morbid. Academic students expect dis

ease to be supernormal or subnormal in a quantitative way: ano
mality. Pathological point of view says disease does or does not de
stroy a cell-survival value, negative cases, all or nothing. (Psy
chological Bulletin [and] paper at New Haven.) 111 Delusions 
(paranoid) turn out motor-Aufgabe-Wiirzburg. Catalepsy, epi
lepsy, etc., are sensory! Need normal muscles. It is what you do 
with the ideas that counts. What is a thing when it is entirely dif
ferent from what it is? ( 1) Originality: guess there is something 
and then look for it-interpolation, statistical series built up. (2) 
Deny something: this is pathological method-take out liver and 
see what happens. Fallacy of making negative into positive: "sig
nificance of un in unconscious." Hypostatized a novel kind of con
scious; Peirce, subconscious (normal), co-conscious (new). Does 
consciousness have degrees? Early workers used mind in vague 
sense. Then introspectionists: consciousness perhaps self-conscious
ness. Then consciousness equated with ideas, etc., and technique for 

111 Southard, Psychological Bulletin, XI, 117-30; ibid., pp. 66-67. With the re
marks following, d. his "Considerations Bearing on the Seat of Consciousness," 
Journal of Nervous and Mental Di:sease, XLI (September, 1914), 581. 
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fmding. Consciousness is Bewusstsein, cognition; not will and emo
tions, which come in by kinaesthetic. Does will ever get to con
sciousness? Frontal lobes destroyed without loss of cognition. 
Parietal lesions did destroy consciousness. Mind is more than con
sciousness (history) ; but making of events is elsewhere. Behaviorist 
considers frontal lobe; introspector considers back part. Psychol
ogist must be both. 

Royce: Abnormal vs. morbid. Normal means average. Quetelet 
thought the average was the desirable. Morbid means absence of 
certain functions, etc. 

Southard: Tumor paranoia [symptoms are] lawless, unrestrained 
--excess. If academic student saw the bell curve and the abnormal 
at the end, it wouldn't be bad. Morbid has new curve. 

Royce: Abnormal not bad. 
Southard: Morbid is biological, pathological; abnormal [is] phys

ical and logical. Pathology used to be considered by me as a heap 
of sciences. Pathology has now the all-or-nothing concept. 

Royce: Notion of non-. Similar distinction of conscious and un
conscious, etc. "Unconscious" did not enter through "introspec
tion," but in transition from Descartes to Leibniz, in seventeenth.
century psychology. Innate-idea discussion in Locke: mind lives to 
know itself. Notion of transition from potential to actual self
knowledge-knowing reflectively that one knows it. All ethical 
writers face it. In Leibniz another reason: not physiology, but rela
tion of mind to objects. Roaring of sea. Petites perceptions not ap
perceived. Herbart held mind only accidentally conscious. James 
and Peirce ref erred to co-conscious, as if it belonged to some other 
mind. 

Southard: What if Leibniz had used statistics? 
Costello: Normal vs. average. Accidental. 
Southard: Normative science quantitative?-Psychopathology 

awaits its Columbus (-Titchener). But the norms were not settled. 
Royce: Normal or average not the valuable necessarily. Normal 

not purely statistical, as Woods has pointed out. The great are few, 
if tested by effects on destiny. 
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Woods: Wrong to speak of "humanity." If there were only hu
manity, then we should be interested in differences, should study 
each genealogical tree separately. No all or nothing; but series and 
"preservation of form." 

Southard: Unformed and deformed, etc. New "model'' idea: 
"preservation of form." Yes-no does not equal plus-minus. Does 
telephone work or not?-[the] quantitative may not be the im
portant. 

April 14, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

The meeting was devoted to the discussion by Professor South~ 
ard of various topics, for the most part bearing on the use of sta
tistics. The first topic was the problem presented by the existence 
of certain bacteria in a cadaver. Some say it is a matter of course 
that these come in somehow after death. But the negative cases, 
where no bacteria are found, seem to demand a more special expla
nation. Another case was that of statistics which showed kidney dis
ease more frequent in the insane than brain disease. Dr. Southard 
wondered if these statistics did not present too great a correlation, 
and whether possibly the kidney disease had no more to do with 
the matter than any other uniformly present concomitant, like the 
law of gravitation. It was possible, however, to suppose a real con
nection between mental depression in the insane and defective 
functioning of the kidneys. A third case was the problem arising 
when a lady gave money for the study of the relation of environ
ment to insanity, which money was not to be used for cases where 
there was brain disease. The puzzle arose whether there were such 
cases. Though careful technique reveals brain disease in the larger 
number of cases, it may be there are cases where the whole brain is 
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intrinsically normal but is affected from without in such a way 
as may produce, for example, over-activity. Dr. Southard expressed 
a wish for a more adequate philosophical theory of mind and mat
ter as a working basis for psychopathology. He added a further 
point that some of his most elaborate researches had led to results 
which anyone might have guessed at in the beginning. ( Some dis
cussion here intervened as to whether commonplace statistical re
sults represent an advance in knowledge.) 

Professor Southard then went on to contrast the abnormal and 
the morbid. Abnormality is a sort of quantitative thing, a more or 
less. But with the diseased, the morbid, the question is life or death, 
yes or no, and there is a sharp contrast Professor Southard said 
there were two ways in which an investigator might be original: 
one is to guess that something exists and then look for it, the other 
is to inquire what would happen if something which does exist did 
not exist. The latter is more the method of pathology. But it is a 
great fallacy to try to make a negative into something positive. 
That is what has too often happened with the notion of the uncon
scious, which has gotten hypostatized into a novel kind of conscious. 
In Professor Southard's own inquiries concerning the bounds of 
consciousness, he has seemed to find mind larger in scope than 
consciousness, will and activity apparently failing outside. The 
motor centers seem to be forward in the frontal lobe and their ac
tivity to be largely unaccompanied by consciousness; the seat of 
that which introspection can reach is situated further back. The 
conscious life that introspection reaches is history; the making 
of events goes on elsewhere. Various paradoxes arise: for instance 
delusions and fixed ideas turn out motor; catalepsy and epilepsy 
turn out to be sensory. 

Professor Royce then traced the development of the concept of 
the unconscious in the history of philosophy, with special reference 
to the "little perceptions" of Leibniz. 

Another discussion turned on the distinction between the ab
normal and the morbid. Professor Royce identified normal with 
the average of a group, and critically referred to Quetelet's at-
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tempted identification of the normal with the desirable. Professor 
Southard said he no longer considered pathology to be a heap of 
sciences, but to have a leading idea of its own, the all-or-nothing 
concept of the morbid. He asked if Professor Royce thought the 
normative sciences quantitative studies of statistical averages. Pro
fessor Royce replied that that use of the term norm was a different 
matter. Dr. Costello asked if the normal might not be contrasted 
with the accidental, while the average was contrasted rather with 
the unusual. But Professor Royce maintained that both were iden
tical because both were statistics about groups. Dr. Costello replied, 
the question of the normal was not to be evaded by saying the nor
mal men were the group whose age at death averaged threescore 
and ten. You may find normal men do average thus but first you 
have to select your normol men, and the selecting of the class you 
are going to average is not itself an average. Dr. Woods objected to 
the all-or-nothing concept of the morbid, and preferred to contrast 
the pathological with some notion of "preservation of form" which 
would admit of degrees. Dr. Southard maintained his previous 
position: in pathology the quantitative more or less is not the im
portant notion, for in the biological world the organisms are uni
ties, and like a telephone they will either work or not work, and 
there is no half-way station. 

Comment: I should like to state my opinions on two points, one 
preliminary to the other. The preliminary one is the relation of 
mathematical systems to systems in general, the other to which 
this leads up, the concept of what I shall call systematic probability. 

Mr. B. Russell maintains that all systematic connection is formal 
logical connection; that all science reduces to two parts, the one 
mathematics, which is the science of these formal connections, the 
other, the replacing of the X's and Y's in the formal propositions of 
mathematics by particular values depending on the particular sci
ence. This reduction, it seems to me, is less significant and ultimate 
than has been supposed, because I think it can only be upheld by 
one who follows to the uttermost the same methods of handling rela
tions and systems which Frege applied to arithmetic. Frege, instead 
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of considering three apples and three trees as being each three ~y 
virtue of partaking in some Platonic three stored up som~where m 
heaven reversed the process and made the number three itself con
sist of the class of all triads, evading the apparent circle by defining 
some specific triad in terms of its identities and differences, and 
other triads in terms of one-one correspondence with the first. We 
should have to apply this same method to implication, ~e great fo~ 
of systematic connection, and deny there was, alongside ?f and m 
addition to space, time, causal relations, and so on, a relation called 
implication; but saying rather that implicatio~ is a whole class ~f 
relations otherwise of very diverse sorts, which all have certam 
precise f~rmal properties. (We should be careful, I may remark in 
passing, to call these relations complex relations, or some such n~e, 
since they hold between complex terms which themselves contain 
relations, e.g., a R b. ::J . c S d, so that complex ~elations a:e n~t 
dyadic, triadic, etc.) That is, there is no one relation called ~p~
cation, subsisting by itself; there is simply a certain charactenstic 
of certain complex relations which leads us to call a group of them 
the implication relations. My former naive and childlike confidence 
that certain facts implied other facts has been even more rudely 
shaken by discovering that in Whitehead and Russell's Princiria 
Mathematica implication turned out to be not only not a relation 
but not even a class of relations among facts, but that it was a class 
of relations between symbols, not between facts at all. "Either-or" is 
not a physical relation, it is a certain symbolic way of taking things, 
such as Husserl calls a "categoric" relation, and implication is de
fined as "either not p or q." Implication is in the Principia a certain 
combination of symbols, which is built up of component symbols, 
which combination bas a certain parallelism with the structure of 
the members of a certain class of complex relations among facts 
(the class of implication relations, if I may so call them). The bear
ing of this on our conception of scientific law and of the suppo_sed 
elimination of causality and the substitution for it of mathematical 
functionality expressed as implication, is very significant. Sys
tematic connection among objective facts is not implication; what 
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stands for implication objectively is a certain class of systematic 
relations, the implication relations, which may be causal, etc., in 
diverse ways. There is no physical relation which is one of being 
mere implication without being something more also, and I there
fore believe that the supposed reduction of all systematic connec
tion to mathematical connection is something of an illusion. 

Now for our main thesis, which has to do with the work of esti
mating probabilities. In an essay published by A. A. Cournot in 
1851, entitled The Foundations of Our Knowledge, he distinguished, 
and I think correctly, between what he calls mathematical proba
bility and what he calls rational probability. We have mathematical 
probability where we are dealing with an atomic make-up of things, 
as for instance, when we are picking balls out of a bag, counting 
them, returning, and mixing, as in the popular examples in the 
books on probability, our purpose there being to estimate the pro
portion of black and white. I understand Venn to maintain this is 
the only sort of probability there is, and that there is nothing in the 
supposition that there exists another more a priori probability, the 
probability, for instance, that since a coin has two sides, it will fall 
half one way and half the other. Suppose, for the sake of argument, 
that Venn is right. Then I submit that it is an extraordinary coin
cidence that arguments which have no foundation whatever should 
so frequently come out correct, and that where there is a discrep
ancy, this itself should so frequently have been easily foreseeable 
by the same methods. It is an extraordinary coincidence that the 
coin actually should fall half and half, the tetrahedron once in four 
and the die once in six, and when for instance, the die fails so to 
fall, it should be possible to fmd, before throwing at all, that the 
center of gravity is not at the intersection of the diagonals. Further
more, were Venn consistent, I maintain it would be invalid for him 
to argue, from the fact that a homogeneous wooden cube fell with 
a specified side uppermost approximately one in six, to any proba
bility that a homogeneous ivory die would fall so also, because 
what they have in common is six-sidedness, and it is, by hypothesis, 
invalid to base an argument on six-sidedness. 
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Those who contend for a type of probability which has an a priori 
element seem to me to be right in so doing, but wrong in supposing 
the proposition "The die will fall a given side up once in six," is 
an a priori proof and not a hypothesis. Let me explain what I mean 
by hypothesis, as this is fundamental in the understanding of the 
sort of probability I have in mind. If I make a guess that a copper 
coin lying before me on the table will, if I toss it up, fall three times 
heads out of six, that is not a hypothesis, in spite of the fact that it 
may be confirmed or refuted by experience. Suppose I throw it, and 
it does come heads up three out of six. This verifies my guess, but 
it does not verify any hypothesis, because the amount of informa
tion about the coin I have at the end is exactly the same as if I had 
made no guess at all. It is wrong, therefore, to suppose every guess 
is a hypothesis. The verification of a true hypothesis by an experi
ence must increase my information at a more rapid rate than do 
the mere observational data by which the verification comes about. 
This can be the case only when there exist in the objects observed 
certain systematic connections, which systematic connections the 
hypothesis declares to exist. When a hypothesis is about a system of 
heterogeneous elements A, B, C, D, the verification of D may make 
probable [the verification] of A, B, and C, which may each be very 
unlike D. For instance, by observing the swing of a pendulum, I 
may render more probable a formula for the rate of fall of a stone, 
or another formula for the orbit of the moon, and this is possible 
because it verifies the law of gravitation, itself a hypothesis about 
systematic connections. In short, when we verify a hypothesis we 
render probable not merely the existence of further similar phe
nomena but always also of phenomena different from, often very 
heterogeneous with, those we observe.118 It ought, therefore, to be 
obvious that the sort of probability we get when we verify a hy
pothesis is radically different from mathematical probability as 
above defined. We may call it, with Cournot, rational probability, 
or better still systematic probability. Pulling balls out of a bag will 

118 See Appendix A, below, pp. 191-92, 

I 

• 
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give a mathematical probability about other balls still in the bag, 
but it will tell you very little about anything heterogeneous, for 
instance what will be found if you pull eggs out of a nest. Not so 
when you verify a hypothesis, and the results you reach about the 
polarization of light may be rendering more probable a whole 
variety of phenomena, say phenomena of interference and the like. 

Hypothesis involves a more intimate combination of the deduc
tive with the inductive than is currently supposed. We are told 
there are three stages, hypothesis, deduction, and verification, as if 
the deduction were all in the second stage and the empirical observa• 
tion made the totality of the third. I believe more enters into the 
deduction stage than purely formal reasoning, for reasons I have 
partly indicated in my discussion above about system in l~gic and 
system in fact, and I doubt if a mathematician could, unaided, 
make the suitable deductions from a hypothesis in chemistry or 
geology. And into verification there seems to me to enter a notion 
of systematic connection which raises verification above the simple 
empirical observing of the same phenomena. This latter brings 
about a higher probability than can come from mathematical proba
bility estimated from the same observations. Given a die, I fully 
agree that, prior to all experience, even though you know it to be 
of homogeneous material, you cannot say six will fall uppermost 
one time out of six. But I do assert that you can generalize more 
widely and surely from a very little experience than you could if 
you were simply told the results 1 to 6, without knowing how they 
came about. 

Another consideration is dwelt upon by Cournot and has since 
been also insisted upon by Charles Peirce. Given three points on a 
diagram, representing a certain phenomenon, say points at abscissae 
o, 1, 2, you can draw an infinity of curves through these points. 
The point on the curve with abscissa 3 may have any value. But if 
we, without knowing what curve is correct, select a point with 
abscissa 3 determinated by one certain simple equation among all 
the possible equations of curves passing through the three points, 
and if observation verifies our calculation, the probability that this 
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equation represents the phenomena is obviously greatly increased. 
Yet no mathematical probability can be given for this, since there 
are also an infinity of possible curves which would pass through 
four points as well as through three. This will illustrate the complete 
failure of mathematical probability to deal with systematic con
nections. 

I have indicated above in the first section the error of the notion 
that systematic connection belongs in some realm of mathematics 
which is unique and totally non-empirical or at least radically dis
tinct from mere empirical connections. I have indicated that the 
mathematical connections are the empirical connections themselves, 
but whole classes of them taken as groups; that there is, for exam
ple, this causal connection and yonder spatial connection, and the 
whole group of them, provided each possesses a certain precise 
abstract property, is called implication-so far, indeed, as the latter 
is not further limited merely to the symbols for these. There are, 
then, systematic connections in the empirical world. It is more im
portant to get a hold on these objective and concrete systematic con
nections than it is to estimate probabilities of any isolated atomic 
phenomena. You can get a better idea in a briefer time of the con
tents of a book on geometry if you trace the systematic connections 
of the first few proofs than if you select theorems at random through
out the book. Nature has her systems also, yet most statistical sci
ence goes at the questions as if the world were a grab-bag, a heap 
of disconnected phenomena, and the question were to take samples 
and generalize by mathematical probability: three red objects out 
of five, therefore thirty out of fifty. Luckily system creeps in in spite 
of efforts to keep it out, and systematic probability supersedes 
mathematical probability. I sum up by a thesis which I have many 
times repeated: The work of induction is not primarily to estimate 
mathematical probability, but by analysis and hypothesis to arrive 
at those key-relations which are central and fundamental in the 
various interwoven systems which constitute Nature. 
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[Royce]: Review of C. S. Peirce. 119 Logic [ of] relatives, philos
ophy, correspondence, mathematics, statistics (Harvard Observa
tory and Coast Survey), reviews in Nation. Hard to place philo
sophically. Experience in mathematics and philosophy, scholastic 
logic. Hoped to write history of science. Variety of erudition and 
ingenuity. Not a cooperator. First edition of Century Dictionary, 
(natural sciences). "Duns Scotus regarding principle of individu
ation" I Not faddish, no systematic delusions. Benjamin Peirce was 
fragmentary also, but officially more possible. [C. S. Peirce] antici
pated philosophic applications of logic. Interested in "impractical 
side"! Russell: Foundations of Geometry, then Peano school, then 
concept of relation, and at about 1900 studied one of Peirce's two 
theories of relations. 

Dr. Woods: Statistical controversy with Cattell; a statistical fal
lacy made by Woods. Can't separate heredity and environment 
but in a particular trait, and a particular difference in a particular 
environment can fmd environment ineffective. Monarchs: natural 
selection, not opportunity. Older and younger sons: younger might 
well be as good as older sons. Younger sons more numerous; 60% 
of all royalty are not monarchs, [Cattell pointed out]. [Woods] 
did have selected group, [but then] went over unselected group: 

119 Peirce had died on April 14, 1914- Victor F. Lenzen, as he has written to 
the editor, went to Milford, Pennsylvania, in December, 1914, and packed the 
Peirce papers for shipment to Harvard, where Royce then considered arrange
ments for their publication. Southard also, a short time before his death in 19:10, 

worked on plans to edit them; see Gay, The Open Mind, p. :186. 
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after all, more than half of royalty are monarchs; total number of 
sons [averages] two-plus (four and a half in family)-54% mon
archs. Now not a selected group. Couldn't appeal to opportunity. 
Historical method correct. No great tendency for high grades to 
be filled by monarchs (who have longer life slightly). ([To be] 
published in Science.) 80 Question was, does the particular environ
ment, the royal office, lead to [intellectual] prominence? Answer: 
No, but [rather] the germ plasm counts. Formerly [Woods] had 
[included] maternal grandparents [in his statistical table], which 
could be found best for [a high ratio of] such older sons, etc. Other 
criticisms by Cattell. Older psychologists, especially sociologists, 
are environmentalists; germ-plasm workers on other side. 

Royce: Cattell less synthetic than Thorndike, etc., but an ex
tremely keen critic though sympathetic. Interested in editorial and 
administrative details. [His] criticism of Carnegie foundations. 

Woods [sic]: Cattell's ideal the furtherance of science in Amer
ica. 

Royce: Lovejoy: Philosophy is correction of error-negative. •i 

Cattell individualistic but positive. I 
Woods: In Paris and London, Science and Popular Science 

Monthly not to be found. 
Royce: Science less interesting than Nature. Cattell does not f 

criticize English style. 
Miss Webster: [Paper.] Concept of organic unity. Hobhouse's 

discussion of mechanism and teleology. (I) Various kinds of unity; 
(II) which are called organic unity; (III) biological conception of 
organism; (IV) Hobhouse's view. 

[I] Oneness or simplicity. As Dewey points out, unity is equated 
with totality too often. ( 1) Many independent of the one, (:i) parts 
dependent on whole, and whole less so, (3) all equally dependent. 
( 1a) Given the parts, you know all, e.g. aggregate; no real connec
tion, series (?), etc. (1b) Way they are put together: parts more 
prominent, systematized by some law external to parts, A different 
80 Woods, "Sovereigns and the Supposed Infiuence of Opportunity," Scie11C4, 
N.S. XXXIX (June 19, 1914), 902--05. 
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.from B (Russell, Principles of Mathematics). Machine; corpora
tion; "mechanical unity," or even "organic unity," organization 
rather than organism. (2) Whole: absolute monism in philosophy; 
chemical unity; organic unity; possibly, society. (3) Whole and 
parts-Hegel: plant and animal life. 

[II] "Organic unity" means ( 1) whole more than sum, (2) parts 
determined by whole, [or] (3) [whole and parts] equal. Apply to 
society: (1) corporation, (2) [a] number [of] individuals, (3) 
mutual Character vs. actions: (1),(2),(3). Third type is what is 
really meant. (Is there anything equally one and many?) Com
munity ( [Royce], The Problem of Christianity, Vol II) is many 
in deeds and one in language, customs, religion, and social con
sciousness; many in present, one in past and future. 

[ill] Biology reduces to mechanism, or contrasts with [it] 
sharply. Mechanism may mean (1) model, (2) mathematical 
equations, [or] (3) causal law (philosopher's), i.e., necessary suc
cession of efficient causes. Organism may mean ( 1) other than ma
terial determinants, e.g., purposes, ( 2) statistical laws, no mecha
nism, [or] (3) [something] indeterminate, or else teleology (fmal 
causes), explained by values. Valuable end, means, and relation 
between. Teleology complicated by psychological references to 
purpose, also determination by future. Mechanism and teleology 
are ( 1) exclusive, ( 2) different standpoints, [or] (3) teleology 
more adequate-Haldane; on a different, higher, plane. 

[IV] Hobhouse: Mechanism as a machine, a continuous strand, 
self-contained, continuous, active, independent; same cause same 
effect; typical reaction to typical conditions. Machine ( 1) many 
independent causal series, [which] (2) interweave and control 
[in] (3) time required for this intereffect. (4) Needs a maker? 
Organism in plant and animal. Internal principle and close adjust
ment. Interactions become so rapid the time is zero and all work 
together. Purpose [is] internal and not external. Any part acts 
with the whole; thus differs in kind: [is] teleological. Teleology: 
The Theory of Knowledge, 1896, held [that the conception of teleol
ogy is derived from] conscious human action and (involves] value, 
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etc. Intelligent mind; distinction of means and end and process. 
Organism quasi-teleological. In Development and Purpose: result 
and action condition one another, so teleology is organism. Action 
determined by future? Value drops out. (Not Russell's view that 
time is not objective.) Not clear as to future. [You] make [a] tool 
because it will do something; clear when there is mind. In case 
of organism-seems to need a mind. Mechanism and teleology 
[occupy the] same sphere. Induction to fmd which. In Russell's 
attack, Hobhouse's concept of cause is overthrown. But presence 
of psychical element still separates organic. But is this true? Hal
dane has two realms (Mechanism, Life, and Personality), the one 
more concrete; leaves out consciousness and emphasizes the whole. 

Problems: ( 1) Whole and part equal? Reference to time? (Hob
house: psychical.) (2) Organism and mechanism-are they on a 
level (Hobhouse) or at different levels (Haldane)? (Hobhouse: 
possible development of organic and inorganic.) 

Brogan: Value the important question in teleology. Hobhouse 
confused as to what he means by value. 

Royce: How def me in terms of value? 
Brogan: Teleology is the temporal arriving at value, increase of 

value, in a selected part of the world. Must be some relation be
tween process and the value. 

Royce: Organism? 
Brogan: No. But . . . world without organisms would be with-

out value. But [there] might be organisms, without value. 
Woods: Why restrict value to organisms? 
Brogan: Seems to me organism only has value. 
Troland: Teleology in terms of value needs statistical work. 
Brogan: One case sufficient. 
Troland: Either conscious purpose or else general law. 
Royce [to] Brogan: Greek teleology not conscious. Siebeck, 

Geschichte der Psychologie. Davidson held Aristotle lmew nothing 
of consciousness. In later times, discussion of memory, etc. (H 
there is any one modem concept of consciousness.) Hypothesis 
that non-consciousnesses are "nmdown consciousnesses"-Cope 
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Hyatt, Peirce, etc. Lamarckians. What we do with care is later 
habit. In social cases, inventions of a social order are not performed 
by any one person; insurance, banking, etc. Their teleology is not 
in proportion to their consciousness. Grammar of a language, e.g., 
early Greek; Greek literature preceded rhetoric and grammar. 
English common law. 

Troland: Fechner maintained atomization of action and hence 
social oversoul. 

Royce: The social consciousness is not aware what literature is 
good for when it invents. Language a work of social genius neither 
God nor man could foresee. 

Brogan: All part of one process, therefore not accidental. 
Royce: Goethe and Bergson. 
Woods: Chance? 
Royce: Is beyond expectations of chance? Then fecundity of 

aggregation-Peirce. Discussions of aggregates fail to recognize 
that, in the wholly mathematical world, philosophers have not rec
ognized how many structures there are analogous to organic: mere 
aggregation or that plus something more. Linear triad and non
linear triad, and "between": is such a mere aggregate? Unity? 
Yes-not organic. All descriptive geometry arises from between. 
What is "sum of its parts"? Simplest organic relation, t.81 Man 
and community. Study mathematical logic. 

[Next]: Eliot, subject-matter of psychology. 

April 28, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

At the beginning of the meeting Professor Royce mentioned the 
death of C. S. Peirce, and traced briefly some of Peirce's accom-

e1 Cf. Principia Mathematica, I, 25. 
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plishments and his unfinished plans. He characterized Peirce as a 
man of great erudition and originality, whose work was handi
capped by his being temperamentally unable to cooperate with 
others, and by his lack of clarity in the exposition of his views. 

Dr. F. A. Woods then summarized a discussion he had had with 
Professor Cattell, concerning a statistical fallacy in the book by 
Woods entitled The lnfl.uence of Monarchs. The question was 
whether a certain environment, namely that of the royal office, 
conduced to prominence, or whether heredity determined, rather 
than environment, who should rise to fame. Dr. Woods said there 
were as many famous younger sons as elder sons, though only the 
latter inherited the throne. Professor Cattell replied that Dr. Woods 
drew his statistics from a selected group and that there were more 
younger sons than elder, hence naturally more chance that some 
should be famous. The criticism was correct as regards the original 
statistics; but by revised statistics Dr. Woods was able to show 
that the influence of the mere possession of the royal office was 
devoid of noteworthy effect. Hence in this particular case heredity 
meant more than environment. 

Professor Royce characterized Cattell as a keen critic though a 
less synthetic mind than Thorndike; and [?Dr. Woods] said Cat
tell's great ideal was the furtherance of science in America. 

Miss Webster then read a paper on "The Concept of Organic 
Unity." She first considered various kinds of unities: ( 1) those in 
which the parts are more prominent, including (a) aggregates 
and (b) mechanisms; (2) those in which the whole is more promi
nent, such as chemical unities (there being some people who hold 
societies to be of this type, and others, the monistic philosophers, 
who consider all the universe to be such a whole superior to its 
parts); and (3) those unities in which whole and part are equal 
or nearly so. 

Secondly, Miss Webster remarked that organic unity had been 
identified with each of the above unities, except possibly the mere 
aggregate. She held the best definition was that which made whole 
and part equally important-for instance the definition of the com-
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munity which says it is many in the present but one in memory 
and ideal. 

Thirdly, she considered the biological concept of organism, 
which may be either mechanistic or teleological. Mechanism may 
mean ( 1) similar to some material model, or ( 2) predictable by 
mathematical equations, or (3) determined by a necessary suc
cession of efficient causes. Those who believe organisms do not re
duce to pure mechanisms hold ( 1) there are present some such 
non-material determinants as purposes; or (2) physical laws are 
statistical and not mathematically exact; or else (3) there is some 
sort of attainment of value which is more than mechanism, though 
possibly not involving conscious purpose. Of the two, mechanism 
and teleology, it may be held that they are ( 1) mutually exclu
sive or (2) two sides of the same thing, or (3) that teleology is a 
more adequate and higher account, including and transcending 
mechanisms. 

Miss Webster devoted the remainder of her paper to a considera
tion of Hobhouse's attempt to reconcile mechanism and teleology. 
Hobhouse's theory is that in the purely physical world, when ob
jects interact, the interactions take a certain time, but in the or
ganism, although the interactions between the organism and its 
environment take place slowly, those between the parts of the or
ganism itself are practically instantaneous. The result is that the 
whole organism acts as a unit, hence according to its total nature 
which is more or less unique. Miss Webster thought Hobhouse had 
not sufficiently explained why this sort of behavior should be teleo
logical, and said he seemed to settle the question by introducing 
consciousness into all biological phenomena. 

In the discussion, Mr. Brogan claimed that attainment of value, 
not purpose, was the fundamental characteristic of teleology. He 
was disposed to hold all extrinsic value relative to the existence of 
organisms (organizations) and the existence of organisms to be 
the only thing possessed of intrinsic worth. 

In answer to Mr. Brogan's query what evidence there was that 
consciousness was present from the beginning of organic life, Pro-
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fessor Royce pointed to the fact that in our own life what later 
becomes a habit had first to be consciously acquired, and the same 
might be generalized to include even the lowest organic reflexes. 
But in the case of societies there seems to be a teleology which is 
with difficulty explained as any sort of conscious foreseeing. The 
people who create a language do not foresee the great literature 
which may be written in that language. Mr. Troland claimed this 
was evidence for Fechner's social over-soul, but Professor Royce 
declared it seemed there were some results accomplished by a so
ciety such that apparently neither God nor man could foresee. 

Professor Royce then added that in the discussion of organic 
unities too little attention had been paid to the mathematical world. 
Is a relation of "betweenness" a mere aggregate; or again does not 
the epsilon relation, that between a member and a class, have in 
it something more than mere togetherness? 

May 5, 1914 

~ NOTES 

[?Royce]: "Immortality of man for the current year" runs an 
opposition show. 82 

Royce to Brogan: What of defmition of fitness, as given at be
ginning of course? Case of Algol variables. 

Brogan: Extrinsic values. 
Royce: Take a synthesis wide enough and you get an intrinsic 

good. No conscious purpose needed. 
Brogan: Teleology is attainment of good by a process, not by 

pure accident. 

112 On the evening of May 5, in Emerson D, the lecture hall adjoining the 
seminar room, G. F, Foote, Frothingham Professor of the History of Religion, 
delivered the annual higersoll Lecture on the Immortality of Men, his subject 
being "Metempsychosis." 

l 
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Royce: Henderson uses teleology as not a purposive process. Vi
talism vain. 

Eliot: [Paper.] 83 Classification of Gegenstiinde hoherer Ord
nung, different types of objects. Not metaphysical categories-em
pirical. A theory of their relations metaphysical. Not Kantian cate
gories. Meinong considers objects per se. An analysis of objects into 
complexes of sense-data does not give anything necessarily more 
real. Things-real things, including unreal (useless)-are normal 
objects. Do not begin with sense-data. Atoms the ultimate, per
haps. Bundle of sense-data will be only sense-data; a thing is made 
of other things. Universals and relations are a third type. [A] thing 
is [the] standard object. Classes another type; space and time an
other; perhaps causality. Certainly mental [objects]-ideas, feel
ings, emotions, will, signs, conscious persons; and social objects
institutions. Round [and] square, imagination, etc., perhaps are 
founded objects, not unreal as objects but as things. Hallucination 
is founded, and not a thing. Ideas like relations are not things; cf. 
first chapter of Bradley's Logic. We tend to treat objects as things. 
If there were no things, these would be things. An idea is, e.g., the 
fulfillment of purpose; but this is another idea. A sign qua sign is 
not an object in the same sense as the object. In [an] idea there 
is only the reference and not the material part of the sign. Then 
there are facts. Then perhaps God! 

Important question is alteration of type [of object] as in sense
data. Cf. Stout, [A Manual of Psychology]: perception of [a] tri
angle [is] not triangular. [But it is] wrong to say it is not triangu
lar. Nonsense. Idea wrongly thought to have existence apart from 
reference. An idea is an abstraction from itself. [There] appear con
fusions in ethics: do we desire pleasure or a thing or a fact?-each 
true in its own way. We frequently treat one type [of object] as 

88 The origins o( this paper might shed light on Eliot's idea o( the "objective 
correlative" (Selected Essays 1917-1932, pp. 1:z4-:i5); cf. Jomes Ward's concept 
of the Ego and the correlative non-Ego (Psychological Principles, Cambridge, 
1918). The phrose itself hes been troced by R. W. Stollmon to Washington 
Allston. 
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another, e.g., in social sciences. Psychology has no objects (ideas, 
soul, etc., are objects but are not freeable from their inferiora). 
Parallelism [of] psychological [and] physical involves a confu
sion of types. In what sense is an idea a sign? Somewhat related. 
Sign may be misinterpreted or not recognized, not an idea. Part 
of content cut off. Fox sign of cunning. Heterogeneous with event. 
But how can idea be a sign? Its apartness from what it means is 
very evanescent. 11• 

Subject-matter of psychology. Prichard: two types of psychol
ogy, mental content and psychological process. Content is in one 
context, object in another-Wodehouse, Witasek, Hofler. When 
you consider a sensation of red as cognitive, you know the object; 
later you turn to "red," a uniquely determined one. Object is pre
sented to consciousness but [is] not a presentation. A red object, 
otherwise known than by the quality red, is in an order. We sense 
a red spot. Stout says an object belongs to psychology as known to 
an individual mind. But then can we study it as related to a mind? 
Cigar known to smoker, known to psychology, and known to 
psychology as known to smoker. Alexander: [in] conational psy
chology, including affection, [the] sensum [is] non-mental. Do 
away with presentation. Difficulty, again, in constructing a thing 
out of sensations: object and quality not distinct yet not same. 
Best theory that of Lipps, Inhalt und Gegenstand: Things given. 
We are conscious of thing. Self and its objects form one whole. Get 
psychological objects by turning in direction of Self (lch). Mental 
states are relations which in one reference are external. Properties 
not things but experience with respect to a point of attention. (Cf. 
Ward: All from a certain point of view.) lch, Empfinden, Emp
fundene. Color is a relation between myself and object but not 
separate, and makes up both. Can't be separated from both. Nat
ural science is to get terms and relations belonging to a system. 
Appearance in relation to self would demand a whole universe of 
sciences. Lipps has mind essentially related to world. Abstract self 
and world along with it. Descriptive psychology deals with objects 
u A marginal note reads: "Hoernle: image, idea, meaning." 

i 
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which are probably not independent of inferiora (things) to which 
they refer. The idea is a constructed interpretation of behavior, no 
person with one idea. Behavior of other people and our own calls 
for ideas to interpret it. Idea can't be handled as a thing: disap
pears in two ways-physiological concomitants and things. No 
consciousness as an object: no such thing; consciousness is amateur 
metaphysics. Any philosophy which tries to interpret one type of 
object in terms of others is metaphysics and not description. In 
description one type of object is just as real and self-dependent as 
another. 

Royce: Are types categories? Epistemological? Various objects 
are things or objects founded on things. 

Eliot: Higher types not mental. 
Royce: Distinguish by type of knowledge we have of them. Later: 

what type of object does psychology consider? Sensation a rela
tional object. 

Eliot: Question whether it can be handled independently of what 
it is a sensation of. 

Royce: Theory of objects not treated in textbooks. 
Eliot: Ideas I have considered most. Social objects have a greater 

independence. 
Royce: Catholicism is not a mere abstraction; Buddhism; Amer

ican or English Constitution. What types are here? 
Eliot: Need to consider causality here? None of these objects are 

abstractions. 
Van Riper: Higher? 
Eliot: More founded on things. 
Brogan: Are things physical? How is an emotion, for conscious

ness, founded on physical things? 
Royce: Cf. James-Lange theory. Behaviorism. 
Eliot: Amended behaviorism. In James' theory you have an il

lusion to explain. For me the emotion is real hut there is a point of 
view from which it is reducible. Psychology reduces to physiology. 

Brogan: This theory is metaphysical and not phenomenological. 
Van Riper: Existence of emotion equals knowledge of it? "Ought" 
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is judgment plus emotion, but most people think it is why the 
former. 

Eliot: Emotion must be known. 
Brogan: Behaviorism absurd as regards emotion. Fails to take 

account of facts. Needs to be cautiously presented. 
Royce: Theory inarticulate yet. Doing vs. having consciousness 

of doing. Hypocrisy or lying about one's state of mind: e.g., "I've 
had a good time." Cases of hysteria and melancholia: we can see 
through our moods, but [the] hysterical cannot foresee mood will 
pass. 

Eliot: In my theory there is something outsid~.g., beauty is 
outside, and distressed world, etc. 

Royce: "They really think they are tempted, but they really 
aren't tempted." 

May 5, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

The meeting began by a discussion between Professor Royce and 
Mr. Brogan concerning the definition of "fitness" given by Profes
sor Royce at the beginning of the year. It was agreed that it was 
possible to speak of a value's being attained without calling in the 
satisfaction of a conscious purpose. 

Mr. Eliot then read a paper treating first of the empirical classi
fication of different types of objects, and secondly, in more detail, 
of the nature of those objects, if any, which furnish the peculiar 
subject-matter of psychology. The opinions stated were tentative in 
tone, and the range of topics so wide that any adequate summary 
is difficult. As regards the classification of objects, the paper was 
along the line of Meinong's proposed Gegenstandstheorie. It was 
not to be considered an attempt to make a list of metaphysical cate-
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gories; it wished to find empirically what sorts of objects there 
were, and to suggest the fallacies which might arise in attempting 
to reduce these sorts to one another. The most immediately given 
objects are things, not sense-data, and it is impossible to reduce 
these to one another; the parts of things are not sense-data but 
other things. Other types of objects are possibly universals and 
relations, classes, space and time, causality, mental objects, social 
objects. Much of the discussion turned on the distinction between 
ideas and things. A sign is a thing plus a meaning; an idea is only 
a meaning. This led to the discussion of the subject-matter of psy
chology. Various theories were criticized; most favorably that of 
Lipps, to the effect that sensation is an intermediary between sub
ject and object and inseparable from both, and this intermediary 
is the subject-matter of psychology. But no fully satisfactory theory 
has yet been advanced. 

Professor Royce said he thought the richest territory for the 
study of different types of objects was the social realm. What sort 
of an object is Catholicism or the English Constitution? These are 
not to be called merely abstractions. 

The discussion then turned to the behavioristic psychology and 
its adequacy. Mr. Brogan said it failed to take account of obvious 
facts. Professor Royce was less severe, but still urged that no suffi
cient behaviorist interpretation was as yet forthcoming of certain 
mental states, for example the state of the hypocrite or of certain 
hysterical patients who talk of suicide but act quite otherwise. Be
haviorism may be able to account for these, but has not as yet 
doneit. 
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May 12, 1914 

~ NOTES 

JOSIAH ROYCE'S SEMINAR 

[Royce]: Logic in preliminary examinations. Implication: 
"Could God sin if he would?" Work of Lewis.611 Power to abstract 
from whether you believe a doctrine. 

[Costello]: Note on mathematical systems and on systematic 
probability. 

Royce: Star drifts studied by mathematical probability. Case of 
Pearson vs. Mendelians, latter holding hypothesis of presence or 
absence. Pearson held to statistics of greater and less. 

Troland: Common part in all. Functional part [is] something 
which affects our reasoning. 

Royce: Non-Euclidean geometry, and parallel-column arrange
ment possible [between it and Euclidean geometry]. Or point 
equals circle, and line [equals] system of circles. 

Costello: This is partly generalization. 
Troland: Point of formal similarity. 
Costello: Laws deducible because they have a common part." 
Royce: Only in case of elimination. 
Troland: Electron and atom. 
Chemical origin of regulation of life, enzymes, next time. 

611 C. I. Lewis, "Implication and the Algebra of Logic," Mind, N.S. XXI (Oc
tober, 1912), 522-31; "Interesting Theorems in Symbolic Logic," Journal of 
Philosophy, X (April 24, 1913), 239-42; "A New Algebra of Implications and 
Some Consequences," Journal of Philosophy, X (July 31, 1913), 428-38; "The 
Calculus of Strict Implication," Mind, N.S. XXIII (April, 1914), 24,0-47. 
Lewis and Costello had been fellow students in the seminar of 1909-10. Both 
Costello and Royce were of course familiar with Lewis' theory of strict impli
cation apart from his published papers on the subject. 
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May 12, 1914 

~ SUMMARY 

Most of the meeting was taken up by the comments Professor 
Royce made on the preliminary doctorate examinations in logic, 
the present general low level of logical study and teaching at Har
vard, and the hope that the coming year would see a pronounced 
improvement in these regards.68 Particularly were students who 
took the examination ignorant of the nature of implication, of the 
fact that a false proposition implies all propositions. Hence they 
had not seen that, to the question discussed by St. Thomas Aquinas, 
"Could God sin if he would?" the answer was in the affirmative. 
(Comment: I examined Mr. Russell on these questions. He 
"flunked" completely on the St. Thomas one!) Professor Royce 
then called attention to Dr. Lewis' discussion of the question 
whether a false proposition implies all propositions. Professor 
Royce held Dr. Lewis had wrongly introduced questions of our 
knowledge and psychological powers, since he had wished to defme 
implies as "can be deduced from." These formal questions are 
worth discussing, for a student should acquire the power to study 
the implications of a doctrine-abstraction made from whether or 
no he believes it. 

Dr. Costello then read a note on two topics: one on the nature of 
the so-called logical entities, insisting on their abstractness; the 
other on the contrast between statistical probability and the kind 
of probability you get when you verify a hypothesis, which may 
be called systematic probability. When entities are tied together 
by systematic laws, these enter not merely into the deduction of 
115 An instance of Costello's "puckishness": any improvement in the teaching 
of logic at Harvard would follow his own departure for Yale. 
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the consequences of hypotheses about them, but also into the value 
of a given verification, and enable us often to reach a higher degree 
of probability than mere generalization from statistical averages 
would enable us to reach. 

Professor Royce brought up various cases, which were discussed 
in this regard: Kapteyn's star drifts, Mendelism, the curious par
allelism between Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry, etc. 

Mr. Troland held that systematic probability was not, as Dr. 
Costello had called it, "probability of the heterogeneous," many 
diverse entities being rendered probable by belonging to the same 
system with entities whose existence was verified; but that their 
probability was due to an element of identity running through the 
entire system and partaken in by each. Thus systematic proba
bility was statistical probability applied to his abstract element of 
identity. Dr. Costello thought it doubtful that a deductive system 
was rendered what it was by a thread of identity running through it. 

Comment: One of the great difficulties in logic teaching is the 
use of terms in different ways. An example is the term "infer
ence." Professor Royce said, at the last meeting: "What must be 
the state of mind of a candidate for the doctorate who says on his 
examination paper that from a false proposition nothing can be 
inferred! All ought to know," he added, "that one can draw true 
as well as false conclusions from one or more false premises: for 
instance, if all oysters are mortal and Socrates is an oyster, then 
Socrates is mortal." Now, I have read too many examination 
papers in logic to doubt that it was statistically probable the state 
of mind of said student was very bad; but in so far as what was said 
was: "From a false proposition nothing can be inferred," this is 
quite in accordance with at least one possible precise defmition of 
inference. It is doubtful, I admit, and a matter somewhat of con
vention, whether or no one calls the passage from the falsity of a 
proposition to the truth of its contradictory an inference. But I 
gather that what Professor Royce had in mind was something 
more, something based on other principles than the law of ex
cluded middle, and to this his illustration bears witness. From 
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Socrates the oyster you infer Socrates mortal. Now you will fmd 
inference formulated in Whitehead and Russell's Principia Mathe
matica, •9•12, in the primitive proposition: "What is implied by 
a true premiss is true." From it we see that while a false premise 
implies everything, from it we can infer nothing, the doubtful case 
of the contradictory excepted. Unless "Socrates is an oyster" is a 
true premise, there is no logical inference from it. This is further 
explained under •1•1 that the principle of inference must be care
fully distinguished from the hypothetical proposition: "If pis true, 
and if, if p then q, then q," which is true always, whether p is 
true or not and whether p implies q or not. What we wish to do in 
an inference is to be able to assert q simply. As is stated on p. g of 
the Introduction, "An inference is the dropping of a true premiss; 
it is the dissolution of an implication." If we keep this in mind, 
we shall not be disturbed much by the fact that a false proposition 
implies all propositions, for we shall remember that an implica
tion is not an inference. 

What Professor Royce bad in mind as constituting inference 
(and what Mr. Brogan had in mind, I think, in a defmition of 
necessary implication he proposed to me during the week), was the 
building up, or the observing, of implications which do not involve 
formal fallacies. That is, it is taken to be the observing of a certain 
sort of implication, whereas in the Principia it is an elimination 
of premises. A formal fallacy is any deductive form which would 
in at least one assignable case lead to false conclusions from true 
premises. For instance, if we say: "If all Englishmen are Euro
peans, and if all Londoners are Europeans, then all Londoners are 
Englishmen," we have a statement containing in it three true 
propositions, but we have nevertheless a formal fallacy, as would 
be evident if we substituted Parisians for Londoners. A formal 
fallacy always involves an appeal to generalization, a query 
whether it could ever lead from true antecedents to false conse
quents. When we speak of inference in Professor Royce's sense, 
we should distinguish it sharply from the sense in which the Prin
cipia uses inference. I should prefer to speak of the former as "for-
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mal implication" but the Principia uses this term to cover also 
cases like: "For all values of X, if X is a man, X is mortal," which 
might be false, for maybe some men are immortal. If I used Mr. 
Brogan's term "necessary implication," I should mean by it simply 
"formal general implication"; that is, replacing constants by ap
parent variables, the implication still holds. (If we replace man 
by Y and mortal by Z, the above formal implication will not hold.) 
But the point to be clear about is this, that in "If all oysters are 
mortal and if Socrates is an oyster, then Socrates is mortal," we do 
not have three propositions. We have one long proposition; and 
this proposition can be broken up, so as to give simply and without 
condition "Socrates is mortal," only if the two other parts are true 
propositions. 

May I add a word about the definition of implication. I think 
Professor Royce is unfair to Dr. Lewis in interpreting his "can be 
inferred from" as having reference to our knowledge or our psy
chology. I am sure he means something other than that, but I also 
am not sure his criticism is really cogent. The - p v q interpreta
tion of implication which makes a false proposition imply any 
proposition does no harm, since we can't infer from it (know
ing - p v q and - p). But it does furnish a simple device for 
making our universe of discourse explicit. Suppose we are talking 
about cardinal numbers. We write: "Whatever X may be, if X 
is a cardinal number, then, etc." This proposition will then hold 
not merely for X's that are cardinal numbers but for all possible 
X's, the X's that are not cardinal numbers making the antecedent 
(or hypothesis) false, and thus the rest of the proposition indiffer
ent, for the proposition as a whole is automatically satisfied; but 
the proposition will become worth while as soon as X is a cardinal 
number. So that a false proposition implies all propositions is 
harmless and very convenient. The real difficulty arises when we 
consider whether in the current usage of language we are dis
posed to say any two true propositions mutually imply and thus 
can be inferred from one another. Would the scientist be apt to 
infer: "Water is composed of hydrogen and oxygen," from "The 
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sun is hot?" This I understand to be Dr. Lewis' point, and I think 
it a decidedly questionable metaphysical thesis to say if we knew 
enough we could infer one of these from the other. The rea~ an
swer to Lewis I take to be this, that it is true we are able to infer 
empirically only where there is causal coi:nection, b~t that ca~sal 
connection is not a thing for logic to consider. The mterpretation 

p v q is as far as logic can go, and from it no harm will ever be 
done, because we can never use it empirically unless we do know 
some general causal law or else observe that q, as a matter of fact, 
is true. Dr. Lewis does not introduce the subjective, but he does 
introduce something out of the scope of logic. 

Mar 19, 1914 

~ NOTES 

Royce: Russell says philosophy reduces to logic-accessible and 
absolutely true; rest is physics, correlations. Induction-no ac

count of latter. 
[?Costello]: Reply: I admit mine has no foundation. Bergson has 

none but won't admit it. 
Royce complimented Russell. Said he [Royce] felt like Arnold's 

"forsaken merman." Russell clear and ready to admit incomplete
ness. Englishmen t"'md us too strident. [They] may, be rad!cal, ~ut 
[are] not assertive. Contrast with Roosevelt. Royce s meetmg with 
Frazer of The Golden Bough, and latter's modesty. Same case with 
an officer in Indian Service. Scotchman also has it, e.g., James Seth. 
Voluble converser etc., is Jacks of Manchester College, Oxford, , . 
but avoids "himself." In German scholars, we have self-assertion 
often, e.g., Hamack. Wundt interested more in "die Sache selbst," 
Lotze constitutionally timid. 

Royce: On topical examinations for doctorate. 
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Troland: On enzymes.07 Example of hypothesis, and illustration 
of vitalism vs. mechanism. Enzyme as an explanatory agency; 
[it] unifies a number of laws: (1) origin-of-living-matter prob
lem, (2) origin of organic variations, (3) ground of heredity, (4) 
mechanism of individual development, (5) basis of physiological 
regulation in mature organism. Difficulties for mechanism in these. 
Vitalists emphasize regulation and call it purposiveness. Enzyme 
provides us [ with] a chemical principle of regulation. Can we 
apply it to all problems? 

Source of all energy is chemical. "Catalyzers" is general head, 
including yeasts and [a] few other ferments. An enzyme is an or
ganic catalyst (i.e., made up of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitro
gen, etc.). [A catalyst] hastens chemical reaction by mere pres
ence, e.g., hydrogen, oxygen, and a piece of platinum block. A 
given enzyme generally furthers only a given chemical change. 

Royce: "Negative enzymes"? 
[Troland]: Answer: [they] "poise"otherenzymes. 
Royce: Friction? 
[Troland] : Don't know. 
Apply to the five problems: 
( 1) [Life] originated in sea. Suppose "accidentally" there is 

formed a certain enzyme, producing a simple oily substance not 
soluble. Grows, splits. But must suppose each new globule has some 
of enzyme, hence enzyme itself must grow. Autocatalysis, well 
known. Eoplasm not something which occurs at a stroke, for "siln
ple protoplasm" is very complex; large number of different en
zymes. Irritability and contractility. 

( 2) Origin of variations. Changes in question occur in single 
molecules or in few. Thus apparent chance-character of variations. 
Mutations rather than quantitative, because chemical substances 

67 A summory or Trolond's "The Chcrnicnl Origin and Regulation of Life," 
Monist, XXIV (Jonuory, 1914), 92-133, where he hod touched also (pp. 94-95) 
on the question or teleology in natural selection, considered in his note of Jan• 
uary 20. 
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form a discrete series; De Vries and Mendel. Autocatalysis and 
"trap"; accidental production of a single molecule sufficient. 

(3) Heredity in nucleus-Weismann. Difficulties [with his 
theory]: (a) Nucleus too small. (b) No mechanism suggested. 
Enzyme theory meets these [objections] . (c) Hereditary mecha
nism must be self-reproducing. Enzymes autocatalytic. 

(4) [i.e., (5)] Enzyme gives us a clue how germ cell can control 
an entire organism. Certain in liver tissue, etc. Enzymes may de
termine planes of cleavage of cells and selective distribution of en
zymes themselves. Makes Weismann's theory more specific. 

Methodological: way in which theory binds together various 
facts. Mere presence determines; no energy used. Carbon is lethar
gic yet life is quick, due to enzymes. Self-reproductivity demanded 
by biology and provided. Small quantity furthers massive reac
tions. Variations provided for. Discrete character of chemical sub
stances and ditto of mutations. A particular enzyme encourages 
only a particular reaction. Nucleus would reproduce itself. En
zymes are known to be very important in physiological processes. 

Discussion. 
Sen Gupta asked difference between organic and inorganic. 
Van Riper: How can inside reproduce? 
Costello: Accounts of what are catalysts? 
[?Troland] : Electrical theory probably best. 
Brogan: Where is empirical verification possible? 
[Troland]: Answer: Some cases given. Synthesis possible? 
Royce: Has anybody made any quasi-protoplasm? 
[Troland]: Answer: Silnple protoplasm is not simple. 
Royce: Do you get even any "oil drops"? Cf. Tyndall's Belfast 

Address-referred to Plateau's experiment. Clerk Maxwell made 
fun of it. One ought to get reproduction at least by enzyme 
processes. Ostwald used to insist on catalysis, in Naturphilosophie. 
Challenge experimental verification of some sort. 

[?Troland]: Another side: not proof, but what a theory can do 
is to unify and describe. 

[Royce] : Yes, but can you deduce new results to be expected? 
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Royce said: Complex compounds have been held to be enough, 
but no one has done it. Just so with enzymes. All life has enzymes, 
yes; but what then? You propose a retroduction only. 

Troland: Ought to be possible to f'md organic enzymes outside 
of protoplasm, e.g., submicroscopic bacteria-e.g., measles and 
smallpox. 

Royce: Ought to be enzyme processes not organic; there ought 
to be many intermediates. Minot dwells on faintness of hope of 
finding origin of life; Arrhenius on light-pressure transmission of 
living particles. Dr. Raymond Pearl on "Present Methods in Ge
netics and Their Limitations." 118 Trained in statistical methods: 
Pearsonian and especially Mendelian. Head of experimental-agri
culture station in Maine. Studying eggs and egg-laying. Danger 
from finding an explanation rich enough to cover an already given 
mass of facts. "Curve fitting": you can get far more laws than you 
would suppose; two curves may equally well fit your facts. 

~ SUMMARY 

May 19, 1914 

Professor Royce took occasion at the beginning of the hour to say 
a few words about Mr. Russell's visit to Harvard, and the latter's 
modesty as to his own views and achievements. Professor Royce 
gave examples of the same type of character in other Englishmen, 
and contrasted it with the strident self-assertiveness of any Ger
man or American who has done something. 

Mr. Troland then read a paper on enzymes as the explanation 
of life phenomena, showing how it was possible in terms of cata-

es Pearl read his paper in Boston on Moy 17, 1914, and Royce presumably 
heard it then. It was published as the opening chapter of Pearl's Modes of R,
search in Genetics (New York, 1915). 
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lytic actions which hastened chemical changes to explain mechani
cally: (1) the origin of living matter, (2) the origin of organic 
variations, (3) the ground of heredity, (4) the mechanism of in
dividual development, and (5) the basis of physiological regula
tion in a mature organism. Carbon is ordinarily lethargic, and it 
needs some such theory as the enzymes afford to explain the quick
ness of changes in living matter. Mr. Troland claimed for his 
hypothesis its power to unify a great variety of facts, and the evi
dence from the known physiological importance of certain enzymes. 

The discussion which followed turned chiefly on the sort of em
pirical verification possible, Professor Royce challenging Mr. Tro
land to produce novel deductions from his theory of such a sort as 
could be put to an empirical test. 

In closing the discussion Professor Royce referred to a recent 
paper by Dr. Raymond Pearl on .. Present Methods in Genetics and 
Their Limitations," wherein it was pointed out how easy it was to 
formulate an empirical law fitting a group of known facts, for in
stance a given diagrammatic curve. You can get far more such laws, 
all equally near to the facts. than you would at first suppose pos
sible; hence the explanatory power of any one of them is rather 
small. 

End for 1913-14. 
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Recollectiorzs of Royce's Seminar on 

Comparative Methodology 00 

HARRY TODD COSTELLO 

Nearly forty years ago I saw Josiah Royce at Harvard for the 
last time, the late spring of 1916. He asked me what I had been 
doing at Yale and Columbia, and as I left he followed me to the 
door and said, "Coe-stay-low, get out of Columbia, they'll never 
understand you down there." He was right, but a philosopher must 
expect to be misunderstood. It gets really bad when they under
stand you too well. 

I worked closely with Royce for the last time in 1913-1914, 
when I acted as a recording secretary in his remarkable Seminar 
on Comparative Methodology. I took down as much as I could of 
each session without using shorthand, and began the next session 
with a summary and criticism, to tie the discussions together. It 
was said of Royce in this Seminar that he put out a challenge to 
anybody who had some idea to come in and fight. By 1913, under 
doctor's warning, he dared not let loose the pugnacity which they 
say made him a terror in the 'gos, a flaming red-haired apparition. 
The hair had turned yellow, and the thin lips quivered in a whim-

sa An address reed et e meeting of the Conference on Methods in Philosophy 
end the Sciences, et the New School for Social Research, November 20, 1955, the 
centenary of Royce's birth. Published in the Journal of Philosophy, LIII (Feb• 
ruary 2, i956) 72-77. The l!ditor hos here mode minor corrections. 
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sical smile, but he could still bite at times. He said there was one 
subject he did not know enough about to discuss, and that was 
economics. When Socrates said he did not know, that was the time 
to look out. When I quoted a passage from Veblen about modem 
science substituting continuous process for step by step cause and 
effect, under the inlluence of contemporary assembly-line tech
nology, Royce straightened up to protest, "The man knows nothing 
about the history of thought. His novel idea was old stuff when 
Heraclitus was a boy." Royce tried to get visitors to come in and do 
their stuff. I remember Thomas Nixon Carver, classical economist, 
Irving Babbitt, enemy of Rousseau, Minot from the medical school. 
But also there were distinguished visitors who came again and 
again. In 1913-1914 there were particularly Lawrence Hender
son, biological chemist; E. E. Southard, first head of the new Psy
chopathic Hospital in Boston; and Frederick Adams Woods of 
Mass. Tech, applying statistical methods to the heredity of the 
royal families of Europe. Both Woods and Royce kept reporting 
from time to time letters from Charles Peirce in Pennsylvania, 
until one spring day they had to comment sadly on the death of 
Peirce. In the spring Bertrand Russell arrived at Harvard after 
delay-I gave the preparatory lectures in his logic course. Russell 
never visited the Seminar, but Royce commented from time to 
time, for instance on the hard beauty of his style in the first Lowell 
Lecture on Scientific Method in Philosophy. Schroder's term, harte 
Schonheit, he said; for Schroder, symbolic logician, "loved cool 
precision, but there never was any thinker sloppier than Schroder 
himself." Of the students that year there were Headley, Ralph 
Blake, Van Riper, Hefelbower, Sen Gupta, and Miss Webster, in 
addition to three I shall speak of later, making nine. Hoernle and 
Loewenberg dropped in occasionally, when teaching duties per.: 
mitted. 

The year's discussion started with Henderson's book, The Fit
ness of the Environment. Henderson had reported that the earth 
is fitted for life because of numerous peculiarities of the most 
abundant chemicals. He was afraid someone might take this, not 
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as a report of facts, but a surrender to vitalism and the purposes 
of God. I remember his Charles Evans Hughes beard, and his 
squeaky voice rising shrill. Royce came in, the frrst day of papers, 
with a little paper of his own, on the definition of the concept of 
"fitn " Th d fi 'ti' "A fi · ess. e e lll1 on ran, tness 1s some exceptional case 
or coincidence which fulfills an objective value." This launched 
us into days of argument, thrown into the midst of later discussions. 

After Henderson, E. E. Southard came along next with a study 
he had been making of delusions. He said delusions he found to be 
connected not with the sensoxy but with the motor side of the 
mind; indeed all thinking is motor, not sensory. Southard attracted 
me; it was rumored he was a genius and a master as an amateur 
chess player, "a five or six game man blindfold." He told of play
ing cubical chess with a friend. In these present degenerate days 
Time carries pictures of a chess cube made of layers of glass plates. 
But Southard and his friend just carried the whole thing "in their 
heads," and fought it out in the middle of a non-existent cube. 
We raised the question of extraordinary space-imagery. He replied 
he never had any imagery at all, he just knew where everything 
was. Occasionally he might see a hand come out and grasp a pawn 
and vanish. There was language to communicate, but the language 
was not the game. Thinking would be confused by images. Royce 
remarked in confirmation that he had "felt Hamlet before him 
in delightful vividness, but when he tried to introspect found noth
ing but scraps of imagery." Southard said concepts are more exact 
than images, consciousness is like an electric sign that flashes off 
and on, but thinking is motor on its own right, not unconscious brain 
relays. 

There was another genius in the group, this time a student, his 
name Troland, who later helped give "Technicolor" to the world. 
He summarized for us new ideas about the special theory of rela
tivity and about statistical laws of nature and quanta. Royce was 
very much interested in sampling and probability, and the hard 
work needed to get random samples. I maintained that sampling 
the deductions from a hypothesis might increase the probability of 
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things rather remote from the characters of the samples; and that 
Bragg space lattices in a crystal were two at first disconnected and 
doubtful hypotheses leading to a common highly exact verifica
tion by observations; also that the verification of a detective's hy
pothesis about a single event was different from an Einstein world
wide hypothesis-or was it? Troland held that when qualitatively 
different things are made probable by the same bits of evidence, 
there must be a hidden identity running through them. I said es
sential relation or system, not identity. There was much discussion 
of hypotheses throughout the year. Another question was whether 
there was room for spontaneity, for instance of mind, in a world 
of law. Royce and I argued there was no one world formula in sight, 
and any set of laws could be supplemented, as being necessary but 
not sufficient, as in physics, which accepts the laws of mathematics 
and goes beyond. Troland seemed still to feel the conservation of 
energy law ruled out mind, except as the inner side of matter, for 
he was a panpsychist. I thought this was orthodox conservatism 
with a lunatic fringe. 

Albert P. Brogan, later at the University of Texas, was another 
student who was an alert critic throughout the year. On March 24, 

1914, he finally brought forward a theory that the fundamental 
value concept was "the better" and not "the good." He bad been 
trying to work out formal postulates for a value theory, and found 
"the better" had formal advantages. In terms of the better one 
could define both the good and the bad. Without discussing here 
the later development by Brogan and Mitchell, I would like to in
dicate some non-formal additional considerations. There is a con
trast between the values of appreciation and the values of prefer
ence. Starting with the former, one might emphasize the aspect of 
pleasure or interest or satisfaction as a factor in all conscious aware
ness. Possibly these terms have their ambiguities. Conscious aware
ness, being connected with physical reactions, might cause a self
examining amoeba to state his ethical creed, "If it feels good, I 
stand pat; if it feels bad, I wiggle." Such blind reactions may lead 
by trial and error to the conserving of successful wiggles in ac-
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quired habits. From such small ~eginnings the hedonist and emo
tional ethics have grown. But satisfactions or interests or pleasures 
furnish no adequate serializing relations, except one of mere quan
tity. Pushpin turns out to be as good as poetry-or should we now 
say pinball and poetry? Let us turn to the opposing ethics of pref
erence, which is intellectual, and therefore, if Southard was right, 
motor rather than sensory. It is not as crudely physically motor as 
was Hobbes. Hobbes defined religion as little motions away from 
power invisible-what direction is away from the invisible I do 
not know. Preference may grant an importance to basic sensuous 
satisfactions, but it runs wider, much wider, than they. They be
come like the relation of sense data or pointer readings to a great 
physical theory. You have a preference for your country as against 
other countries. Yet where do you get a sense experience of your 
country? Or a preference for the existence of something as against 
its non-existence, which is Brogan's definition of a good thing. But 
where do you get a sensuous experience of non-existence? It has to 
be thought. Even when you verify the better, you are comparing 
a present actuality with competing possibilities. The realms of the 
possible are not realms of either present pleasure or actual physical 
behavior. They are intellectual realms, wider than the actual. 
They have to be thought, not sensed. This is, I think, the true locus 
of value, as opposed to mere like and dislike. It is not a matter of 
mere emotion, but it is a matter of worthwhile preference. The 
best is what I most prefer because it has the most to offer, as a 
unity. Such is, to me, the significance of Brogan's theory. 

We had another student in the group in 1913-14, whom none 
of us thought of as a genius. I spelt his name "Elliot" instead of 
"Eliot" in my early notes, and Jmew him later as Tom Eliot from 
St. Louis. But in course of time he was to make the name of T. S. 
Eliot more famous than all the rest of ours put together. His first 
paper was on the interpretation of primitive religions. He had been 
reading Durkheim, Jane Harrison, and Frazer, and wanted to 
bow what is "interpretation" as opposed to "description"? His 
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year's work circled around this question of the truth of interpreta
tions. He had been reading Francis Herbert Bradley, and said no 
simple statement was absolutely true. Brogan, of course, had to 
intervene to inquire if Eliot thought that last statement true? The 
argument waxed hot, and finally Eliot told Brogan, "You can't 
understand me. To understand my point of view,. you have to be- r 
lieve it first." Royce intervened to say that a sunple statement 
might be definitely true or false, except for the fact that we can 
never make a simple statement. 

About all this, as fames once said, "What has concluded, that 
we should conclude about it?" 70 The period was one in which two 
sets of sworn blood brothers, the New and the Critical Realists, met 
and vowed they would cooperate. And then, like ships that pass in 
the night, each went in his separate way into his separate region 
of outer darkness. Philosophical cooperation we got, if ever, in a 
Seminar like Royce's, the clash of opposites under the guidance of 
a shrewd master who was the first among equals. When we who 
were trained in such a school went riding into the visiting pro
fessor that spring, Professor Demos tells me that we horrified the 
younger students, that Bertrand Arthur William Russell should 
be treated just like an ordinary man. But Royce and Russell were 
big enough to take it and like it. Most of us today, as philosophers, 
hedge and equivocate lest we be caught off base. We do not want 
to expose our half-formed thoughts to possible refutation. We are 
too self-consciously proud to love the truth. "Who is the true 
philosopher?" says Plato. "He who loves to look upon the truth." 
I said to Professor William P. Montague, on one occasion, "Why 
don't you run a seminar? You are full of ideas." He said, "I prefer 
to make my mistakes in private. I can't think Wlder public scru
tiny." Yet Montague's great weakness was a lack of self-criticism. 
He needed to come bang up against criticism. It would have stimu
lated him to novelties he never realized. Plato said you cannot 
really learn philosophy out of books; they do not explain or an-

10 The question is slightly misquoted from Benjamin Blood. 
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swer back. They need the personal touch, and that was what 
Royce gave us. 

The presence here of Professors Kallen and Loewenberg reminds 
me of an anecdote of those old days. Kallen once brightened up a 
lecture with a reference to "the whole history of philosophy, from 
its rise in Thales to its fall in Royce." Loewen berg came bristling 
back, "That young man mistakes eccentricity for originality. He 
has a brilliant future behind him." As I look to those times, Royce 
seems so real to me still, that it is hard for me to think of Royce 
as born a hundred years ago today. 

I I 

I 
I 
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